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1. The referent memorandum contains two points 
which require comments. The first point concerns 
allegations that were made shortly after the assassination 
of President Kennedy and that 
since then. In one form or giotRer, the allegations. are 
that Lee Harvey OSWALD had/Beew connected with the Agency. 
The allegations are BESS wrfounded. 

2. The facts re 

immedi te peoleriee at that time, to 
within the Agency at Headquarters 
e Harvey OSWALD had ever been 

conceivable way. e ordered me to make the checks 
. directly and personally to the degree possible and not 
to accept statements of intermediaries. He also ex- 
plained that he was following instructions from-Mr. R. 
Helms, who was then the DDP and served as one (of “the. 
Agency's key contact officials with the Warren. poet 
Commission. . ΠΝ 

b. Although I had already checked the Main Index 
of IP (then RID) on the night of the assassination, I 
rechecked the Main Index and found πο χϑοσοχᾶ beyond 
that which I had already obtained.before (plus, those 
items which had been integrated into. the- records system 
since the assassination). There was nothing in the DDO 
records which indicated any, Agency . connection with 

. OSWALD. : 
¢ 

Γ᾿ 
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Arrangement. ware then made for me to check 
telephonicably with. ‘each DCD base in the US. The 
chiefs the” bases’ ‘then serached their records ᾿ 
and spéke\with chair officers. I was then advised 

Ch oF tha Cease hes or their designees individ- 
ac aye had been no contact with OSWALD. 

8 : n checked with’ Division Ὁ, SE Division, 
and LA D Ven, s Cuban Operations Group (COG) for 
any informal desk records. The results were like- 
wise negative. 

e. Through the Sec ty Research Section 
(GRS) of the Office of ati ity I had the security 

‘files checked. There: 

£. Although € 
I checked their Ss 
on the remote 
something on 

. files. 
. SS 
g. is δ e the chief of the CI Staff's 

Administrative Office called the Office of Personnel 
and received the word that there was no record on an 
employee or an applicant for employment named Lee 
Harvey OSWALD. 

a’ oN 

no, records on Americans, 

ey may have recorded 
was no record in those 

h. I also checked the Office of Medical ~'.. 
Services and found no record on OSWALD. eres 

i. The Covert Action Staff also foutit no" record 
on him. a oe 

j- Finally, I also checked ΠΣ the 
CI Staff's Operational Approval Group" (CI/oA). with 
negative results. Coe 

en a ae Ee ee ΌΝΡΙΟΣ ΤΉ ΨΗΟΝΝ 

: k. My checks were completed? on: 4: ‘December 1963 
and I then sent a brief informal note to Mr. Rocca 

e 
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wpacttring Oe checks I had made and stating 
that ean: kage howed that Lee Harvey OSWALD 

SNgonnection whatsoever with the 
5 a statement to this effect 

coe Semone to the Warren Commission. 
Sar ᾿ 

SK Siitilai® checks regarding use or employment τιν. 
of OSWALD Kad\béen requested by the foreign divisions - 
of their priate stations, I was told, and ‘the ae 
results we negative. 

4. 1 recall very clearly that we were extremely 
concerned at the time that OSWALD, as an American: returning 

' £rom the USSR, might have been routinely debriefed by 
DCD, thus having established contact with the Agency. 
The same point has now, quite understandably, been made 
by the two CBS newsmen. Having some knowledge of this 
subject I have personally concluded that there is valid 

. reason for DCD's lack of interest in OSWALD at that time. 
He would surely have been contacted and debriefed by DCD 
had he been to the USSR and returned to the US hefore 
1957/1958. Travel to the Soviet Union by Westerners, 
particularly by Americans, before that time was quite 
uncommon.and we were hungry for eyewitness information in 
those days. The thaw began in about 1956 and by the end 
of that decade e were so many persons travelling to 
and from the SovwteésUnion that DCD was incapable of talk- 
ing to all of Ahem m. Therefore, a program of selectivity 
and Pe ease pplicability was instituted. In 

m at all--would have sere been 
simply did not possess the type of 

Ὦ D was seeking at that time. DCD would 
aseds ts limited manpower on travellers who 
eon access in the USSR. 

Ἔ 

5. Se hould be added that my above-described 
search in e Agency file holding produced no record or 
indication that any other US Government agency had -used 
him as a source or had considered him for recruitment. 
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πα ποι ‘6. The second point in the referent memorandum 
concerns the papersQthat were available at Headquarters 
on Oswald before Bay of the assassination. Spe 
ically, there δος ve documents which had been .<@we 

‘the assassination. Two of thes Tao 
ment_of had been Sent. ath usb) the FBI, two by the ἢ 

bu289748)) 
Ἂν ; 5 ο 

Fig Contained ὃν zinat £i tained: records that had b Krginat y 
y Αϑέπου. camponent.. The Mexico C Lows eporting | 

iter ing of Oswald's activi i co had. not 
included in the 201 file. TK tinent cables 

from Mexico City were held at the Mexico branch at Head~ 
quarters, while the data contained in them had been | 
disseminated to the FBI upon receipt. The cables were 
incorporated into the file following the assassination - 
and were, of course, made available to all concerned, 
‘including the Warren Commission. 

ee ‘opanied “ 
receapy Joe the: ἜΣ t of these five doc 

© [5] ct ῳ 

7. It should be noted that no particularly great 
urgency was attached to the handling of the records 
regarding Oswald khefore the assassination because Qswald'’s 
name had -no pargsealas meaning before that ae 

mag fact regarding the records we eee Yed 
Beto “ the.BSs EX 
computer 

Hea darters ὌΝ 
yR\viewing the 

és keeping ἫΝ 
shown to them 

1 ng this visit, 
the visitors were satisfied with our records system and 
the manner in which we kept our records. 

Paul iiartaan _ I 
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TELEPHONE CONVERSATION BETWEEN DCI AND J. EDGAR HOOVER 
26 November 1963 - 11:20 a.m. Sms 

DCI: 

DCI: | 

SECRET 

I just want to be sure that you are satisfied that this Agency 
is giving you all the help that we possibly can in connection 
with your investigation of the situationin Dallas. I know 

the importance the President places on this investigation 
you are making. He asked me personally whether CIA was — 

giving you full support. I said that they were, but I just 
wanted to be sure from you that you felt so. 

We have had the very best support that we could popatbhy 
expect from you. — 

Good, Well you can call on us for anything we have. 

We will feel free to do that 

I think it is an exceedingly important investigation and report 

and I am delighted that the President has called on you to 
make it. 

We are trying to do it as fast as we can so we can dispel various 
wild rumors that have been circulating as to whether this man 
was the right man etc. that firedthe gun. But there is no question 

that he is the right man. There are a lot of aspects that we have 

dug up, for instance, with regards to the matter i: Mexico City. 
We have now found that the: photograph that was ta cen was not 

that of Oswald. We do find from our informant do.n there that 

Oswald did call at the Embassy that day and the informant has - 

given us the conversation that he had. He wanted to get a permit 
to go back to Russia and the Cuban Embassy couldn't give him 
the permit. The Soviet Embassy stated that it wold take three 

weeks. He had, I think, a visitor's permit for about a week or 

ten days so that is why he came back to the United States. 

Well, all of that ties in importantly into the story and we have 

those operational sources down there. We want to handle them 

very carefully. It involves some very high level people down © 
there. Sam a and I have talked about ree a couple of times. 

Mite, 
Me. Cae 
it is our intention when the Bureau finishes the report, he will 

_of course go over it very carefully because it will be a report 

that will be released to the public, probably τπτσὰ gh the White 

‘REPRODUCTION 6. 
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House, but it is the intention after it is in final form to be 

checked with each of the Government agencies that are mentioned 

in it. State Department is involved in regard to the issuing of 

the passport to the man to come back to this country and that | 

has got to be explained why it was done, the law requires it, etc. | 

all of which of course we are gathering. The aspects of the | 

Mexico City thing. It will have to be mentioned. It is his 

intention to check with the agencies, Secret Service, etc. to be | 
sure that whatever is said in the report is conférred in and it | 

is agreed to by the various agencies mentioned. So you will | 

have that opportunity to go over it and see exactly what is said | 
and I know he will welcome any suggestion that you care to make. 

Ὡς: Well that will be fine. Thank you 

H: Good bye. 

ec: DDCI | Ὄ ᾿ . ᾿ : 

DD/P τὰ ΡῈ 

| 

| 
(tape) mcm : ! : 

| 
| 
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Sor ᾿ ‘Hulsdniel ex 10 Oatobex 1959 te 

rived in Helsinkt ab 2333 (33 Ῥω 1.). Lf -Coeald “had taken,> 

mont of officers in this Agensy foliar vith the 
airport. 

2. We ave presently attempting te detemmine if Cowald 
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KAAZ- 223907 © 
12 May 1964 1745 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Rocca 

2S Taternal ‘Mens R arAian Vos hen © Dealin 

with Weed “Gommi selon 
- ae ort 

ae The DDP called me this afternoon, 12 May; to: state. ὡς 
ὍΝ 5 the Dives stor has received a telephone call from-_RANKIN λυ S) 

«δὺς 8 τ τ λλόχον sais desire to interview him: at. 1030. eS 

Tastee Mr. HOOVER is scheduled to -- Ss 00 on ἝΩ 
morning. ES 

WW) 
2. The DDP wishes to have from Ss a 8 rage 

sit issues or comprehensive memorandum which highlights the ba 

positions entered into by the Agency in its dealings with the 

.Commission. For example, RANKIN indicated that the Commission 
would wish to hear the Dire ctor's views as to how improvements 
might be made in protecting the President's life. Further, they 
will probably ask questions regarding the possibilities that a con- 
spiracy existed. Such general questioning certainly necessitates 
that the DCI be made aware of the positions taken during previous 

interviews. I τς with Mr. HELMS the nature of the recent 
information which are processing which originated: with the 
sensitive Wi¥éource. I informed him that in your wiew. this would 

raise a number ‘of new factors with the Commissien;: that should 

not go tacthe:  Comrtisal nm prior to the Dire ctor'dappearanige “unless 

we hav@ tivst nat Nagie preliminary reaction ae recthat the 
Nyaware of its eran since it cee ell serve 

tailed questioning. that he would 
Kevin BER efally and made a Sone" a of timing. 

Νὰ Given the schedule, you SS o e that the DDP 
will need a paper covering the above points as soon as possible. 

Document Number o-298, 
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XKAAZ~22 %o3 
5 March 1964 

(oor) i oe Miases FA ye "go ney ας tL, 

JA does not desire to respond difectly τω ̓ oe 
that letter which made a levy fox“our: rmateriak’ 

23 November, We found that, except for thiostelegrams, all 
that the Seeret Service had was material weckad sent to” 

_ McGeorge Bundy at the White House, 
simply passed it to the Secret Service as 

—~{nformafion, | a 

Unless you feel otherwise, Jim would prefer to wait out 
the Comrmisaion on the matter covered by paragraph 2, If | 
they come back on the point he feels that you, or someone 
from here, should be prepared to go over to show the 
CGomrisaion the materials rather than pass them to them in, 
copy. Incidentally, none of these items are of new substantive 
interest. .We have either passed the material in substance to 
the Commission in response to carHer levies, or theitems 

refer ta&aborted: fi 8, for example, the famous-aix photo- 
gr: aphi which werg not of Oswald, and the passenger ‘manifest 
on an aiFling which also did not pertain to Oxfvaldy a 

Sey SY SY ἢ ΩΣ ; 

deni¥e to take note af the levy sXparagraph 2Y we 
yecemmend that you indicate inthe: ‘attached; oposed 

πὰ Number 5°79-2550 

for FOIA Review on "JUN B75 . ἮΝ : Rock — 

Wy We am ἡνᾶνο ς. Cas 

te a ὶ ΑΝ : 
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ae MEXICO ‘CITY INQUIRING WHETHER TRE EMBASSY. HAD RECEIVED» 

ANY ‘NEWS CONCERNING a TELEGRAM WAICH HAD ‘BEEN SENT TO 

_ MBIATH NOLLVOIuISSvTO ny 85 YEARS OLD, Wie aN: ATHLETIC BUILD, ὦ ABOUT SIX FEET TALL, : , ‘ 
é οἵ WITH Α "isco "HAIRLINE. 
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smtatives of Warren Commis sion ao Three Stafi Qsprese 

1954 Mesers. Coleman, Slawson and Wille 

es of the Warren Gomi ssioas came to “fe 

msied that Mr. Clark Aaderson and I cooperate 

three would have Top Secret clearances and that he felt we 3 

try to be too secretive in talking to them. 
ae Sid not 

3, When the three visitors came ia, The Ambassador told them 

that he wished therm to call on us for any and all help they needed. He 
said, however, that he wished personally to approve in advance any and - 
all contacts with Mexican authorities and/or Mexican citizens, ; 

4, Tha Ambassador told them that a great deal of our information 
came from some vary secret and sensitive sources, such as telephone 

taps, and he reminded them that any puolished item from these sources 
' would have to hav: 

told thern that x 

¥ clearance with(XUBARW) aad{ODENV}). He 
on of these operations could have very serious 

do great harm to Mexican/U.S. relations. Ths conzequences 
visitors sai me ems from (KUBARK) and{ODENVY) included ; 
in the Cone Pt: would have prior approval οὗ the origina - a 
wna eS 

ἊΝ outlined ths "rules" under whic 

He told them he had made a protoc 
8: on Ἂς ΤΟΝ Luis Echeverria, Acting Minj 

ring that call, The Ambassador told Echeverria RS 

me δὲ 
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alt Heit 23 μι 
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zai th. ee a> publicity. Vihon the visicors asked if the ny cowd 

WS Arebaseador said tiat | would arrange chat if they 

: a for resort om the visit of 1) Asril 19d4 

\ KS δὰ 

φ' 

He τας in our offices. We spent three hours wi 

n 9 April and again on 10 April i964, DCOS Ss eyo 

and about two and ona-half hours on 10 April in our 
I met with therr twicein The Ambassador's "SX 

τς visit Echeverria. In our offices, they: 

: KS 8. Reviewed the "take" from LIE ΩΝ Be ἢ 
27, 28 September and 1 October 1963 when Les OSW contacted and : 

visited the Cuban and Soviet Embassies. They mada a "schedule" of ἢ 

OSWALD'‘s activities as far as possible for these days from this sarce, 
Note: They were given English translations of thess "takes", 

oe auc: translations of ths two conversations of 26 Novem- : 
ber 1953 between President Dorticos of Guba and the Cubam Ambassador 

to Mexico Jose Hernandea Armas were also reviewed, 

Co Had « me review the Sylvia Duran case. They were shown - -- 
ὄν Photographs of Sys and her husband. ee Nee 

τ᾿ 
a. Had me review he casa of Mivaexan: the Nicdeavoan. 

. 8. ors pee what actions the Mexico City Station took 
Ἂν beginning se ber 1963. I said we: ke 

τ ᾿ Ra EYos Headquarters, Ambassador Mann and (on ᾿ 

loc Ἂ SaWent them all (in. October 1963) data on ona WW 
CSW ARS ¥eue δὰ : his visit to Mexico and his visics to che Sqefet aad 
& ° ; « 

& ΓΝ all Station assets and sources int¢ τ ; 

: my nee all possible details of OSWALD's trava@Ne ee oe 
τὸ place Re had stayed, the contacts he had madi NS 

have visited. 

᾿ ΠΝ 
a OMGRTED 
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Cc: oN Yontinuous conszact with our Headquarters ona 

leads thuy sent EN with loc al {ODENVE £0 <99rdinatcs the work 

of our two 

) SS 
Ἐν Put all possible coverages on ae 

persons we knew of who had had contact i 

OSWALD had, but sald two points had previou not been noted Ὁ 

them. These were thats : 

Be OSWALD stares he wanted to go to ODESSA; and 

μι OsW ALD also wanted a visa for hie wife "who was a 

Russian", 

10, They said that Assistant Sacretary Mann still has the “feeling 
stro hired CSWALD to kill Kennedy; they said, ~ 

rmamission has not been able to get any f of this, 
in his guts" that €@ 

however, that os 

ἘΣ or photographs were given 21S a 

(of transcripts) which they eS 
are attached, ὁ ῷ ὦ 

: l;-f> Believed that all three of thes Wa 

; Distribution: oie | ; ι . Ἢ 
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\ station} got the information with respect to Lee Harvey Oswald 

and what was the information and how was it obtained. How 
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ὡς Ἶωω . Ἢ ἢ > ‘MEMORANDUM FOR: 

B Cornmission on, tho : 

Assassination of Prasident Kennedy _ 

SUBJECT : Technical Examination of Phatographs 
of Lee Harvey OSWALD's Application 

. ΠῚ τ for a Cuban Visa a oe ee νὰ 
7 a οὖ ᾿ ᾿ - ᾿ : ἘΣ τον 

1. X vofer to your request of 1 September 1964, ‘that 5 
, Central Intelligence Agoncy undertake a technical analysia of | 
-photegzaphed copies of Lee Harvey CSWALD's apalleation for 
a Gubaa visa, prepared by him In the Cuban Consulate In Moxice — 
City, and the reply from Havana conditionally rejecting OSWALD! | 

. application, ΠΣ : ΝΣ Τὴ 

“a 

these documents, and have made tho following dstexminatlans: 

application ls the slgnature of Lee 
° 

a. The signatura "Lee H. Oswald" Ss to the visa, - 

Ὁ, The notation In the lowex οὗ the visa appll- 

of the Guban Consulate 9) EQPES YR a make a definitive 
statement on this Noe hetwensthe notation 5 too faint 

meee carnpandwriting available for . 
comparison Is inadequate ee »puspose, It ls possthle ta 

ee* a ed - 

- re ee 

: ἔυκόυ τ αὐτο PAGE 

2 7% 4 Pe RG 

ba ia cel PAO APE ESOL EI A OL AR A Re Re oat - mieaceesy tre ἘΣ ΩΣ ee ἊΣ ἘΡΌΌΝ 

2. Quallfted analysts of this Agency have examined and taated — 

» Room 18-46~60— | 

Υ ; 

es - 4 

eee _ 4 
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᾿ ᾿: ̓ . 

® 2 ᾿ 

- ‘ ἜΣ, 4 : . ᾿ ᾿ : 

: ; is = ᾿ 
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G. The visa application ἃ ye the Cuban Government lo, 

in fact, a reduced πε ἘΞ ἐπ ἣν a photograph. " 

ἁ. Under stercogr 6S: it μὰν been determined 
ὡς that the blurred passp Ae at Oe ony i ak No." 
on the application "Ss ΟΣ | ; 

, e. No addi Seat τὰς lyais wora deemed ἜΤ ay 

3. I return herewith the eo of the vino application and 
Cuban rejection of the same, which were furnished te thia eed τὰ ρῶν ogee 

‘the Comancetes: : 

Β : 7 w,'% . ἣν Or κα 
ry hey / 7 ὦ. ἢ 

Ps τ lord ‘ eet one TEED “ ὰ ΟΣ . 

ο΄ Richard Helms © τ τ | 
Deputy Directer for Plana -... 
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INFO FROM AMUG-1 on AGENTS ἫΝ Pasig OW 

The difference between a Caban and a Sy (of the DGL) is as ὙΠ 

Recruitment of foreigners consists, 5 
organizations to which ng ἤμην ἐς 

» Of agreements with the 
Was oan also be recruited in 
verrilla trainings the schools in Cuba where they 

in DGI houses, where they receive i ion as agentse Their life is normals; 
they use the cover of being scholarship students supnorted by the Cuban government. . 
The DGI supplied them clothes, fued, and every sort of cara, such as medical and 

any other kind. The DGL takes care of their general. expanésese a . 

Once recruited as possible δὲ % 2 separated fron the Scher and placed 

Ordinarily kherg an ΓΒΕ is made to kesp them from contact ‘with ΜΝ ΤΈΣ in 
“τ governnent circles soas to avoid indiscretionse Any agent recruited in a foreign 

country is brought to Cuba and arrangements are made so that he has no contacts 
with persons in Cuba from his own country or any othere Once his. training is | 
completed, his departure from Cuba is not made known to anyons peuached to hide 

In reervitwent of Cubans, an effort is made to find those knowing the peice. 
possible parsons. “If the Cuban who is recruited is employed in an office or 
factory or works soite other place, an effort is made to have him continue his 
work so as to use his situation to provide true covers; instruction is given at 
‘hours when he is not working. If the agent has any trouble after he has been. ~ 
recruited, the DGI tries to help him as much as possible without Reeaeine down 

_ compartirentation or his covere Ὁ 

When he has completed his training and is sent abroad, the UGE covers the ex- 
penses of his family. If a Cuban who is recruited is unamployed, it looks for 
a cover adapted to his situation, and the DGI takes care of all the expenses 
the agent has, including those of his family if he is married. He receives his 
training in the hours adapted to his cover position. His life, like that of the 
agent who is working, mst contime normal, just as it was before recruitment. 

Cubans trained as agents, if their depar a the county is not illegal, 
leave with foreign pagsports.. ee = 
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MEMORANDUM FoR: “Μξν ἄν 1ιὲ ween P< Ni! 5 | Mine “eae ania 
. General Coensel . ΠΥΡῚ 

, ον Prasidert's. Commission on the ie ae ee oe ee 
3  =Assagsination af Prealdent Benno es δ νι ἢ 

: . : a : te ΤῸ siete, Fe 

SUBSEGT: Loe Harvay Oswald — a ee er 

oY. The following rermarkn hove becn rocently attxthutad te 
Soviet Gonsul, Pavel Antonovich Yatskov in Mexica City i a " 
ων subjacte ; : ὃ ᾿ : sey oe 

"Z mot Oswald hare. He stormed into my offices κα ; 
wanted me to introduce and recommend him to the Cubans. 
Σῖο told me that he had Mved in the USSR. I told hirn that 
I would have to check before I could recommend him. He 
was nervous and his hands trembled, and he stormed out 
of my office. I don't believe that a person as nervyoun ha 
Oswald, whosa hands trembled could have accurately 

- flred a rifle.” 

2. Our Moxican Station has chess > rocords for tho: 
period Oswald was in Maxice Cityam ised itis quite 
possible that Oswald thought he ὸ aleriy Kostikey 
when he actually had spoke x he first spoke . 
to Koatikey who turned or Yatskov. . Soe 

δ. " ᾿ 

The source of the mation is a confidential contact 

of fae Agency In Mexico cu ἣν 5 belleved to be reliable. In 
— view of thin relationship, an ΡΒ ΕΘΡΞΙΒΕΘ BER UEAVAEY: indicates bas 

‘ ‘been affixed to this raemorandum « ᾿ ἔν, | 

WARNING NOTICE [ {παν κω. | 
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Ἴ Aasessinatios of President Kennedy . 

Bg Hours of Work at Cuban and Soviet Coaselutens 3 
- Procedures and Regulations for Issuance οὐ. - 

ἜΝ τ ge te  .. Guban Visas; Mexican Control of U.S. Citizens! - 
ΝΕ ΕΕἜ ἜΞΑΝΟΣ ἘΘ pes toe Guba 

᾿ il. Ὥ εἰκός to your emery en dated 24 καὶ in which you. ̓ ae Paes 
.. request information on hours of work at Cuban and Soviet diplomatic. ‘+ ..".: 

installations in Mexico City, details of regulations governing the _ ἂν eae 

. /' fasuance of Cuban travel documents and Mexican control of U.S ΠΝ 
νειν eftisens travelling to and from Cuba through Mexico. . 

2 The Soviet Exubassy eer Consulate are not open to the : 
. public; offices in the Soviet compound may be visited by appointment - 

only. A twenty-four-hour guard is mounted at the entrance to the IMT. 
cornpound in which these Soviet installations Θ located. Visitors 
ring the bell at this entrance at all hours. 5 
are permitted to enter δὲ any time, bu$-¢6 

. away by the guard after normal houx 
ee ' during Septernber 1963, when Lae$Qrw 

“*- + installation, were 0900 ta 18 BORORG 
“Lat. Mondaya and Fridays ha Aas 

Sixteen Soviet families 1: WS 

3. The Cuban Embaasy Swe are Jocated in ἐμοῖς ἐν eS ae 

᾿ own compound, but these installations have separate entranced. - τ ae 

ον Visters may enter the Cuban, Consulate from 1000 to 1400 hours, - 

SEND visited the Soviet 

᾿ GROUP 1 ᾿ 
Exelsded trot auremstie 

Usepnry | meme | ere 
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" recoguize passport entries prouibiting the bearer's travel to Cuba, . ἢ 
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owsver, usually = 5. 
(δ alze in ofiect 

on the same days. Visitors to the Ἐ τὸ" 

during September 1983. - 

Sy ‘the Exterlor ἫΝ he χοὰς 
δὰ betasued. On occasion, τ: - Ὁ 

the resulting decisiong. 
ls ost a visa application form . 

Se Prior authoriaati 

requests for permission tes ak 

5. The Governmest of Mexico recognizes the passport ὁ as an ἘΠ 
identification dceument only. Mexican immigration officials do not . 

af the bearer holda a visa valid for travel to that country. Amendment. 
of Mexican laws to permit recognition of travel restrictions affixed by _ : 
goveraments lasuing passposta has been nader. consideration, but 20 park ae ee 

be Nen-Cubasa, ‘including TeSe citixena, scacctags M Sates: 

always need atranait viea. The passports of all persons travelling 
between Mexico and Cuba ara stamped In Spanish with the phrasea τ 

"Entered from Cuba, as appropriate. All 
exico from Cuba are - 
belng exominede 

passeagers, includiug noaeCubans, ente 

meets your need 
rn J 
PM eiicg 

Sire OS rita ἐπ ἫΝ 

' Based On: MEXI 9332, 6 ra 1964, IN 77522 7. 
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08 May 1964 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

SUBJECT General : 
Ν Specific : 

τε ΕΣ officers are οἰκβι θὲ wit! 
of agents of the DGL δυδὰ ag Sas 
use a special phrase to indicate Me 
(Source does not know the particular phrase used in every case. 
He does ον that agents from El Salvador in requesting visas ς- 
always made mention of the name "Mauricio’) The DGI officers 
at a Consulate interview visa applicants to find out if they are 
agents. If the visa applicant does not use one of the indicated 

’ phrases, the DGI officers, instead of granting the visa immediateiy, . 
’ tell the applicant to return in a few days. The officer then notifies 

' Habana and requests authority for the visa. , 

" Swenson 
᾿ , WH/SA/CI 

se ® 
Distribution: _ 
Orig &1 - Addressee τ “ἃ | 

: 1 - WH/3/ El Salvat 
1 ~ WH/SA/ESEC 
2 ~ Chrono 

-L- Mary 
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December 1963 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILE EN a SS 
SUBJECT: Lee Harvey wu 

. «ἕῷ 
On 17 December Mr. μος > BS fdvised that the Bureau was 
anticipating a request from the Comission, named by President 

Johnson to look into this case, for copies of Bureau materials 
supporting or complementing the report already submitted. He pro- 
vided me with the attached copy of portions of a report passed by 
the Legal Attache in Mexico City dealing with the Sylvia DORAN 
aspect in which it would appear rather clear that some United States 
Government agency was tapping telephones in Mexico. Mr. Papich 
inguired as to whether information in this report might be given 
_to the Commission or whether this Agency desired to establish some 
other policy with regard to meeting the needs of the Commission. 

‘The matter was discussed with Mr. Whitten and he subsequently ad- 
vised that as a result of a conference with Mr. Helms and others 

in which he was directed to prepare certain materials to be passed 
te the Commission, he was quite sure that it was not the desire of " 

‘ . the Agency to make available to the Commission at least in this 
manner - via the FBI - sensitive information which could relate to 
telephone taps. 

Ne was agreed with 
we problems of this 

not pass to the Commission infozx δὰ Prom Ais Agency, but should 
refer the Commission to the ἃ DOF ank<etiGigional information. 

CON Eis ΝΣ to meet the needs It was mentioned to Mr. P 
of the Commission in angst 

reports. 

_ as \54a- Mog eas na DtaRAL 

Ἢ ΕΕΒ 88 Chief, CI/SIG 
for FOIA Review on Fe | . » 7 

Attachment 
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|... [uk SECRET 
DO. MICRO. SER ζῶ 

ἜΑ, 

: - 

; TO + DIRECTOR “DEC 4 1974 πρός - Γ΄ 

᾿ ; FROM ε yexteo CITY _ ] MICROFILMED | % 

᾿ ACTION: of 4. (WH/3 NOTIFIED AND COPY SLOTTED AT 17 NOV DM) 

1 INFO 5 BCI y DOP, c/ci 2, νὴν δ) ὈπΡΊΟΤΑ ἫΣ 

cmon : . aes tion is 

| SECRET 2721492. εἰ . Si 2 a 

IMMEDIATE DIR C1T prem «ἃ —— . Δ 

: hero ; | «ὅς Sf = Unit CII S | 

ΠΥ Ἐπ τ 
| Le SENDING PHOTOSTATIC COPY OF TEN PAGE STATEMENT BEAPILV 1A ἐπ 

| ρυῆλι OBTAINED F#OM ECHEVARRIA BY HAWD OF ROGER T. KINGMAN IN : 

“ENVELOPE ADDRESSED TO GALBOND ThUE MANE. 

: 2. KINGMAN ARRIVING AT DULLES AIRPORT AT 2829 HOURS 28 NOVENSER. 

| WE WILL BE NET BY HIS WIFE, HOPES SHE WILL TELL HIN WHAT ΤῸ DO WITH 

1 ENVELOPE. Ὁ ‘ a 

1 δ SORRY NO TIME TO TRANSLATE STATEMENT. ἃς 

' ae: ALSO INCLUDING 22 vovense@urse eS 

᾿ EMPLOYEE) TALK TO UNKNOWN aAaN FROM GONG. 

+ §ECRET 
: ; ὶ q OX Ἑ CANS) 

, Seen 
- COMMENT: "DISSEMINATION APPLICADDS 

ee Rees ee Siachon cable a a tranulates version Sylvia Doran's etesdteee τος 
§ "Document Number [73 -6l ἔς 29 1-209 ae 

( 20D ou - “ἢ " for FOIA Review on APR 1976 
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COPY HO. ° _ PROWIBITED δὶ με ον 
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November 27, 1963 

Dear JC, & 3 

! ὩΣ 
᾿ John Horton's return tonight civakQy) mityto send you, 

65 of these tywa_ Ps 
had the time to ~~~ 

past few days we have 

sone items I mentioned to you in a EN 
items are attached hereto. I 8 ὦτα OL, 

: translate the longer one of ¢ Neary, Ὁ 
i been very rushed. 

SESS 
I've had no time to give to John\ his visit and Algn has had 

aloost no time with him. We do hope, however, that he has been able to 
get some idea of our Station and its work by his talks with the various a 
officers who have been able to spend some time with him during these two 

days. , 

bebe tae eee ee 

. Perhaps when we are little less rushed, he can retwm to Mexico for 
another visit. 

We appreciate your quick responses and good instructions in the case 
which is taking most of our time these days. 

Sincerely, 

Distribution: NS 
Orig : King WL 

| ἐπὶ Tlvia DURAN P, 3 jes 

Wal 
ls: Louise CALDERO τ ἣ 

ἢ | | pig nee ag g- 1073 -A 

i στὸ for FOIA Review on NOV 1077 

Reeve = ὼς i 
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1. Memorandum to Howard P. WILLENS from W. David 
SLAWSON, dated 4 February 1964; Subject: Letter 
to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Posing 
Certain Questions on their Letter to Us dated 
31 January 1964. 

_ SESRET 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 

2. Memorandum for the Record, dated 27 March 1964; 
Subject: Tentative Conclusions on Lee Harvey 
OSWALD's Stay in Mexico goed Visits to Soviet 
and Cuban Embassies. 

3. Memorandum: from COLEMAN-SLAWSON , dated 2 April 1964; 
Subject: Mexico: Questions Raised by the Ambassador 
MANN File. 

4. Memorandum for Record, undated; Subject: Intercepts 
from the Soviet and Cuban Embassies in Mexico City. 
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NOTE FOR FILE: 

TOP SECRET DOCUMENT DTD 22 April 1964 by the 

authority of the National Archives, Marion M. 

Johnson has been regarded to CONFIDENTIAL 

Date of authority 3/25/76 
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SWIJSc?: Gein to iexics sity 

Cn ug meadh ts P ROGIB ἢ PUTED weave P, Ulllens, ἐ 

τ ho, Viliiem &. Culcoman, ὄχον, and mm, W. David Slawson, all en 5 ' 

the staff of the Commission, Pleu Pecu Yashinsten, D. ὥς te 

iicaico City. Me. Ccleuan ceturned on Sunday, April 12 and 

ir. Slaveun and he. ¥iliens returned en an aicplane leaving 

“Mexloo Gity at about 2:20, Honday afterncon, April 13. This 

memorandum will bricfly summarise this trip plus some cf the 

τοῦ λα held in preparation for 41t. . 

PIFSDAY = SERIL 7 | 
᾿ 

10:20 a.m. to 11:20 a.m. | 
Spr eg ee ee eee ne ee 

: | 

Willens, Colassn and Slavson met with Assistant 

srebaiy οὐ State for Latin American Affairs Themas Sana, 

it. Themsa Farlich cf tne Orfice of the Lezal adviser fer the 

State Department ; and tuo aides to tm, Hann in Nr. Harn's 

office at akcut 10:20 a.m. Ausistant Seerctary Nana was 

- πὶ te hexice at the time of the assussiniticn and a 

personally directed ἢ ‘Aanvestinatory effort and our relatiors © 

Lox ERODE imisdiately afters 

the ry δ Ὁ of. the rtp ΟΝ mexico City. ἡ ΟΡ, 

with wae fisxtean 

Co eevee ree = ΠΕΤΕΝΝΒΡΕΙΝ ae seman 

rs 

nepropucna 
p PROBED ὀΘδΟ  ι: ὅκ--. 
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of the file created by his efforts, consisting of telesrans 

between Mexiso City and the State Deportment in Washincton, 

had previously been forwarded to the σον πολ δῆ, The purpose 

of our meeting with Mbassador Mann ras first, to inform him 

of our intent to go to Mexico and Giscuss with him our propose 

actions there and REDE 

“th 

estions with him 

about his thoughts an 

The file turned over to the Commission by Ambassador 

_Mann contains statements of opinion by him that Oswald was 

‘probably involved in a sinister fashion, especially by way of 

Lang δ Urive, wiun une Cuban Emoassy in mexico ΔΌΣ OF Wlthi. 

some other Castro agency. These susuicions were reinforced by 

| the allegations of a certain "Alvarado" who at the time was’ 

being interrogated intensively by the Mexican authorities and by. 

representatives of the American Embassy in Mexico city because 

he claimed to have seen Lee Harvey Oswald take $6500 in 

American bills from an individual in the Cuban Embassy. We 

| asked Ambassador Mann what particular evidence aside from the 

τς Alvarade assertions he had for these suspicions. He replied 

that he had none ool general feeling "in his guts" that 

| Wee was the ‘Jeina or [Bt ἮΝ BRO e carried out. this 

Βι ἫΝ 
pecs SECR 

cug3156 

Ε΄ 7 ae: 

. PROGIBITED ἐν ᾿ pais |B. ἜΣ 
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kind of ruthless action, cither throurzh some hope of gaining 

from 1t or simply as revenge. The Amoassador added that not 

even the allezations of Alvarado or other rumors which may have 

‘been current in Mexl hat money had been 

Given to Oswald were 5 suspicions, since 

the Alvarado allegation NG ntil a day or so later, 

but that the fact that Oswald had visited the Cuban and Russicn 

- Embassies in Mexico City shortly before the assassination, which 

‘he had learned from his security officers at the Embassy, plus 

what he believed about Castro's character, seemed sufficient to 

‘him to raise the gravest suspicions. Later, he pointed out, 

when he had a chance to listen to the Dorticos~-Armas intercepts, 

his suspicions were strengthened. 

Ambassador Mann knew of no gonteeus by Oswald with 

anyone in Mexico city other than his visits to the Cuban and 

Soviet Embassies and his staying at the Hotel del Comercio. 

Ambassador Mann said that our intelligence took and was still | 

taking photographs of ‘both the Cuban and Soviet Embassies 

- whenever | anyone left or entered their main entrances, at least 

during the normal. δ..." on Monday through. Friday 3 

| esti without i. | 

με: a | eer : | | β 

7 OP SEC RET 
oun om ame =o ome Se em exe> cme 

during the daytime wh 

_seeanocane ὁ ει “ὦ ae, 
pa Se SS? a cme ee . | Se mit 
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The Anbassador said that he had been kept informed 

of the Silvia Duran ΤΥ ΘΥΘΟΣΑΘΑΘΗ threugh his aides, Clarke 

Ancerson and | “Inston Seott. He learned of it informally, 

that is, Anderson and Seott reported crally to him as soon as 

they received from ci Ἐπ a. WA at “Gobernacton"” 
ΠΝ 

any news about how * PROMI was p ogressing. 

ROK 
. ᾿ In response to our ill BC BED... Ambassador recon 

‘mended that when we got to Mexico City we should work through 

_ the representatives of the FBI and the CIA at the American 

. Embassy and, through them, with the Mexican officials they 

recormended, but that we should do all of this as quietly as 

possible, without eny newspaper publicity. We also asked 
Ἰ 2 

Ambassador Mann to what extent it was known in Mexico City 

® . ᾧ 

. 

Pa te ee en a nee ete "Ὁ ὦ PEEPS TS Sh teen enter GSES 

that the Hotel del Comercio was a headquarters for pro-Castro 
eens SSS ee PE ee hv heehee TA neg RAE, eo 

activities. The Ambassador a that δῦ was not known 

generally at_al 

cneesee cee) ‘etroles. PROGIGITED | a4 | 

_ Ambassador Mann said that the file from his Eubassy 
Ep > nl 

nw current only in 

which head previously been forwarded to the Commission consti- | 
ae 

tuted the entire file which was in existence on this particular > 

i subject, with the one exception that it may not have included | Dee eee ος ἘΣ τ sl Ne POR ACTS ae 

TOP SECRET 

pePenoUCTION yey 
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the report from the FEI referred to thevein. We eonfimned ' 

shat it had not included thet report. 

sure that this 

in Mexico City, 1 we 

He saic that he was 

report could be obtained from Clarke Anderson | 

thouzht 10 was necessary. In response to 

Q similar question about the "Alvarado" file, he replicd that 

any additional na papers & ne emg erican authcrities 

hat might be in existelies ἡ αν δ probably Θ᾽ 

ene through the 

about this. He said 

formal statements by 

“what she is supposed 

repptind he ward at rankh thranckh hin sida Saakh ancl Andepe>3n 

ference, for which he was already a half-hour late. As the 

wecting was breaking up he asked Hr, Slawson whether, with the 

ΕΝ τὸ that his recemmendat 

benefit of hindsight 

assassination had been DAA (OT ED. we thought. they 

Sir. ΠῚ rep at although the inves= 

tigation of the specific allegations of Alvarade had shown that 

were unduly rash, 

they were in all propability a fabrication, he found nothing . 

ἀπ what the Ambassador had done to have been unjustified, in 

DEPRODUETI ᾿ 
—FROTTED 

Ambassador Mann was then called out to another con- 

CIA PACHA FER speak “o Mr. Scott 

that he had never seen any papers or 

Silvia Duran; ail his information about 

to have told the Hexican police was 

= Q ComaLesion staff felt J 

bay Why ater the 

CU93153 = Ἂ 

23 oe 155 
μα ite 
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᾿ς suggestion made by Mr. Richard Helma of the CIA about to 

weeks previous, in which he had mentioned that 16 would be a 

᾿ good idea if a representative of his agency met with those 

‘properly advise us of any last-minut : arrangenents and properly 

REPRODUCTION 

PROMIBITEL 
BOP SECRET 

view of the facts known to him and his assistants at the tine 

and in view of the “EER ΠΝ Tio ἣ occurrence, 

PRODUC 
At 3:30 in the PROB ὦ ὟΝ of the CIA 

came to the Commission offices and conferred there with 

Slavson, Willens and Coleman. This conference grew out of a 

persons from the oe Aton who planr.cd to go to Mexico just 

be 6. mame I Ya gree Ἔ a fiddle Bow ean δι. deo Αἱ ψοσνς πασχα tent dete FUER mee? 2 
cn te RD ED aD τὶ ὦ αν προ" aterm we ame kee em aD τῷ ae tina adie Haat eb chee φ1Ρ «ὦ eet hE τω Ὧῥμ» yy am tim 

alert its people in REP ἢ) Ὁ of our arrival. . 5 

- We discussed ro QO GTION, an to Mexico = ey 

officially and openly PROT Epp. and Mr, Witten — 

offered to make arrangements to get us into Mexico completely 

unnoticed 1 we desired to do so. We told him that we did not 

᾿ want to try to keep the trip. entirely secret. We would do our 

best to avoid any kind of newspaper publicity or public 

announcements. We intended to introduce ourselves at the . 

REPRODUCTION | | aon . | | ᾿ ̓ : ᾿ a 
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Gor ΈΘΠΕ ΛΝ 
comb coup ρα Gun ocr eh 

Fsbaasy and So Mexican effieials as wiat xe in fact were, 

Γι 
represcnticives of Sune Conalscion. 

A TON itten said RE ms ΠΝ. Winston Seott, 

the CIA Chief for tic: “too, BRR ARAD 

bill top foreign spcratives in AO 

= 

ing with one of the 

sanization. He said 

that the CZA would give us complete cooperation. 

We outlined to Me. Witten cur entire proposed plan —— ας ιοννΝΝ 

once we arrived in fi eneral terms, and asked for his 

~gomments on how bes }_to_achieve_our_gogls. His reply in every 
Ὁ ee 

instance yas that ve should deal on the epee with Be. Scott. 

PALLEL CULL Vite vu phupvocd JUuTiGy rae a vouy νυ ducts 

He repeated what Er. Rep oon Gi: had said a while ago, ᾿ 

that there 15 no sub t bern ΠΝ ριον" being "on 

WEDNESDAY - APRIL 8 

the spot." 

0:15 a.m. to tahoe Ὦ οἴδο 

Our plane was schec duled to leave Washington from 

Dulles Airport at 9:20 in the morning and accordingly all three 

«of us mot at the vashington Air Terminal in the Albert Pick 

= Motel at about 8:25 and later aeadveds at =e Airport at about 

7 
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9:99. Novever, weather and technical difficulties held up 

the plane in raticd ΠΕ CTO off the scrcund 

in Vashington until NEP Ὁ Ὁ tne Sfvernson. 

After a ᾽. dl we arrived in 

Nexico City at about 6:00 p.m., Mexico City tine. We ere met 

as we came cff the airplane by a representative of Eastern 

: Airlines, Mr. Jorse Villagonmez, “who addressed each of us by 

“name, gave us his business card and cased our way through 

- Mexican customs. An unidentified man approached Mr. Willens 

and asked 12 we were from the Embassy. Willens replied that 

we were not. The individual asked if it was true that people 

were coming to investigate the agsassinatiou. Willens refused 

to confirm this report. Mr. Colexan had some minor difficul- 

tics with the Hexican Ina gration officials over whether or 

_ not he had been vaccinated recently, and in the course of 

discussions on this the Eastern Airlines representative nen- 

tioned to the Trmds ae ething to the effect that. 

He. Coleman was a- represer ἽΝ. ΝΗῸΝ Comission. . 

᾿ς This comment could hav ἣ» the person who had 

epproached Tit. vLliens ̓  te mt the Wise had walked back 

tovards tit. voles man. If all this occurred as we suspect it 

“may have, it could explain why there was an announcement in two a 

8. 

POP SECRET 
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tem eon gent nee eee et came oh 

By the following mornin; naminz 

— business for the 

Commission, PRowie | 

: - SI TED 
Just inside the airport terminal we were met by 

-of the Mexica City 

ple us and statins that | 

Me. Clarke Anderson and Mr. Rolfe Larsen from the American 

Enhassy. These men were later identified, respectively, as 

' Chief of the FBI in Mexico City and an FEI agent temporarily 

"assigned for duty in Mexico City. Anderson and Larson took the 

. three of us to our hotel, the Continental Hilton. 

. . ἌΝ ἍΠΓΙΓ' : Li. Ls ΠΗ ΠΝ ; _ 

+ εν , . At 9:00 δαί ἢ ouarEEp met in the FBI offices 

at the Embass y with Me, Larson and discussed generally with 

him the progress of the assassination investigation while we 

were waiting to meet Ambassador Freeman, Clarke Anderson and 

Winston Scott, the CIA Chief in Mexico City, were conferring 

with the Ambassador and briefing him ἐπὶ the Mexican aspects of 

the assassination investigation. Ambassadcr Freeman had been 

at this post only two days, having Just presented his ere~ 

dentials to the President of Mexico on Monday, April 6, 

9 
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we wanted to beccme as current as possible on evidence being ὁ - 

they had played in ΠῚ ΡΝ : HET 
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+ oe oom ane ome cms sy eam ou oom 

8:20 a.n. to 9:55 a-m. 

We met with the Liab dor at about 93:30 in the 

morning. Fresent ~ eee ἃ the Ambassador 

were Minister Boons3tra, PRORIBITED and Clarke Anderson. . 

ie, Coleman explained in ED. terns the purpose 

of our trip. He said that we wanted +o learn as much as 

~ possible about what investigations were currently being earricd 

out, with special emphasis on the Hot-:21 del Comereio and on 

-Qsvald's northbound journey out of Mexico City, and that we 

wanted to cecide won and initiate whatever new lines of invcs-e 

Φ το κι wr Pale womn and? Ie Pan Tt συσατοκε men = -8 dpe ae eee buts 
pes = - a aires - we 3. —— ww ῳ 2 “ὦ ἂν ταν OP he * BS A BOD τῶν Ge eee at 

anto these investigations, we wished to satisfy curselves that 

everything reasonably possible was being done and, in additica, 

produced. Also, ue hoped to make contact wlth one or more 

Mexican officials so as to learn directly fron them what part ! 

' hi ania and what they 

had learned that «as PAO of OUI zn particular, we 

NOH RED» what Mes. Silvia — ες 
᾿ 

Duran, the clerk at the Cuban Eabass sy who dealt frequently with 

wanted to find out 58 ἢ 

Osuald, knew. Finally, we hoped to make arrancenents for, and 

- REPRODUCTION! .
 ses a ᾿ Ξ 

τος 
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and perh:ps age? EPRICE rian of our evidence 

obtained in Mexico,. ool Whons or by invit- 

ing witnesses to appear sis to testify. 

Mr. Coleman added that we hoped in all this to be 

guided by the counsel of the Ambassador and his staff, because 

we did not want to do anything that would disturb the good 

. yelations of the American and Mexican governments. 

Ambassador Freeman replied that he and his staff 

would cooperate completely. He said that he saw no objection © 

whatever to our talking directly to Mexicans he had some 

informaticn to contribute, but he felt that this should be done 

only in the Embassy and only on the clearly stated basis that 

all appearances and testimony were totally voluntary on the 

part of the Mexicans. As to speaking to Mexican officials. the 

Ambassador again said that this would be fine and he asked only 

that we work through his staff in setting up appointments, etc. 

The Ambassador pointed out that the taking of formal eepestyiens 

7 in a foreign country could be a very difficult and technical. . ᾿ 

i ἘΠῚ Ξ ate section of the Embassy ol 

| oo 
for information on how Ge 

‘ ΜΝ}. The ei 

matter. He referred 

ine and Anderson felt ἰ 

+ he 

a: 
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that our scelng Silvia Duran would be a highly sensitive 

matter and that it should be discussed fully with the Mexican 

officials, but they agreed that it did not differ in principle 

στον σισσοτον aoe ὦὲ....... 
from our seeing other Mexican witnesses, L.e., the Ambassador 

approved So long as R REP ROOUC TIO m Embassy, and 

made clear to her tha tirely voluntary. 

There then eo OIRITED.L of views on how best: 

to approach Mexican officials, what Mexican officials would be 

co Se eam RSE PSE A σατπεκον nah te tie 

. most valuable for our PUEDORESs and the general substance of 

our work. AG about five minutes to ten the Ambassador had to 

excuse himaclf for his first staff meeting, which he had called 

for 10:00 a.m. 

fo 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 

Willens, Coleman and Slawson retired to the office 

“that had been assigned to then at the Embassy, room 510, to 

discuss the conferenca,» the Ambassador and Generally to 

TT Neos the FBI, 
the ᾿ς 

miaencess oem: PROHIBITED - Σ 
11:00 a.m. to 1:45 p.m. 

eraw Up outlines for owe 

‘Mr. Anderson and Mr. Scott came to room 510 after 

12 

op OP SECRET 
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the staff mecting had adjourned. We agreed that we t6culd 

eoutar with iir. Anderson immediately and mect Mr. Scott later 

in the day, at about 3:30. Mr. Anderson was welcome to come 

with us at our meeting with Mr. Scott, if nS desired to do 50, 

ἬΝ and he said that he would make up his mind on this after he had 

conferred with us, because he of course had-other work to do 

and would not want to attend the meeting with Scott if at 

- would simply involve πῃ. ΤΏ ground he had 

ΣΝ PRORITED 
Accordingly, we met immediately with Clarke 

Anderson in his offices. He invited Rolfe Larson and a Mr. 

Trent to take part in the conference. Mr. Trent was also an 

᾿ agent of the FBI temporarily on duty in Mexico. 

_ One of the topics of conversation was Reverend . 

Albert Alexander Osborne, . _a130 known as John Howard Eowen. 

ΟΜ», Trent had been the agent primarily en: gaged in εἰ teasing down 

and talking with Bowen, although Larson too had been somevhat 

4nvolved. Briefly, the agents described Bowen as an elderly 

white haired gentleman who was probably engaged in some kind 

n his. fund raising, because it was not of violation of the ll 

_ clear that he actual ren ODOC TG Npestvee το for religious 

- {ROME TTED t* oe τ 
fa Ε -SECRE = 

᾿ pbs serena ss ag 
ΠΝ “ ΜΝ πον αν νου 

τ 

ΝΠ ie = . 
 PROMIBITED "ΕΞ > ee ae a 

σσσσΠπτ----- ---Ξ-Ξ-Ξ----------.-- tern ἐ7 : : ; 

ok 



1 BODO 
γε ae 

_7 * ΒΝ 7} 

use the money for,. a1 

‘unstable mencally. Trent described how when he first | 

approached Boren he ro ΒΒ}. Osborne," and the 

reply was that he, Trent, must be mistaken, because he, 

Osborne, was Bowen, Osborne then went on to say that he ἐδῶ, 

- often mistaken for Osborne but that he had not seen that other 

gentleman in some time, and believed he was in some other 

section of Mexico, ete. Trent said that Osborne carried this 

‘off very we3l. It was not until later that Osborne admitted ᾿ 

that he was really Osborne but that he often used the name ; 

Bowen. then asked directly how they thought Osborne would 
react to being asked or compelled to appear to testify before | 

“the Commission or a staff 1 member, “frent Ὁ and Lars son 1 were 

inconclusive. They thought that ἐμόπο. might be trouble but ! 

they were not sure. Trent and the other PBI representatives 

then described the procedures the Mexican Immigration Author-— 

ities were using in dealing with Osborne. In sum, the author~ 

ities had not acted as yet to deport Osborne but they believe | + 

that they had sufficient grounds to do so at any time. In the 

᾿ ΒΠΜΡῚ} ΘΙ Πα were questioning a 

him occasionally. “PROMETED felt that Afweo : 

i Ὁ Ὁ ΠΕ} wep ἢ 
ROR SECRET 

meantime they were 
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wanted to puch it, ὃ REPRO WUCTGH xe eeport ; 

me quickly, PROHIBITED 

The discussion then continued on to other investiga~ 

tions. Larson gave @ detailed sumnary of recent results of 

#2 the investigation of Oswald's northbound travel on the 

| Transportes del Norte bus. Iwill not go into.what he said 

"here because it in now reflected in an FBI report in the pos~ 

‘session of tie Commisaion. We advised him to include as much 

_ detail as possible in the reports which he sent through | 

“channels in Yashington to our Commission because the detail 

which he had told us orally seemed ts fit what we knew about 

“Oswald's bact:¢round and was therefore valuable as confirmatory 

material in the overall picture, even though at perhaps seemed | 

important to Larson. We then supplicé various detalis about | 

Oswald's background and character which might assist Larson in | 

interrogating witnesses in Mexico. Larsen, Trent and Anderson 

ἢ or future reports 

from Mexico. 

Larson Par PROS ΠΕ... ante a _ discussion of 

the ‘Hotel del Comercio investiration. Here, ἀὃὸ appears that the 
᾿ eee Ὁ 

agreed to include al 

conclusion of the Nexican investizators that-no—-one—at—the hotel 

REPRODUCTION cs git 



. frequently ate lunches and dinners at her restaurant, that he 

both items were me eee BP cost ὁ full meal, 

REPRODUCTION 

ee ee oe wate ---.-.---- τ ἋΣ - ᾿ 

there was his name o 5 Oe rhe ἢ arrect. arson, 

Regen YES 
-after several interrogatio NM yd ib the maid at the 

ee 

hotel did remember Os Aaa P eave some bits of 
_ .---- 

information about hin. 2 one thins, Zhe, as did other wit 

nesses, confirmed that he vas. always alone when she saw him. 
Pe ra ες ἐπ τον τς ποὺ 

οὐ Further, she said that he invariably had left the hotel before. 

᾿ she cleaned his room at about 9:00 in the morning, Larson had 

. @lso found out that the proprietress of the little restaurant 

ες next dcor to the hotel was able to identify Oswald, although 

Larson was not complictely certain on how-much she really 

remembered and how much she may have picked up by suggestion | 

from newspaper reporters. Anyway, st.e has stated that Osxald 

invariably ordered very cheap meals, that he alnays ate alone, 
. cA EM Speeder nae 

and that he was not able to converse sufficiently in Spanish 

‘go that he really knew what he was ordering when he ordered ἃ 

meal, For exnmple, he often refused soup and dessert, 

apparently believing POE PROD Jing money, although 

ue ITED. : Various other: POs : Oswald and of places ἷ 

: vhere Oswald may have been in Mexico City were also tcuched upOns 

1 
ΘΕ es a ee 

POON ἐμάθ OE yee PACE _~ 5 15 

PROBED τ᾽ i. 
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such as the bull fight arena, the jal alai games, and the 

places where he may have purthased tovrist items. For 

example, Larson and : ther one of their 

agents had nec A CPRONMCTION:: Silver shops in 

an attempt to locate ᾿ Ως ΜΈΓ᾽ may have purchased 

a silver bracelct inscribed “Marina.” The response had been 

- negative at each shop and subsequent investigation has show 

that such bracelets are probably not sold in Mexico at all 

_ because they are made in Japan and the duty on importing them 

“4nto Mexico would make their price non-competitive with local 

products. 

: _ We then asked what was the status of the Gutierrez 
carne SE ON YE RN a 

investigation. Trend and Lars on and Anderson 811 agreed that 
St τ Cg ae lee RE IE εν ως SEERA vl 

Gutderres was sincere and was doing all he could te cooperate 
EY AA eee sites 

with the investigation of what he claims to. have seen, In 

fact, Gutierrez has “spend 8 considerable amount of time trying 

to get more. valuable information and he has never tried to 

receive any wn EPRODUET IGRT weakness in | : 

Gutierrez’ story, necorD ° iD Wade representatives, is the 

identification of oewside utiercez has failed 

to identify Oswald as ‘the man he Baw at the Cuban Embassy 

“receiving money Shen shorn 8 picture of Oswald passing out 

17 
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Fair Play fer Cuba . REPROBHE THOR? during the sancor 

- of 1963. Gutierrez PRA he neve? δῶν his man in profile, 

only from the rear and from 8 direct Fernand 

view, His best picce of identification 36 to the automobile 

he saw “osyald" and the Cuban enter just outside of the 

Embassy. Even here, hovever, assumi:;; that his deseript ion of 

the automobile is completely accurats:, there are probably 

: Bipcens of such automobiles in and around Mexico City. Renault 

is ἃ popular make of car in Mexico, znd the color deseribed by 

4 Gutierrez is a popular color. One automobile answering this 

| description and frequently seen around the Cuban Embassy has 

been located, but it is still registered under the name of the 

man who owned and sold it several years ago. This situation is 

apparently ¢ortnen in Mexico. Mezxicais often resister a car _ 

under the name of its former owner 1}, order to avoid paying a 

Aa dceey Biceod ess στὰ να ἀνάγοι 

sales tax on the transfer. How fever, investigation is continu- 

_ ing to see if the present owner of this particular automobile 

can be located. In addition, a constant syrveillance of the 

Cuban Enbassy ape : beings kept, to spot this or — a 

similar car, and if HOR investigation will | 

be carried out. PROMIBITED 
: 

_ . "Slawson then mentioned that we had brought with us ae 

from Washington all the items of physical evidence hich might _ 

| 18 ΠΥ 24 haa 
TOP SECR Ξ T: 
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relate to Hexico. It was agreed that Slausen ene Lars gon would 

go throuch these items later. Ve then inquired as to our 

seeing the reports RE ROO HOTA of the FBI in 

Mexico. Anderson =i G were these yere open to cur ecxami- 

ἡ al ReaD) ta) 2 agents would show us 

whatever we would like to sce. We agreed that we would look at 

nation at any time an 

particular reports oe as the occasion warranted. ἡ 

Silvia Duran was then disc issed. It appeared that 
a aa a a a teeta ΒΝ Ἔ 

τον ΕΝ statement had finally been obtained from the 
- -- Ξ ee ee en < 

. Mexican Police. Previously, the existence of such a statement 
ns Se a τ τ ESN 

_had not been known. We agreed that we would see that later in 

the day or tomorrow and that it would 8150 be rorwardea through 
9 ert teen. πα sa SAY 

channels to the Comal sston in Washington. We emphasized that 

ye wanted not only ἃ translation of she statement but, if 
.-.ν...ὄ.ὲ.... τ -.-ττ-ππππῖρθἶἬ τ ππ5 ͵  τ τ  --  ᾷᾳ[ πο 

possible, a copy of the _Statement itself. The FBI representa— 
Sees: ates a eee cee 

‘tives described Duran as best they could, basically, as a 

"Mexican peppe@ pot," a devout communist, and "sexy." (The CIA ! 

later showed us 5 ch substantially ‘con= as 

- firmed this desert REPRODUCTION... would be the best 2 

approaches to our pol HORE BB. Anderson felt that 2 

this would be a touchy point but agreed that we should try to 

do it if we could. ‘He thought that the Mexican official that 

we should see about this as well as all other aspects of our 

19 τὸς τ Ἢ 
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investigation was Luis Echevarria, Acting Secretary of the 

interior. ‘engi he Ἢ one eccuninted with 

Echevarria and ἘΠΕῚ i ΠΝ: with him, as did 

winston Seott, ον PAIGE 
Willens, Slayson and Coleman each got the impression 

from this conference that the FBI in Mexico City had been 

"Ὁ gompletely frank and open with us. So far as we can determine 

) every question we asked wa Was answered without an attempt at 
aS eet sa 

_ evasion, and much information volunteered which we had not 

᾿ asked. Both Larson and Anderson give a very good impression 

of competence and Anderson's knowledge of the details of the 

assassination investigation was especially ampressive since 

his duties are primarily supervisory. 

The Alvarado tnvenbipaeion was @liso reviewed. Clarke 
a 

ea 

Anderson said that he was_present at the Alvarado interrogation 

which was taken under a polygraph mashine. The polygraph 
teeny SCS CT ΄ πνύὖ.. ; 

operator, who did not speak Spanish, stood behind Alvarado 

when he was fastened to the machine and pointed to various 

questions written in Anderson to ask. — 

_ Anderson would then ask Baath the que m in Spanish. 

In response ἐν our ROGENED... Anderson replied | 

that now that the investigations were more or less complete 

20 
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his expert opinicn was that no foreign conspiracy arising out 

of or connectca with the territecry of Mextee existed in con- 

nection with the ass ie said that he felt that if 

such had existe "ἂν ἝΝ {{}[ι. not have solved 

4t by this time, they PRO 6 some firm indication 

that it was in existence, wh BIEN: were in fact τὴ 

Jacking. We asked Anderson how many different allegations of 
π“-πππὋἜὌρᾳἍἌρέζονᾳσοω..ι.. 

‘ gonspiracy had been received by his office and nd he Peplied, sist. 
een om Cee cry 1 eaten ταοτσι eae aan 

reel ον ΟΝ 

These were: the Gutierrez allegation, the Alvarado allegation, ee 

the Diaz Verson 1 allegation, the Martino-Roja allegation, the 

Letter from Victor Cohen, and the allegation concerning the 
πα ΟΝ 1 art te te ein meter $8 EE ast Hue —zer ct re htm 

Star διανοοῦ Tngyaeca Bowe an dowe aD oom deo Wa awe αι τον ERR 4 tie 
“ὦ ee eo ee Com BAMA ADCO ULM WURMOIEMNED WS Waste ορθῷ ba Ye 

ΣΝ Se a ποτ στ-..τοἍοὍ«ἁ----ς.-.--͵....ς..»»......--οὕοςςςς. 

opinion only the. first. three allegations mentioned | even seente 1 
A snares 

serious and that, after analysis, the only ene that still seened 

ΒΕΤΊΘΙΗΒΟΙ was Ont terres’ ° ἩἸΔΗΠΕΈΒΘΗ readily agreed. 

3:20 p.m. to 6:00 oT. 3 oo 

at 
fst ; 

After lunch Dis three of us went to Mr. Scott's office, ; 

sia were there introditel AOD US TION: Alan white: The ; 

sontevanae was begun ΝΜ PROCIBITED.. us 8 complete = 

narrative of the CIA's nection with Lee Harvey 

Oswald, beginning in 8 September 1953 when they first picked up : 

‘4nformation that Oswald had appeared at the Russian and Cuban 

Bl Ἢ a 
quam δδμεπρ Bou ene Gem ae gm ore ame 

ΡΝ ἢ 
__ PROMISITEL wet 

poche ἀρ ἐν aves ane Bip etas” τῷ ρων me ay Sih Gomme die Aree ἢ. es ee ha nina ela ier bo PEE 

ἱ 
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. Eeibassices. 

_ through him without RDA 

- Washington. -We agreed to this, 

, te REPRODUCTION 
PROMIBI EL 

=e genet gut oom eae ome 

ir. Scott stated at the bez Ῥω ΟἹ. his narrative 

Ἐν: ludiny ths sources of his” information, « and that he unde Co 

stcod thit all three of us had been cleared for Top Secret 

eq 
and that we would not disclose beyond the confines of the - 

Commission and its immediate staff the information we obtained 

FREE TRA eLe supertors in 
OT TON 

Mr. Scott's nar {ΠΕ took a rather long 

‘time to comlete, and we interrupted him at many points with 

specific questions. During the course of the narrative we were 
---.. eee an 

shoyn the actual transcripts, plus the _translations, of all the pe de Ciencias 

telephone irtercepts involved, and we were also shown the reeis 
nsec ere ee ree ; 

of photographs for all the days in question that had been taken 
te EL  τἼα------:-.-θϑΘοὔρὕ 7 ἡ σπτ-ὰἪος-..-- οὕ ὺ.. ...........ς.. 

secretly outside the Cuban and Soviet Embassy entrances. 

Me. Scott's narrative disclosed that the CIA's action immedi- 

ately after the assassination consisted basically of alerting | 

all its confidential sources of information throughout Mexico 

to imaediately channel all information into their headquar Pers, 

and of compiling as complete dossiers as possible on Oswald and 

everyone else throughout Mexico who at that time the CIA knew 

had had some contact REP ROCUETION especially 

Slivia Duran, who because sh been having an 

40 «155. ᾿ PAGE . 
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affair with Lachuza, the former Cuban Ambzssador to Mexico 

and prosentiy the Cube n repre sentative at the United Nations, 

had previousiy been of substantial interest to the. OLA, 

Eusiblo Azque, Duran's superior at the Cuban Embassy, Kostinkev, 

ἃ KCB representative at the Soviet Embassy, and others, end 

conveying this information to Washington. In addition, the CIA 

worke@ closely with the FBI and with the Mexican authorities, 

especially on the Silvia Duran interrogations. Finally, 

’ Me. Scott, along with Hr. Andereon, was in constant contact with 

“ Ambassador Mann, to κο ΠΝ ΠΝ] Π|}οῖυιο on all 

εὐ 4nformation coming in ΝΗ ane | 

se OCG pointea out wna Ib Ted naa pickea up 

the name of Lee Harvey Oswald from commercial radio broadsasts 

and had begun compiling information on him from its Mexican: 

files even before being requested to ado so by CIA in washincton., °: 

All his men were taken off any other assignaent they may have _ 

been on and told to concentrate solely on the assassination. 

All the persons previously mentioned who might have been in 

contact with Oswale, plus other people who in Scott's opinion 

might possibly be involved, were put urider surveiliance. This | | 

includ ted, for example, the Cuban Ambassador and. all known local 

PEE OCT iaison "eas | 

: JON. by Echevarria 

Cuban and Russian intell 

PROMBITED 
ἊΝ ο P SECRET 

set up with Mexican offi 

Ε΄ TE ae, Ὁ 
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to the American Enbassy at this time disclosed that Echevarria 

and President Lopez Mateo had orderec the Mexican border 

. @losed for travel both ways, without having been requested to — 

do so by the American “REP ini Kei a the border 

closure was so thorough "ἢ aud canal children wer 

trepped on both sides. PROIBITED 

Scott's narrative plus the materials we were_shown 

disclosed immediately how _incorrect-our-previous information 

had been on Oswald's contacts with the Soviet and vest oen 

- Babassies. Apparently the « distortions and omissions ‘to “which 

our information had been subjected had entered some piace in 
Te eet ee eee eee 

washington, becaus? the ULA inrormation tnat_we were snown by 
απ tenses PSSA ‘ -- 

Scott was unambiguous on almost 811 the crucial points. We seed iny eerie τς nem 
παι...“ .. 0. 

had previously planned to show Scott, Slawson's reconstruction 
‘crete = eebtretetmgcmeeza uate eee ELE EL AI A sm 

of Oswald's probable activities at the embassies to get 
7st CS atte Oe Tee Eh ei ᾿ 

Scott's opinion, but once we saw how badly distorted our infor~ 
ππ πὌπρσπ“ππἔἌἔΕΚΕρΡ͵Ὸ neva aceerntienhtentanttiemememnnmen Ac TE CAO 

mation was we realized that this would be useless. Therefore, 
TCE ate cert pane ee ant το 

instead, we decided to/[SH? ΔΤ, lial ΤΠ possible from 

the original source materials, at 3 HW time during ow our 4 

—< ΜΠ = 
In view of what we had learned about the photographic 

‘coverage of the Cuban and Soviet Embassies, we inquired whether 

| photographs of Oswald coming or going from one or both 

ΡΝ OO . 
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embassies might be available. Scott said they were not. He 

explained that photographic coverage was limited by and 

large to the daylight veekday hours, because of lack of funds 

and because no adequate technical means for taking photcsraphs 

at night from a long cial light, which 

was of course out of REPRODUCTION. estan » had 

been developed. “ PROMIBITED 

We brousht up the question of Gutierrez and vedetved 

; from Scott and White basically the same information we had 

ε previously learned from the FSI, though somewhat attenuated 

because, as Seott and White pointed out, the FBI was carryins 

the primary responsibility with Gutierrez. We suggested that 

Gutierrez’ story might be confirmed or refuted by photographs 

taken by the CIA, that in particular the automobile he claimed 

to have seen might show up on the fringes of some of these 

photographs y and we inquired whether an appropriate examina~ 

tion of the picture reels had been made, White replied that a 

such an examination had not yet been made and that he 

suspected that it would’ disclose nothing new, because the 

Photographs covered little more than the entrance itself, 

However, he promised to. BED such an examination. (About 2 

. day jater Scott ἘΞΕΡΝ ABPROR OF] isi" had 

been made and proved “ping 

pris he? a {ΒΕ} 
ΕΝ ' 25 
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In answer to our question, tnite and Scott rave «ἢ 

their profersional opinions that there probably was not a 

forelyn conspiracy connected with Mexico involving the 

assassination of the PERE Tney, like Anderson, frelt ! 

CON at least by ' 

this time have had some see of its existence, 

“We asked Mr. Seots to set up HED with Secretary 

that had there been suc 

᾿ Echevarria for all three cf us at th: earliest possible tine. 

We wanted both him and Mr. Anderson “here, if possible, both as 

᾿ς Interpreters and because their previcus personal acquaintance 

with the Secretary would facilitate cur dealings. scott tele- 

phoned Anderson and confirmed this request. | | 

_ We then reentered our discassion of the assassination 

in ΒΕΒΕΡΕῚ; as it related to Mexico. It appeared that the CIA a 
-- 

‘ ; τς forwarded certain material developed 

elsewhere to Scott, even though these materials might have 

“peasonably related to the Mexican investigations. For example, 
$$. 

the contents of the letter which Oswald wrote to the Russian 

Embassy after he returned ta the United States, deseribing 

certain aspects of himfsin, ἮΝ never bas disclosed to Scott ny 

| or his staff. - We s gare | Co Ὁ this letter at ΕΞ ΝΣ "1 

REP ODUCT ΠΣ
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@memy Gomme eam Gun honD amt gam qumm 

Daring ‘this general digeudtion Me, ULllens Eas : 

called out τὸ meet with Winister Econstra in regard, to the 

publleity wrich had ameared. in the local newspopers about 

our visit. This involved the draftins of a telesramn to the 

Staite: Department in μ HER COMIC TEA Nes= publicity and β 

an estimate as to the φόᾶβθῃ. δ mes » Willens learned at | 

this time from Eoonstra PRUE ἃ not have a copy : 

τ ofthe Tile forwarded to the Comission by Ambassador Hann. - | 

| 
| 

| 

Apparently, Ambassador Mann's personil file is the only one 

Snes n existence aside from the CorsrLasion copies” it, all 
creat | es δυο. 

ΘΈΡΟΣ ‘copies having 1 bee an destroyed vhen the Ambassador left hia 

‘post in Mexico. Boonstra told Willers that he (Eoonstra) is the 
ee ae . 

only person other than Scott-and—Anéerson-who -was_involved with ! 

Ambassador Hann in the assassination investigations. Hr. : 

flicns asked Boonstra to begin thiniing about how best we 

could forward a reguest to the Mexican officials for a complcte 

report on their role in the assassination investigations. At 

‘this time Boonstra’s only comment was that such a report should, 

if possible, be obtained prior to its being reviewed by the 

Hexican Forelen Office, because such a nevten micht censor out 

substantial portions for political reasons and in ariy event 

would involve aubstant id es that review by 

‘the Foreign Office ne a con ion at a later τ 
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time, but that it ΠΕΡ ΠΕ iN the ΡΈΕΙ 

at = stare. 3 PROGIBITED 

Back in the CIA offices, during Willens! absence, 

Slavson and Coleman discussed the cable traffic from the Soviet Pe en ee es ee ee eee 

and Cuban Emoassies both during the time of Oswald's visits 
πωρο...΄.-΄.΄.΄.ὲ...--΄΄“0.....Κ.....Σ............. 

the enber-October 1963 and inediately after. the 
assassination. Scott and Wnite said that no increases or 

: unysual variations had been noted at either time. We then dis- 

cussed briefly the possibilities that the National Security 

_ Agency might be able to "break" the nodes for the times when 

Oswald was in Mexico City, using as a key the fact that 

Oswald's attempt to obtain 8 visa was probably communicated to 

; Washington on Friday or Saturday, September 27 or 28. Scott 

pointed out that all his office did with coded materials was 

to send. them back to the National Security Arency in Washington | 

in the form in which it obtained them. They felt that the code- ! 

breaking might be possi however, and should be tried. | 

τ : 
| FRIDAY. «τ ΠΝ 

Coleman, Willens and Slawson appeared at ‘the Fat 

offices at 9:00 a.m., a3 we had agreed to do the previous _ 

- evening, and there met Rolfe Larson. The plan had been that we 
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for us and that Coleman would spend the first few minutes in 

Government to the Mexican Government for its assistance to date, 

other matters of evade REP ROME which we had been 

told were essential when ἃ manner with | 

i ns 

Ε.} a a 3 
PROMOTED wn 

eee TE 

a! 

Co es 
REPRODUCTION 

PROWBIT 
POP SECRE® 

were 4snedintely to depart on a tour of the spots which Osuald 

had visited during his trip to Mexico, but Larson told us that : 

he had just been REC ROUT 41 9:45, because by 

that time we expecte conrarn the hour when we 

could meet with ἈΝ ΠΝ therefore sat in 

Anderson's cffice and discussed with Larson the relative 

loeations and otner physical aspects of the places we were to 

see later in the morning. Soon Ande‘eson came in and told us 

that the appointment with Echevarria was firm for 11:30. The 

Ambassador had been told about the meeting and again approved 

a 4t, repeating his conditions that yen we ask Echevarria for 

permissicn to speak directly with Mexican citizens that we 

make clear that we wanted all interviews to be within the 

American Embassy and to be completelty voluntary. We then hed — 

a brief discussion on how we would handle the mecting with ἢ 

Echevarrie. Willens and Slawson said that we had agreed the 

previous evening that Bill Coleman would carry the discussion 

conveying the gratitude and appreciation of the American 

ite satisfaction with the quality of such assistance, etc., and 

TOP SEC 
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Mexicans. Anderson and the others present at this conference Se ΠῚ 
The three of us were driven by Rolfe ταν δὴ in an 

unmariced automobile around the various points that had been 

touched upon by Oswald. We saw the Transportes del Norte bus 

. terminal, the Transportes Frontera bus terminal, the Flecha 

Roja bus terminal, the Chihuahuiences travel agency, the Hotel 

_ dél Comercio, the-.restaurant next door to the hotel where 

Oswald repotedly ate many meals, otier hotels in the neighbor- 

hood of the Hotel del Comercio and tne vartena hua ataticnn: 

and this netghborhood generally, the Cuban Embassy and 

Consulate, and the Russian Embassy and Consulate. 

Several observations were immediately ebvious. The 

two embassies are close enough together so that Oswald almost 

| certainly walked back and forth between them vhen the oceasion 

gelled for it. The embassies, althougn theoretically reachable 

from the Hotel del Comercio or the inter-city bus stations by 

local bus, are in practice so lccated that reaching them by 

bus would be much too [FE aa ΠΕ was not familiar 

with the bus lines in "Pen a a ally for someone 
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who did not spcak Spanish fluently cissush to set precise 

directions. The Hotel del Comercio, although cectainly a 

cheap hotel and one in which Americar tourists would ordinarily 

never stay, has a neat, clean appearance and, according to 

Larson, is in fact ἘΜ ERO side, and inp tt out from its 

AE DUG HGR. than the other 

hotels in the arti 

Although one-way streets make it difficult to drive 

surroundinss as being ἃ 

fron the Flecha Roja. bus terminal to the Hotel del Comercio 
| 

Ὁ except by devious routes, for gemeone walking, as Oswald was, _ | 

it would be an easy distance and a natural direction to walk. ! 
: | 

; The hotels near this particular bus terminal are almost all 

; grouped around the same area as the Hotel del Comercio, and | 

it would seem very possible that Oswald could have been | : 

directed towards this nelghborhood if he inquired of the whera~ 

abouts of an inexpensive hotel. Moreover, coming from the 

direction of the bus terminal, the Hotel del Comercio would very 

‘Wakely be the first reasonably clean and attractive hotel that : 

one vould notice. Some.of the other hotels in this neighbor vhood | : 

closer to the terminal than the del Comercio are also attractive, 

although perhaps not quite so as’ the Hotel del Comercto, = 

Rolfe Larson pointed 

earlier and therefor 

πῃ (ttt a 
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Ret δε τος, τατος, said that he of course had inves~ | 

therefore opens onto the street. Exit and entry into the 

" REPRODUCTION 

down the street if he dnouilvr<cd at one of thom for a rcon and 

was turencd down. 

ΕΟ we sol 4 

for Cuban revolutionaries of even for Cubans, 

€igatea this possibility and that his examination of-the hotel 

register for the periods around Oswald's visit there had dis- 

‘elosed Snag “ὯΘ Cuban name. Further investigation showed that 

this belonzed to a Cuban family man who. had his family with him 

and that they were tourists traveling through Mexico, 

The Cuban and Soviet Embassies have no remarkable 

characteristics except that both are surrounded by high adobe 

walls which make observation of their interiors extremely 

difficult. The Cuban Consulate, where Oswald did most of his 

Gealings, is a small separate pullding on the corner of the 

Cuban complex of buildings, with its exterior walls coterminous 

with the adobe walls which surround the area. Its front door - ae 

Consulate, therefore, ἢ ΠΗ ΠΝ in thet it can easily 

γ 
be observed by persons. NUE 

COPY NO. __ 
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After driving around with firsoen we returned and 

pati.ed the ear in frent of the mmorican Labasay and waited 

just outside the car fer Scott and Anderson to come out, as we 

had ayreed beLorchand. They cane out shortly after 11:00 a.n. 

Gil Win Ministry 

ΖΦ the Interior to meet Senor Echevarrt 

ate ΜΕΝ. 1 
We arrived at Senor Echevarria's office somewhat 

aad co all sot into the 

. early but were nevertheless immediately brought in ta meet hin. 

“We were soor joined by his head assistant for this kind of 

york, Senor Ibanez, Chief of Inspections. Clarke Anderson 

acted as interpreter, under our instructions that he should 

feel free to elaborate as to courtesies and details at any tine, 

and Winston Seott also interpreted at a few points. 

As add ly ΠΤ Ky, Coleman did the talking for 

: HON? the American 

government, and of the-h\arre Biren. n particular, for the 

cooperation our oe Dn nae agency .and from 

the Hexiean. government generally, and in general exchanged 

pleasantries and courtesies. Coleman also told Echevarria that 

Chie? Justice Varren had sent his personal thanks to Echevarria. 

pace 91 
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᾿ could deliver the overall report on 48 ‘hours notice. He 

asked, however, that we deliver a formal request for this 

report to the Mexican foreign office, addressed to hiz atten- 

‘tion, in order that it not be mistaki-nly sent to sone other 

a note that afternoon REPRODUCTION his attention as 

 eonfidential and that we would do the same for the report he was” 

nom, Cn 

REPRODUCTION 

ΝΞ ΟΡ 

Coleman asked that the Mexican povernenent sive 

the Commission a complete and as detailed as possible report 

on 811 the srvestso ROL UE TION in connection with 

1S » the assassination and on_any other ac such aS closing the 
: itm 7 

border, it had carried Pl RB} readily arsreed to 

do this, saying that all the basic reports which would go inte 

such an overall report had already been prepared and that he 

police or investigatory agency in Mexico. (We had learned . 

from other sources that there are 25 different police forees 

operating in the Mexico Federal District alone.) He said that 

he would telephone the foreign office immediately after our 

conference to alert them that he ras the person responsibie for 

the note and would appreciate its being forwarded to him for 

his appropriate action. We agreed that ve would deliver such 

he had requested. 

treating all communications from Mexico on this subject as 

34 
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goin to écliver to us, We would publish only after receiyin.: 

elearance from the Mexican government, which clenrance we 

Planned to seck at some later point in our investigation. 

Echevarria egreed that this had been his BOSE SECTS all 

alons and that it » EPROM tanding upon which 

_ he would convey the ἢ foi 

Ecneverria nel ROME) ΠΕ» wi the overall 

‘pgituation and gave his strong opinion that there was no foreign 

. con spiracy involved in the asso petnation,s at least. no conspira- 

ey connected with Mexico. 

Colcnan then brought vo fhe matter of our interview= 

i. Bar ες ing witnesses for documentation purposes and ta find out 

additional information, if possible, in texico. To give a 

specific illustration of what we had in mind, Mr. Coleman used 

the maneger of the. Hotel del Comercio as an example. 

Echevarria replied basically in the affirmative, but he made 

two, Important qualifications. First, he felt that the inter- - 

vievs should not be in “Ὁ because to hold - 

then there would give the Dog Lene investiga- 

tion being carried on by FE nment on Mexican 

soil, and this he felt, would ot iy a zadvantageous : 

politically for the present Ke xiean governnent. He Soinked out 

REPRODUCTION “5 
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- formal but that inste 

have lunch or coffee, é 

we wanted to proceed on this basis. . Echevarria agreed that he 

REPRODUCTION 
PROGID 

ase Ge Gee φθ ὯὍτὦὖοὦἍἥ EY 

tant an election for president sas scheduled to be held in 

July, that such cleaticns were held only every six years in 

exico, und that the present tine was therefore eatremely 

sensitive politically. One of the most effective propaganda 

weapons the communists nave in Eeaico is the alleged American 

Gomination and interfercnce wit th the Nexican government and 

any unduly public Lnvestigatory. activities cn our part would 

᾿ Lend themaslves to this kind of propayand2. Second, Echevarria 

requested that the interviews with Mexican nationals not be 

Β cht to arrange to 

τὰς ; INC with whom we | 

ΟΝ 17} 
Our reply to this, made through Mr. Coleman, was thet 

we did not want any appointments for lunch or otherwise made at 

this time because we wanted to leave the entire problem open. 

ke had not in owr ovn mines decided whether and to what 62 atent 

would take no action until we requested it. 

There was an interruption here while Echevarria | Ἂ 

spoke in Spanish to Ibanez. The three of us took the oppor ae 

tunity to consult “REP ROET, ROMC TI ene another, a | 

" Coleman felt that in view eluctance to permit - 

one se ome — — ee ee oe ome 
SCTE ee 
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formal mectirzcs cven with unimportant witnesses such as the 

hotel clerk, that the precoposal we hag for dealing with Silvia 

Duran οὐ jht to be a DIO EDR le proposed to 

ἄο. this by shifting the REPROSUCTION. the overall report, 

stressins that in the PROT Epp we felt that 

Duran's interrosation was of the highest importance, and then 

hopefully shiftins the conversation unto the subject of how we 

ἢ could deal directly with Duran. #illens and Sleuwson agreed with 

this approach. 

Coleman then again spoke te Echevarria, referring 

back to the overall report and describing our feeling of 

importance as to Silvia Duran, ctc., as outlined in the previous © 

paragraph. Echevarria rcplied by emphatically agreeing that 

Duran's testimony was of the greatast importance and promising 

to go into as much detail and docimer.tation as possible in 

connection with her evidence in his final report. He commented 

that it was upon the information his men had obtained from her 

that he had relisd most heavily in concluding that no con- 

spiracy had been hatched during Oswald's visits to Mexico. AG 

about this point, Echevarria abruptly took steps to end the as . 

meeting.» He said tha ae nt to have lunch with a 

Queen Juliana, “NO νῷ : AY on official visit 

° 
ZoOP SECKET 
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to Mexico, end that he of course had to be on time. Coleman 

used the opportunity to say Jokinzly that wa would like to 

have luneh with Silvia Duran while Echevarria was with the 

Queen. Echevarria replied in the same vein that we would not 

gn Was not ἃ σορὶ - 

looking Guban but on N 

vesult on Duran, the PREM BITED 
As we were leaving and welding down the stairs to 

have as much fun as i ik 

¥y 5. rather inconclusive 

.the entrance of the building Senor Ibanez came up, behind and 

asked Clarke Anderson to stay a minute and speak with him, vhich 

Anderson did. ‘he rest of us proceeded to our car in the parking 

10t outside to await Anderson. 

Anderson later told us thet Ibanez had held him back 

to say that he Zibanez/ was completely at our disposal for 

making any arrangements for lunch or otherwise with Mexican 

nationals. Clarke Anderson told Ibanez thet we appreciated this 

“but that in some instances we might find it rather too informal . 

at a luncheon to transact the kind of business we hoped to do 

‘with some of the witnesses. Ibanez replied that in that case 

he would be happy to set up appointments at his office in the 

Ministry of the Interior building. Anderson questioned smothas 
this was in line hate uae atmosphere that . 

Echevarria hoped to δ} 1 Ibanez wer perhaps it CITED ὃ: TOP SE os RET. 
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. Minister Boonstra's office as soon as. we arrived at the American 

' Esbassy. We reviewed with Boonstra vhat hed occurred with 

‘Echevarria. We decided that we would submit the note to the 

» Mexiean goverment that afternoon, is possible, although ever- 

‘ane that it then be given to him for shaping into final form. 

nesses otner than “REDS μῶν et their formal testimony for 

authentication ἢ purposk σὰς oe {0} hat there was eny- 

thing we could learn ὯΝ Ἢ 

. and other FBI agents ce NG 

was not. However, the pessibility of using Ibanes' office 

was not forcclosecd. 

We then Ee) KOLAR REPRO 
there about noon. 

ἢ the Eabassy, arriving 

The three of us plus Scott and Anderson went to 

one recognized the difficulty of delivering the note to the 

proper Mexican officials which was created by the visit of 

Queen Juliana. Eoonstra pointed out that not only was there an 

official Juneh, at which Echevarria was now in attendance, but 

that a state dinner was planned for that evening. Boonstra 

requested that we draft the substance of the note immediately 

-We then discussed with Eoonstra the problem of 

Silvia Duran, We pointed out that our only interest in wite 

then. that Me. Larson 

rned. This was not 

a 

pace _ OF ull 1 gS 
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truc of Durrn, hovever, because she hid been interviewad only 

by the Mexican police and we ecnsidcsed that interview 

inadequate, (I should peint out that we do not consider 10 

fal totally svacoasnees REPRODUCTION Getallis such as 

Csvald's physical anng Rit macnts or remaecks he my 

have made, cte., that Pal al TED) seen opate ρου, Buran 

further, On the essential point of whether or not his . 

contacts with the Embassy consisted of anythin other than 

an attempt to travel to Cuba, Silvia Duran's knowledge has 

. probably been exhausted.) We discusned with Boonstra the 

best @pproach to try to speak to Duran. constra frankly stated 

that at this point it was his cpinion that we would not be thle 

to get through to her. He felt that the Mexicans were too 

politically sensitive to risk having her picked up a third 

time under arrest and that she, being a comuunist and espect- 

ally because her husband was a very militant communist and ἃ 

very bitter person in general, would not azree to any kind of 

voluntary appearance. Kevertheless, he /Eocnstra7 would raise 

no objection to cur attempt to orranze a meeting with her. te 

therefore agreed that ϑοοῦῦ or Anderson would reeontact 

Ibanez and if necessary Echevarria @s well to try to arrange a 

“i out » that even 

ca" as stated by 

"2 OP 
ina wan GED SEGEHET 

meeting with Silivia ἽΝ 1 

though the meeting te 
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the office which had νὰ ἢ 

+ Coleman at the Embassy, and 

Echevarria, possibly for lunch, 16 could arrange that the 

luncheon would be in ἃ private place and that its location 

“would not be disclosed to Mrs. Duran prior to her arrival 

there. She could be picked up in an Embassy car and driven 

to some other part of the city. Also, if necessary, the room 

and/or our persons could be fitted with recording mparatus so 

that no notes would REP RODHC HGR proof of what was 

discussed could be obtained and kept for an indefinite period 

ιν... PROMIBITED 
Boonstra suggested that we consider the use of a 

“eutout" for Duran. By this he meant that she could be taken 

to the Unived States on some unofriciai journey, for examp.e, 

to give her story to an American magazine, and while in the 

United States she could then appear before the Commission. We 

discussed the pros and cons of a cutout and decided that it was 

worth considering, and that we would bring it up at the highest 

_ levels of the Commission after we returned ee the United 

‘States. 

The conferengs 

half hour. All of us # 

wson, Willens. and 

the note to be sent 

a 
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Che dosoassirnati a2 Seen a6 the nove wae ΔΒ Up At WAS 

senferznec. Tats conference ecnsisted of 2a much fuller déls- 

cussion of the alternatives of getting Duran te testify elthes 

to the Comalasion or to representatives of the Commission. | The 

details, difficultics and possible virlations ef a "eutout* 

2 were yone inte by fsott. we also invormed Scott and Andersen 

in detail of the kind of paycents uhicn Turan could lesitinst sly 

Ὁ expect Lf she were to journey to w2 suinstan, that 18, the us-4al | 

ee ee κω. 03 ay See a. tn = δ = am = Ba ge Ge 4 ὁ Gee - σα ae 
“ον aS τὴν ἀν See Get be ate Ὥρα Raed oo eRe ne anee F BO an Wo RWS WAS gt 8 as eres POS GH δ τ» BS HS hy ἘΡ Ὁ nee ee One 

; fees, ang of course the travel experscs for beth of them, 

Thia conference ended uhen wea desiced 16 vas tine te beeak for 

wltness fees, her hovel and weal expences, the hotel and meal 

, | 
lunch. It vas asreed that Anderson would contact Ipanez to τὸ; le 

to work out an imned late Lollaweup ca Duran in Rescieo city. 

while we were there, them anorcaches to Duran, 

‘fer exe enple, a request to ΠΝ: Washinsten or 

elscusere in the ey tt esrance before the 

Commission, the “cutout” approach, εἴ δον woeule be cefeorred } 

ἘΝ 
ending mEECTee of the outcome of ‘Anderson's conversstion with i 

Ibanez. . 
t 

‘ 
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2:0 a.m. to 3:30 om. 

After ee He ie a of Clarice Anéerson. 

ack seeing Ibanez, Me. Anderson v2s me ene ΤΕ τὲ 

‘ Larson hed two 

Gocuments for us to read. The reuse! was Siivia Duran's signed 

_ but we were ae 

statement, accompanied by a transiation, and the second was 2 

- group of reports on the exit of Osx vald ‘from Héexico by 

nsportes del Norte bus. 

We also used the occasion to discuss with Larsen the 

best procedures for authenticating the evidence gathered in | 

Mexico. Since the conditions set up by Echevarria were not 

amenable to our getting direct authentication from the Mextcan 

witnesses involved, we proposed that the FBI agents who had 

heard the testimony or received the pertinent items ΟΣ docu- 

mentary or physical evidence from the Mexicans would them= 

selves be asked to give testimony before a representative ofr 

the Commission and, by reference to the source of their 

materials, meager explained in some 

detail how this ‘would work and as THOR. to conduct his 

procedures 80 as ce Fea OFA RAE Bpoatton as firm and as. 

easy 88 possible, and to convey this message to 211 other FET 

Ἔ agents in. the area. who were working on the assassination. 

‘Coleman, especiclly; : enphasized to Larson the desirability of 
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accurately Adentifying Gocumentary material, by number cor 

other code, and RE e number of hands 

threugh which a doc pt to a nininum and 

that each cecument RGD RT ER ca of a reliable 

person at all times. Larson gave ᾿ impression of readily 

understanding all this and he of course agreed to our sugges- 

tions. 

33:30 p.m. to 3230 ottle 

- By pre-arrangement we met at 3:30 with Winston Scott. 

With him ἀρ Δ vas his assistant, Alin White. The occasion for 

this meeting was to give us the opportunity to go through all 

the intercepts carefully and to use them as a basis for 

reconstructing Oswald's activities insofar as they touched 

upon the. Cuban and Soviet Embassies. This we did, and we then e 

showed “hite and Scott the result of our work, for their ᾿ 

comment. They agreed in every respect with our conclusions. 

ZI will not fo into great detail here because these conclusicns 

will of course be ine 3 . ive report on 

ὩΣ Oswald's activities in Hexieoy δὰ e the conclusions 

| Ει εἶ ρος were as follows: PROHIBITED | 

_ ss Qn Friday, September 27: 

δ τ 
10:00 a.m. '-‘ Flecha Reja bus arrives: in 

Ἤ  » : Hexico city : ; 

Ὁ ΟΡ. SE Cc R Eg 

acne τρῶν το eg 
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eee carpets the Fusaten ‘ 
ΠΩΣ ο get "visas a ἐδ ως ὦ ὦ 

~ REPROE ΠΡΊΝ ἢ ἐς Cuban Consulate. 

| Seme <P ROE BT Ree visits Russian 
still ἈΠ αὔθ, 

Some time later 
still, which 
includes the period 
4:05 to 4:26 in the 
afternoon 

Saturday, September 28: 

Tine 

Morning 

ἮΝ Some time includ- 
ing 11:51 a.m. 

Some time later 

Tuesday, 

Time 

Oswald visits the Cuban 
Consulate and durins this visit 
Silvia Duran. calls the Russian 
Consulate and soon thereafter 
the Russian Consulate telephones 
her .back. 

Osvald visits the ΠΕΎΚΗΝ 
Geusulate | 

Oswald visits the Cuban 
᾿ Consulate and durinz this visit 
Silvia Duran phoned the Russian 
Consulate, | 

Osvald probably again visited 
the Russian Consulate 

“REPRODUCTION 
_ 10:32 += = ROTIB EER telephones the Russian - 

y and is told to 931} ee 

11:30 a.m. 

We then discussed the Dorticos-Armas intercepts and 

examined — in sonie detail. We 

45 

the Russian Consulate instead. 

Oswald calls the Soviet — " 
Consulate. He is hung up on. 

asked Hr. Scott for his | 
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opinion of them and he told us sey after re-reading then 

many tinics and liste REP DG CHG ABN original he was 

of the opinion that Pk = Cuba was not referring 

to the fact that money Csuald a& the Cuban 

Enbassy. ‘He emphasized, however, that the telephone connection 

was a very bad one -=- he said the voices rose and fell 

extremely, as will sometimes happen on ἃ radio connection on a 

: long distance overseas call ~=- and he suggested that we have 

the tapes re-transilated by some Spanish-speaking Cuban who is 

. familiar with the dialect of Spanish current on that island, 

including s2ang and nuances. He said the tapes were currently 

with the CIA 4n washtneton and that we eantd arrance far spch | 

ἃ pe-transiation «hen we returned. He emphasized, however, 

Ste Nee σα ποκα en eRe ET τ EE Steen «er hc eh sis that his own opinion was firmly as he just stated it. He 

Suggested the re-translation only as a means of eliminating any 

doubts which might be in our minds and as a doublecheck on his 

own opinion which after all, under the circumstances would be =: 

in error. Willens asfemSdnth-so 35k a Helms to begin — | 
INIEIC, 

the process of re-tra hen he, cott, saw 

Helms in Washington ou PAREN 4g scheduled for the 

week of April 13. Scott said MD i o this. 

Ve. then discussed what the Commission could eventually: 

publish to the American public out ΟΥ̓ all the material we had 
Soar ae te 
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received in Mexico and in Washington from the CIA. All of us 

- pealized that any ey yl afternoon could eat 

final decisioe be tentative only » Since Py would have to be 

PNET ERD} and the Comission. 

Slawson put out the suggestion that the Commission might 

made at the higher echelo 

publish a narrative containing all the detail obtainable from 

Silvia Duran's statements and from the "open" investigations 

_ carried on by FBI agents and Mexican police agenta throughout 

Mexico, supplemented to some extent by the information obtained 

through the CIA's wire-tapping activities and the CIA's 

Ἢ Anformants. This supplement, however, would not be in detail; 

rather, for example, it would use phrases like “in the after- 

noon" in place of "4:05 p.m." Also, no absolute quotes vould 

be used. Only the substance of conversations would be given. 

The sources for this narrative would be. stated to be Siivia 

Duran's interrogation, the "open" investigations and "other 

confidential sources considered reliable by the Commission and : 

the federal intellizgen ved." Mr. Scott's reply he | 

~ to this suggestion ὮΝ 11. ΠΝ... be acceptable ᾿ : 

to the CIA. He said ene PRD lved ἃ certain amount 4 
i 

of | compromise of his security i » the compromise was 

acceptable when balanced against the oe of the cccasion. 

We asked whether he felt it would disclose to Russian and Cuban 

| 47 | 
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intellizenée the oxistence of this particular wire-tapping by 

- the CIA. His renoly Remote pably assuged its 

existence anyray. TON. IN tne proposal put 

forward would secre ROTEL TED existence of any 

e photoszvranhic observations. Nor, ves vould it disclose 

anythin; that would permit enemy intelligence to discover whe 

the CIA's informants are in Mexico or where they are located. } 

; We then briefly discussed the statement of Silvia 

Duran which we had read earlier in the day in the FBI offices. 

Tne CIA had not yet seen this statement. 

5:30 p.m. to 6:00 ν,- 

f-e three of us then returned to Clarke Anderson's 

office. Anderson gave us a report on his meeting with Ibanez. 

He told us that Ibanez and he had discussed our making arranze- 

ments to see Silvia Duran. The outcome of the discussion wes 

that Ibanez himself was very agreeable but said that he would 

have to clear it Ea Tio 

6:00 p.m. : 

ye returned to PO AIBITED.. .. the way ther 6 were 

handed a copy of the formal request to the Mextean Government 

tone eae eee wumenten em mde reeomes tetteen aed aon femme ene see 

° 

‘for its complete report on the assassination. A copy is . 
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ommend Ce ee παρ μέθη 

attached to this memorandum. We were told by Kr. Nontllor, 

political officer BERET iy Gt cvhoush an attempt 

had been made to ΝΡ be Nn. it had failed 

because all. the respon AAT ED Apfetaas were out 

entertaining Queen Juliana. Another a would be made at 

approximately 6:30 p.m. this sane @ay, and if that failed, 

continuing attempts would he made ‘on Saturday. (We were later 

᾿Ξ anformed that the note had been delivered late Saturday .rorning.) 

see Ae, We took the copy of the note which had been handed to 

ee us to Mr. Harry Bergold, secdnd Secretary in the embassy, and 

asked him to see that the Commission be informed throush channels 

in Washington of the contents of this note, when it was delivered, 

what the response was, when the response was received, and in 

‘general a full documentation and report on the entire series of 

transactions. He agreed that he would see that this was done. 

| ἡ 

Coleman, DRO met in room 510 and 

spent about an hour or slightly. ἡ n reviewing what we had 

_ accomplished to date and what further work we hoped to get done 

4g 
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before returning to Poe : @ 

Ue ON, was sufficient We agreed at DDG time th 

work remaining so that ΒΗΘ ΙΕ. should stay over 

at least until Monday afternoon but that unless Ibanez | 

replied to the effect that an interview with Silvia Duran 

could be arranged shortly, Mr, Coleman was free to return to 

the United States on Sunday. 

12:00 Noon to 3:00 p.m. 

After having decided among ourselves what further 

work had to be done while we were in Mexico, we went to 

Mr. Anderson's office where we met Me. Anderson and Rolfe 

Larson. The following points were covered, with the conclus- 

ions as stated: 

We asked that the exact time, rather than the 

scheduled time, upon {ΡΠ bus th Nuevo Laredo ᾿ 

arrived in Mexico Ci 27 be ascertained. 

We pointed out that a ἢ Girl dil frente in determining 

- whether Oswada immediately. UD) ephone calls and/or 

| his. visits to the embassies or whether he first checked in at 

his hotel. The FBI agreed to do this. | | 

We reminded Anderson and Larson that we had some 

itens of r physteal evidence which, although : not of prime 

50 . 
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importance, might be helpful in thei» further investigations, 

ePROUUt tone meet early 

Monday morning to zO rough... these 

We asked “- ROMIBITED, the hours upon which 

both the Cuban and Russian Consulates were open to the public 

and it was decided ὁ ἢ 

Guring the dates when Oswald would have had excess to them. 

Also, if possible, the FBI should desermine if 1t was common 

Ἢ practice to stay open later than the normal hours or be open 

on days such as Saturday when they were not officially open. 

Once again we asked Anderson to review the Gutierrez 

investigation, which he did. We asked if there were any reports 

| either being prepared or that had already been sent to 

Washington on this matter which we had not yet received. We 

were told that there were not. The status of the Gutierrez 

_ dnvestigation 1s therefore that the surveillance of the Cuban 

Embassy will continue indefinitely in an attempt to pick up the 

. automobile which was identified by Gutierrez, ail other lines of 

: ‘ investigation which ΠΕΡ sigh Oi followed as far as a) aed, W Ly Ne results. 

_ For purposes Pia our Mexican evidence 

we told Anderson that we would want a list of the names of all 

f seened to have been 

mit Nanas te oh tare ΨΥ ΝΥ ΕΔ alta 

the FBI agents who had obtained evidence in Mexico and we 

SOP SECRET ‘- Og ἢ 
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_@iscussed bricfly what vould be the inost convenient place to 

have these agents meet with 8 represont sative of the Commiszioc,; 

for the taking of their Senaetetone Anéerson replied that 

either Washington or New Orleans would be fine from his point 

of view. We revicy : PAR 

hoped to follow in REPRO as ge eh 

agents, as we had “oP ROHS FED on Friday, and 

Anderson agreed that it would be a workable arrangement, In 

dence through the 

this connection 1t came out that Osxald's tourist card appli- 

cation, which was made from New Orleans, was not handled by 

. the FBI Mex*.can office and therefore authenticating it would 

be a probles to be handled eclsevhnere. We agreed that we xould 

pursue this when we returned to Washington. 

We requested an itemized list of the cost of the 

items and services that Oswald probably purchased while in 

rf Dy and from Hexico. It was agreed 

in ina ἀρ: rang 
| 

We then discussed the desirability of our obtaini™ 

Hexico and while tra 

that Siawson and ΤΥ ΒΩ 

amore complete knowledge of the procedures of the Cuban 

Embassy, especially as they relate to the practice ae 

: visas and the different kinds of travel permits which er sd 

52 | 
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- Mexico and Cuba 

τς PRORIBETED 

avallable to someone in Oswald's circumstances. Likewise, we 

ere interested in learning what obstacles to travel betrneen 

UG Ξ ἐπὶ a ΠΝ from the Mexican, 

rather than the Cuban, Bag Tey agreed to give 
‘ | ihc - a 

us as full 2 report on U ] but the difficulties 

are obvious. In general, he told us that, largely at the 

instigation. of the United States government, the Mexican author- 

 4ties are very strict about Americans traveling between Cuba 

and Mexico. For example, their passports are stamped "Departed 

> for Cuba on_ ,1954" before the traveler gets on an airplane 

‘pound for Cuba. Likewise, the Mexiczn Immigration officials 

“will not permit anvone, whether Mexican or American, to depart 

for Cuba unless he has the proper Cuban travel permits. No 

special Mexican travel permit is required for Americans at 

least, but the Mexican officials indirectly enforce Cuban law _ 

by insisting upon complete Cuban documentation. (It should be 

pointed out that this is unusual. Normally, border officials 

are concerned only 1 TE PROD heir country or with 

τ their own nationals who m We pointed out to. 

Anderson that the reas RGR i} ROBE reo that we get this 

es ! information was that we needed it to t the plausibility, 

and thereby the reliability, of the other evidence we Kad on 
what O34ald was doing and trying to do at the Cuban and Soviet 

| Babasoies, Jes, we wanted to see whether his activities made oe 

εἰ Β΄ | 
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sense in the light of the normal Cuban and Mexican precedures. 

we then bz “tefly discussed the "two suitease problex 

We related how we a weld left New Orleans 

for Mexico he was but that all our 

evidense relating F “co pointed to the fact 

that he had with nim only a single suitcase, 2 small blue | 

zipper bag. Marina's testimony and the testimony of Mes. Ruth 

Ὁ Paine both tended to confirm the one-suitcase evidence. We 

| said that we did not want the FBI to undertake any kind of 

x search immediately, because we had not yet had an opportunity 

to re-interrogate our witnesses in New Orleans who had testi-~- 

BOM go Be oy etn m= oGh We 2 Bow. Bow mood be me an ga σὰ tut ao am mooan Woo am Batin om fle σοι mtn 
ib afin Nar Mt Ὧρ MP “Ee ἐδ Ur porepeperes ‘wove re alte atts AP adh ETO eR au ad? * Sp te tani Cutt hdbutim αν ane, yy παρ ἄμ COD WP * uO Carlee tee ab φὸ 

re-interrog.ution confirmed thelr testimony in this respect, 

we wondered what kind of searches in or around Laredo, Texas me ἢ 

or tuevo Laredo, Mexico for such ἃ missing suitcase might be 

| . 

practical. Anderson and Larson both felt that the FBI was 

fully capable of searching Laredo and Nuevo Laredo fcr a 

᾿ " tissing suitcase, ΜΕ i tal a “᾿ as to make such 8 

᾿ search unreasonably diffic 

| CROGIBITED “ale — 
. We told Ander not yet come to a firm i 

decision as to whether we would want to bring Albert Osborne 

to Was shington or else ρα in the United States to testify 

᾿ ‘before the Comaission or a representative of the Commission, 7 
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even on a voluntary basis. ertainiy if he vere σοῖο to 

resist testifyins and we had to subscona ON we wanted to 

think further about it ΤΥ 

ΤΈΣ in Mexico could do ΜΠ: of Osborne se that 

ye could obtain him on ret tice if we desired to . 

do so in the future. After some discussion of the alternatives 

| eee what the 

open in Hexico, where Osborne was at last report, for *eeping 

ἣν tabs" on an individual, Anderson replied that he would ask the 

Mexican police to put Osborne on a “two week reporting basis." 

tHe felt sure the Mexicans would comply. This means that 

“Osborne, beng ἃ person under suspicion and being an alien, is 

told that he must come into a certain police station and report | 

on ἃ regular basis. To weeks is a common interval for this | 

sort of thing, tut 15 sometimes even done on a daily basis. 

A daily reporting schedule is extremely burdensome, however, 

especially for someone who cannot afford to travel by auto- 

mobile, as we believe RERRAB Rt Wie REPROBUCTIG iui and especially 

when that person is liv ‘the police station to which 

he has to report. oe RUT ΘΠ [π[βοιεοο, the Mexican » 

police at our request will order Csborne deported and give us 

advance warning of when and where he will be pushed across the 

border, . We could then arrange to have someone waiting for hin 

‘north of the Rio Grande with a subpoena. Anderson of course 

TOP SECRET 
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We asked Anderson if he had a ecpy of the "dessier 

on Csuald mentioned in the Ambassador Hann file. He replicd 

het he did not have cne but assumed that it could be found 

soncolace, since ἀν ere ΠΣ ION: time, and said 

that he would forward ἘΠΕ 
oo? 

We then discussed the Alvarado situation and pointed 

. out that we had never reecived a final resort on him. 

. Anderson replied that his agency had not taken the primary 

' gation. We agreed that we would bring this up with Winston 

Seovt. 

Winston Seott had previously mentioned to us that he 

thought that Anderson had heard some vague rumors from 

expatriate American ΡΠ ΤΕ in Mexico that might bear on 

the assassination and sussested we asic: Andereon about them, 

Scott had said that Anderson had spoken with him about this 

information many weeks before, to inquire whether the CIA could 

Pin communist named Elizabe%h 

Mexico as "Botty Mora, ™ had made some rather vague assertions 

: about Oswe id which, throush informants, Anderson's office WAS 

TOP SECRET 
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trying to follow up. For the last month or two, however, 

Ton whole line of 

} r several years 

Die and in Anderson's Betty Mora has not PRG iG nical) 

opinion she is not a reliable person anyw2y, so he did not feel 

that her assertions would ever amount to much . He promised us 

Betty Mora had been,e 

investication was temps 

a report on them, hovever, notwithstanding his feeling that 

- they were not to be accorded a great deal of weight. 

Finally, we posed the question to Anderson whether 

“he knew of anything further, important or unimportant, which 

we £: repvesentatives of the President's Commission ought to 

be told. After so:re thinking and after asking Larson whether 

he haa anything along these lines and receiving a negative 

response, Anderson replied that he believed he had given us 

everything he knew. 

We then briefly dropped into the CIA's office again 

and saw Scott and White. We were told by White that the . 

examination of the reels of photographs pertaining to the time 

periods covering fendi Cuban Embassy had 

been examined and PR ere negative. No auta- 

mobiles appeared in t no persons were shown 

" Who answered the descriptions given by Gutierrez or who might 

have been Gutierrez hinself, (I will note here that we did 

58 
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ςΞ- 2 

not ask the CIA to have these photosraphs displayed directly 

to Gutierrez. This PED ROQUC THOM en the easicst way 

of determining whether ntificd as the Cuban 

who passed the money ROTATE in one of the photo- 

graphs, but this would also have involved such a serious breact 

of CIA security arrangements that we did not believe that it 

was justifi-d.) | 7 

We then asked Scott and White the same question we 

had asked Anderson about there being any further information 

- we should be given. His answer, concurred in by White, was to 

‘the same effect as Anderson's. 
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iid eee ae et 7) ax ὦ [ΑἹ 

2 LP, ΤΙΣ, 13 
oe UP waren ts ΠΥ 

δὼ abouts G15 ΓΤ iE a ἐπὶ fim, ΤΩΣ Toscan 

O35 emi cue othe: Fat τοῦτον Versus | ΣᾺ wval Disteict of 

Haztes (δῖοι iuelwics sxieo City) were exumined and wo greed that 

one of the Inize, clear ones would beat sexve as the official exhibit 

fox showing tue location of various ple aces ‘which Lee Eervey Garald 

probably vi ehted while he was in Mexico City. Me. Ievcon said that 

he τοῦδ hove this rey emorepriately marized and formarded to the 

Cormission dn tha near future. For my personal vos in the tine vbile 

| the derece fore: a Lap Wis being crepared), tie. Larson delivered to me 
cate oo 

a sroller Yeo vid ch had thace same location: marked on it.. 

We then went throuck esch of the items of physical evidenee 

which Ἐ hel tat com alongs to Linxieo City. Far a ΘΕΘΟΣΊΣΕΙΟΝ ef thece 

ituca, reforonce is here made to the "essomemium for σον eaticd 

30 Hach ἃ ΟΣ Sree We ΣΟ mmo, subjects “τίοσς of Faysical 

Buda: Rene red 2) thie ΣΤ Tatas ral gy erROBU atti & οὐ Ὁ hich 

ae tean abtechad ta. tht 

ake three of τῷ OOS 

be dic eovarea PE uyther work in conmncoction Σὰ a sliver idontifiention 

beaselet intertbed “Marinas” Me. Lergon end By. Clerke Anderson had 

i proviously pointed out thot ire the n SO — eons in ileecieo 

City had been questions Οὐ eS to tt ip bracelet on the basis of a 

shotecsoph of it and, dexnite the fret that game minor nesiince 
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om Ye pe os se “ a o z Bake δ Be. ro eee 2 . ἀμὸν THOT Ὁ ἌΝΩ» Rome ΟΣ the chug kad ΤΈΣ ΞΑΣ δον they even eglé ὑνοθοξοίς 

HB 41.".ὄ Σ ». - . - mem om δε e? this bind end the: PRORNETION: πον αὶ euch 

corteiniy asin ba negativee We aico fclt ἢ even if aie chop 

IY PROMI ITE ts Ing Earvey Cxuald, 

mrocnuly all fie oes could toll ws voula be thet Tes, he pro: say 

4, = hy le. 4 

thesld te diseovaves 

SOLA the bracalct to someone. 

Me. Iorcon noted down ail te woris.oa the tack flyleat 

of the Seanich ἜΛΑ σα dictionary and he alco noted the mark-inss 

on poges 5, 113 end 210 mrt to various Syuntsh words. Hone of us 

esuld sco any particular help at this tine which vould come from 

these writings ad martcines, but we felt thet ia. Lersen at lenst 

oust to havea thea with hin. 

The Movican relivzious xedel txs yelt to be δῷ coxrion os 

‘to be Drobebly uttrateable and, im additior, from its ave ve guessed 

thet it may not have beon pirehesad in Copionter 1953 in ifxico City 

but eld perhops bay Νὴ : uit the United States end 

| Ν ΞΘ in Dalla 3G OZ obtzined by Orweld sone 

ie Lerzon note’) cova Ip euing on pase 47 o2 Oswald's 

address booke lie caid that he would “ete each of the telephoze 

wuuhers and addresses to sce if they xeferred to the axbassics end 

Girlines to virich thoy 5 son to refer and, if they did not, πα vould 

“Lisi os whose ΕΝ τσδοσσ or eétvesse es they vere. In acdition, ἡ 

be mewcicad to co ail he could to fii ous wictier Lee Harvey Cowald 

a 

ked cver enti up et the Cubsno J fMirlines as the address bon: indicates, 
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pe Teor ove. eo a τῷ Lox tiie Rath ΔΕ; ΣΡ; ΤΟ Σ ξι ened, 
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Εν it. we ate ty, Be Bae obier exonk thas 

3 ῳ i? tad a τ" ὧν edt 
Ν 4 

ΝᾺ Σ ᾿ ΕΣ 

ee gs "Ὁ ΘΟ 32 

told her, after he retumned fron Eccieo, tiat while there he head 

visited the cu wean and Rucsian Eahas οἷς τῷ to do-all he could to ¢2t 

to Cuba end had cleo seen a bibl ficht, virdted come mineurs nud done 

core sinht-seeing. Mrs Lorcon cai thes tha bull Picht arone had 

elroy been echockel cut insofar es prorsitle with the sesult coe 

thet no one th ronembers Onwald visitine the orena on the Eusday 

in question but alse that no one there is οὐ all cortoin that ke did 

rot visit the arena. Furtheruors, there it πὶ section in the arenas 

set ecide for persons who are not for: ably arene ἃ therefore 

Counld could hove got u seut even thous: ke @44 net covey a eat 

and nochtie with hime Σὺ vac monbioned Jn this connection that the 

goal oltei genes in Usxico City ὁ eve strictly roserveld Lor poscons tho 

are Ὁ aE TY attired a la con exter withons a necktie. 

Tais vlus the fact tha 3 ᾿ SUCTION: te, uho is a 

sweocticed profess xecional ἃ in 13 rate City, cc wre) 

emuntl ΤΟΙ ταν ὃς αυσλᾷ oid λοι us to ecncline 

e bain a oy - 3 ὦ δ." : ὃ Said ove ΓΙ # ὡς Ἶ that Counld never wot to the ἧς Fc Coonite the notcvicn in 

his Srant giiefr iorlean éictionnry iniiesting that he intonéed to ds co. 

Tie feeb thet he failed to mention anything abows the ΔῸΣ olet cores - 

to Marina efter he returned nolnts towenl this sai concd UGE. 

“ 
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ΜΕ ΡΟΝ, 
ἴ; Re oot Reicks ME head So 5th te ῳ Bey 
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 
Dated 21 April 1964 tees memo- 

22 April 1964) 
FROM: W. David Siz REPRODIN Tl ON 

SUBJECT: Intercepts fro ἃ Cuban piebassies in 
: Mexico City | P OL lip TED 

The following are my notes ial) reading the τὴν owe 

cepts in question in the American Embassy in Mexico City, 

translated from the Spanish by Embassy personnel, on April 13, 

- 1964. These notes are about as accurate and detailed as I 

‘could make them without actually quoting the entire trans- 

τς oripts. In a few instances, either where it was very important 

September 27 ~ 10:37 a.m. os a 

or where. the meaning was obscure and therefore adifficult to 

paraphrase, I have quoted exactly. I have noted these. portions 

by placing them in quotation marks. ΄ τ 

‘A person who jas BH ii speaking poor τή 

ἡ ll Toot: 2 telephones the Spanish, dates identified as ΠΝ. ἫΝ 

᾿ SEPAOOUCTION = vee : an 455 

OSWALD: May I speak-to the Consul?. 

: INSIDE VOICE: He is not in. 

OSWALD: I need some visas in order. to go to Odessa. 

_ INSIDE VOICE: “Please cail at 11:30. 
᾿ OSWALD: Untilwhen? 6. ᾿ 

INSIDE VOICE: (Hangs up) πα. 

‘PAGE __o 
Cory NO. 

cigs vein ὦ 
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ee 

September 27 - 4:05 p.m. 

A woman's voice, speaking in Spanish, later identi- 

fied as Silvia Duran, REPRODUCTION: Consulate, 

6Ε115 into the Soviet assy 

SILVIA DURAN: ἡ fappcan here who has 

requested an in-transit visa_because he is going to Russia. 

ἋΣ would like to know whom he spoke to at the Russian Embassy, 

because I sent him to you thinking if he got a Russian visa 

‘that I.could then issue him a Cuban visa without any more 

processing. Who did he speak to? He claims he was told there 

‘were no more problems. 

INSIDE VOICE: Wait a minute. (The inside voice 

ἧς then Ὁ explains to someone else on his side οὐ the line that 

Silvia Duran is calling,. that she is calling in reference to 

Loy" ‘Embassy, etc.) . 

| ἽΝ OER leave the name and. 

number and we will call you back. : ee 

_ SILVIA DURAN: | (She. leaves her name and a 

- number’ “arid ‘she then engages in some personal ‘conversation in 

regards to the fact that she has recently changed apartments 

and therefore ‘would like the "bulletin" sent to. her new | address. 

| The voice in. the ‘Soviet aaa agrees. ): 

TED ἯΣ Ὁὐυυ 322} "ieee BS 2 388 ἣ . _— ἘΣ ἘΝ 7 Στ’ νυ «σα 

” REPRODUC τῇ 
PROB 
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_-Cuban Consulate. 

September 27 - 4:25 Ὁ. 

REPRODUCTION 

PROMIBITED 

me : ᾿ . 

someone at the Soviet Embassy telephones the Cuban 

Embassy. 

' the Cuban Consul? 

VOICE AT THE CUBAN EMBASSY: 

᾿ς September 27 - 4:26 Ὁ. 

Someone at the Soviet Embassy eer epnones inte the 

The 

Consulate is Silvia Duran. 

_ RUSSIAN EMBASSY: 

SILVIA DURAN: 

_ RUSSIAN EMBASSY: ° 

showed from the Consulate in Washington, he wants £6 BO td: = mia 

REPRODUCTION 
VOICE FROM THE SOVIET EMBASSY: What's the number of Paduisten 

Its 11-28-47. . 

τῇ. 

person answering the phone at the Cuban - 

Has the American been there? 

Yes, he is here now. 

According to the letter that DS 

Russia to stay for a long time with his wife who is Russian. 

But we have received R 

probably | take four to m 

without. asking ΝΟ". 

organization and the Cubans cannot give him a Visa without his 

first getting a Russian visa. 

L have ve wait for an 

PRODUCTION: and it will ae 

onths. t give a visa here 

ΘΗ ΒΕ. ἴο 8 ‘pro~Cuban 

1 do not know what. to do with him. ν 

τ ἀν 

AN Rs etalk κς  γλρμς μόνον, ἄνα ees nee 

Ἢ 

answer from Washington. 

89 oe 155 
ee τ τοτιν 
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Ἢ SILVIA DURAN: We have to walt too, because he knows 

no one in Cuba and therefore 108 difficult to give him a visa. 

He says he knew it vous EDDA eucrion™ = the Soviet 

visa but hoped to await that in Cuba. 

RUSSIAN zneassyp ΝΠ {8} ED} if his wife is 

now in Washington. she will receive the visa for return to Russia. 

. She will receive it and then ean send it any place but right now 

‘she does not have it." 

- SILVIA DURAN: "Naturally, and we can't give him a 

“visa here because we do not know if his ΝΣ visa will be 

approved." 7 , 

RUSSIAN BMBASSY: “we can issue a visa δας accoraing 

to instructions." ° =. G 

SILVIA DURAN: "That is what I will put in my plans." 

RUSSIAN EMB “Hepp "We can't give him a letter of recom- 
PR OL Gar 

"“- sutras DURAN: PASTE... you very much." Ε 

September 28 - il: 51 a.m. 

mendation hs a) Please pardon the 

Someone at the Cuban Consulate later identified as 

“it Silvia Duran telephones into the Russian Consulate... 

REPRODUCTION —
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a7 

SILVIA DURAN: There is an American here who ne he 

has been to vhe Russian Consylate. 

ἘΠ ΠΣ = Silvia Dura én δε ak in English to 

someone apparently δεν... “this conversation goes ! 

as follows: . 

‘"“He said, wait. Do you speak Russian?” 

| 
| 

"Yes." , ie ιὰ 

"Why don't you speak to him then?" | | = | 

-"Y don't know ... ἢ . | 

. The person who was at the side- of Silvia Duran and 

Ὁ who admitted to speaking some Russian then gets on the line 

and speaks what 4s described as "terrible, handily recognizable 

Russian." This person was later identified as Lee Harvey Oswald, 
e | 

Ἢ OSWALD: " REPRODUERIGIp --- spoke to your | 

Consul." oe NOUR = ες ; 

᾿ RUSSIAN EMB DITED. you want?" τῇ ἱ 

' OSWALD: "I was 3 Just now at your Embassy and they took 

my address." | aa ὩΣ δὴν aS τ 

RUSSIAN. EMBASSY: "I know that.” a . 

REPRODUCTION = a on 
rr! 
a _* - Fae | copy NOS 
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October } “- “10: 30 a.m. 

REPRODUCTION 
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OSWALD: "ZI did not know it then. I went to the 

Cuban Embassy to ask them for my address, because they have it.” 

RUSSIAN ΠΝ aA ῇ i ii ἤ f 

then, we're not far. 

OSWALD: “we RONIOIFED i o* = away." 

iene by and leave it. 

A person later identified as Lee Hasves Oswald, 

“speaking in "broken Russian," telephones into the Soviet Embassy. 

OSWALD: "Hello. I was at your place last Saturday 

and talked to your Consul. They said they'd send a telegram to 

Washington, and I wanted to ask you, is there anything new?" 

- RUSSIAN EMBASSY: Call another telephone number, if 
you will. 

. OSWALD: . Please. | 

RUSSIAN EMBASSY: 15-60-55, and ask for ‘a Consul.” 

OSWALD: HEP RODY DUC CTION | 

RUSSIAN EMBA 

The same voice, stiil speaking in broken” Russian, 

telephones the Russian Consulate. He speaks to aman identified 

ΠῚ 

. 

6 

᾿ . 
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POP SECRET 

as "Obyedkov." 

OSWALD: Hello, this is Lee Oswald. I was at your 

place last Saturday.and talked to you Consul. They said 

Tene to ask you 

whether there was anything new, oe the name ΡΝ 1: 
OBYEDKOV: . "Kostikov. He is dark?" 

they'd send a veteer 

_ OSWALD: “Yes. My name is Oswald." ; 

OBYEDKOV: "Just a minute. 111 find out. They say 

- “they have not received anything yet." Pe 

OSWALD: "Have they done anything?" 

_OBYEDKOV: "Yes, they say a request has been sent 

out, but aoentne has been received yet." 

OSWALD: "And what ... " | 
* OBYEDKOV: 

aS is S == 
 & 

ἘΞ 

Pa 

᾽ν 

9 
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MEMOF ODUM ὃ oril 2, 1964. 

aoe nanan, REPRODUCTION 
SUBJECT: Mexico: Questions Raised by the Ai 

File . ψ i ACHR AED 
1. What actual evidence is there that Oswald 

departed Mexico on October 3 by automobile? Can we see the 

documents se REP RC ff CTO to be introduced 

to the proper Mexi ὃ e purpose of making 

our investigation.  PROMIBITED 

2. What is the "rather scuniate dossier" of 

Oswald's referred to in the telegram of November 282. We 

‘would of course like to see it. 

3. What is the source of information referred to 

in the November 28 telegram, that Oswald intended to settle’ 

down in Odessa? 

4, we IB nui COC TION: on Silvia Duran, for 

example, the evidence romiscuous. type." 

5. We we ROLE [BITED tes of the transcripts 

of the "intercepts", translated if possible, in all cases 

where the intercepts refer to the assassination or related 

subjects. In particular, we would like to see the intercepts 

SECRET 

wuss 
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( inw oh th allegation that money pa: ἃ εὖ e Cuban 

pobanay wan discussed. ΡΝ ΠΗ. 

, AE TO: PRORATED 
Nel RU ll mercio from the Cuban Oswald got the na 

consuiater —  PROMIBITED 
ἢ 7. What exactly is the evidence that the Hotel 

6. Wh 

Cuba is a cover for Castro intelligence operations? Is this 

fact known so widely that virtually anyone who stays at this 

hotel is suspect, for example, those persons who were guests 

at the same time as Oswald, or is this fact known only in 

law-enforcement and diplomatic circles? Is it likely that the 

clerk at this hotel is a Cuban ΣΕ and is μολάληρς back 

(. information on Oswald, since he has stated that he has no 

recollection of Oswald ever having stayed at the hotel? 

8. Has any further information come to light on 

the persons who were guests of the Hotel del Comercio on the 

same floor as Oswald? Would it be possible te have the 

Mexican ἀλη) ES nine sources scan the entire 

hotel on the ERRNO —_ "FABIEN 
9. We should see the entire Embassy file on the 

Mot other significant — 

whole Kennedy assassination, including copies of all 

2 

SECRET 

yuvazhs 

REPRODUCTION ἮΝ “we Ὁ 2, aa 409. ὲ 155 

ΡΒ = le 
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( 
corre’ 

told by Alvarado. |°. 

red-headed Negro man who was ‘supp 

ἊΝ 
snden — 

10. We we 

11. Have: Re (attempt 

to other government ager 

€ 

SDD Pe Marry 
ἜΡΙΣ 

JSON 

ΠΉΜΗΙ 
ΠΣ δ ΠΕ 

Oswald observed by Alvardo? | 

‘REPRODUETIQN 
PROMIBITED 

‘REPRODUCTION. 
PRONIBITED 

*e 

wu 3248 

ould also like to ll REPRODUCTION. 

PROWIBITED 
alt Sinn made to locate the 

eh ay in the conference with 

PAGE 110 of 185 
; Cory ie erat πάδ 

8. 91-- θα ὅ94 YS 
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ν᾿ : pv al a wk 
a cv? 4 ὴ ee aha” wi! SECRET 

᾿Ξ Mi εἴ Ἂν ον σ- ν Z νὴ 43 ) Revised Draft 

Ce”  π| Ee" 
sal τ RECORD PROGWETED 

PROM: - W. David Slawson 

SUBJECT: Tentative Conclusions on Lee Harvey Oswald's Stay 
ὩΣ in Mexico City: Visits to Soviet and Cuban . 

Embassies 

My best guess from the available data is that Lee Harvey 

Oswald followed the itinerary shown below: 

TIME PLACE | 
Friday morning - ' Cuban Consulate 

Friday morning oz | 
early Friday afternoon Russian Consulate 

q Friday afternoon Cuban Consulate 
(Silvia Duran 
telephoned the . 
Russian Consulate 
while Oswald was 
at Cuban Consulate.) 

aaa mere) (Azque telephoned the 
| Russian Embassy) 

: Early Se tusaay ban Consulate 
muer IQ) Oswald put "in 

direct contact" with 
Russian Consulate by 

- PROLIBITED ' phone from Cuban 
Consulate: "address" 
disc.) Add-CEA-inter-- 
pretation-of—this.-} 

Late Saturday afternoon a Russian Consulate. 

SECRET 

οὐυ 2281 

- REPRODUCTION | ἑ ΝΣ ἘΣ a ae | a 

PROBED BE 

a nemneiemeed 

ΩΝ 
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Μεπθυσταν.ς 7 ΝΗ “i 

REPRODUCTION 
PROWMEHTED 

Priday and that he 4 

SECRET 

Time Place 

muesday norte PRODUCTION: = Military Attache © 
Late Tuesday mo Panes O° 
Tuesday afternoHiil) OnBITED Russian Consulate 

1. One of Oswald's visits to the Cuban Consulate other 

than his first was in the afternoon. See paragraph 11 of the 

first aa interrogation. 

2. My conclusion 18 that Oswald visited the Cuban 

‘Consulate at least twice and probably three times. 

‘This seems so because: 

a a. There is no evidence whatever that he was at the 

Cuban Consulate at any time on Sunday, Monday, Tuesday or 

Wednesday. | 

b. We know for sure that Oswald was at the Cuban 

. Consulate at least once on Friday and at least once on 

Saturday, see CIA ἘΡΗΒΈΒΒΘΗΣ pages 6 through 8. 

c. We Ν 1 he visited the Cuban Consulate on 

RO BUC TGA bone to the Russian: 
. Consulate that same “PROBE page τ: 

ἃ. Oswald was supposed to be in the Cuban Embassy 

at least once during the morning, see the second police inter-~ 

rogation of Silvia Duran, paragraph ll, and this was only a 

ee ed 

τ uuus24e 

σισαν a mes σα econ eh ee en κα ne SE IEE AF IT PII TRIE 

eee cena © CTO ποτα SANE ERE σα oF “EES SNARES σεν OH GE GPSS απο σσαι σπρτστοτσσυν.- MUU HEOR. CHES πύου ἐπα SoRET: > 

pace 112. ΜΝ 
COPY NO. Wr ...2. 
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RROD TTON 
BR GIBATER 

Ώ | 

( visit "to request information about getting to Cuba,” and was 

apparently so brief that Duran was not able to remember 

Oswald's physical ‘PeODODOK from this visit, see second 

4:8: τ) ΠΝ could easily have 

been overlooked in ΠΕΣ" police interrogation, | 

' paragraph 11. | 

e.: Oswald's argument with Azque was in the arte. 

police interrogatiok | 

noon, and it was on some visit to the Cuban Consulate which . 

ὃ occurred after the first visit, see the second police inter- 

. rogation, paragraph 11. ‘This afternoon visit during which 

. the argument with Azque took Place was itself different from 

and earlier than the visit to the Cuban Consulate during which 

( Silvia Duran "confirmed" to Oswald that he would have to get | 

a Russian visa first and during which she gave Oswald a slip 

of paper with her name and telephone number; because Azque | 

telephoned the Russian Consulate after arguing with Oswald, 

see paragraph 4 of this memorandum, and Oswald was given 

Duran's slip of. paper subsequent: to this phone call, when he 

"returned" to the REP RES HET ΠΝ μὰ police interroga-— 

t ion, paragra ph s.makes a total of three times. 

£. The fact PIN a to the first 

police interrogation of Silvia Duran states that Oswald — 

visited the Cuban Consulate twice is of course some evidence | 

contrary to my conclusion. However, I think from the context 

- YOU32HS- 

“REPRO = 

aa 

} 

‘PROITED = Ὸὀ ὀ ὀ  ᾽΄᾿5445::5 
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1 

- "op ha bien a μων αὐτο τε: Ε δι [bs 2y Bree CH ee 
aan: come, VOClassity ons ΟΣ - e iP 

es ΕΘΝ TORE on 

᾿ a h February 1964 

τ —S« ir. Howa a τῇ i Π
Ω 

FROM: W. David Sle ROM al 

“ate ’ .,SUBIECT: . Letter to the Cen gence Agency (CIA) | 
an eT gin τὸν te “Posing ‘Certain. Serra on their Letter to Us. 

: ar | @ated 31 January 1964 

Ir would include in our letter to the CIA the erica 
questions: . 

1. Were you able to uncover anything about the alleged 
' greeting between Oswald and the Cuban Ambassador which was 

- supposed to have taken eres in an automebile outside the 
° Cuban Enbassy in México City? -“- 

2. Do you have access to the wage sent by the Soviet 
Mexican Embassy to the Soviet Washington Embassy? If you | 
do, can we find out its contents? . 

- 3. Reference is made to paragraphs 5 and 6 of your 
letter. Would it be pessible for us to see the full report 

. of the oe oe epee Perea oF Dla Duran and her 
ae husbarid?. et aera ον 

4, Paragraph 7. of your letter states that Oswald; 
“that same afternoon,” came back "again" to the Cuban 
Embassy. Does this mean that he was there twice the same 
day, or does it mean that he was there once on the previous 
day and once on the same afternoon that Azque telephoned the ; 

Soviet Embassy? Only the latter interpretation of this 
sentence seems consistent with the CiA-confirmed information 
found in the subsequent paragraphs. In general, we would ce 
appreciate as much tion as you can give us on the > : 

{Dee jaragraph 7. ΟΣ 
ΠΥ ba lt¢ the full text of b - 

time sequence of th 

the Mexican police interrogation e can try to piece 
course, if you are 

out the time sequence Pi Wie 

ii [fe ncn} 7, in which eat 5. Reference is ma 
-> + ', Mes. Duran refers to "descriptive data" on Oswald which she — _ 

τον Pgund in the Consulate "archives." “The use of these terms 
seems hae alma sian the, ‘Possibility, that the Cuban meyers 

at £0. 11822. τ Si
t} et 

‘Futarty ὁ esta tn nile Gren AA, ἐξα. μα 28; mine SESES. ° 
lee = ΜΙΝ, τ, 5.2} 7, ΕΝ es Lee ΕΣ be ne BE mat 

tS δὰ 

sereaourTR a eee 
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ἘΣ REPRODUCTION 
τς τ: ᾿ ῬΗΜΗΒΙΕ 
| | pense eye A ̓ 

ἫΝ 

ΠΆΘΗ ΠΕ eae Pa OY OL Ee 

ἘΣΤῚΝ B00. 8 Su αβρὴν Ren er beh 
tate Ὅν! my add 

τῷ 4: " : ἣν ee — aya, ΕἸ ἡ a ΓΝ wae) Bee? ine 

had material on * REPRODUET: back, perhaps 
previous to ee PREM 1963. this the meaning 
she intended? 

6. Reference is made to 7 Ten sentence in the end 
subparagraph of paragraph 12b. Is there any significance 

ΤΣ to the word, "Although"? We wonder whether the informant 
a> °, meant to say that there was something unusual in Mrs. Duran 

i ἢ reporting her instructions to Oswald when he had continued 
to remain at the Cuban Consulate. a) 

! 7. Refermce is again made to the 2nd wipnenaaeen of 
. Raragraph 12b. Your letter states that Mrs. Duran told the 

Soviet Embassy” that Oswald“knew no one in Cuba; and that 
the Soviet official “echoed her statement that the American 

on _ was not known.” It is unclear to us whether this discussion 
v ΠΝ 4nvelved Oswald's not being known by the Cuban and/or Soviet 

- officials, or whether it involved Oswald's not knowing 
anyone in the Soviet and/or Cuban Embassies. . 

8. Reference is made to paragraph l2c. Was the νὰ νουθὲ 
conversation" between one of the members of the Soviet 
Embassy and Oswaid a telephone call from Oswald while he was 
at the Cuban Embassy, or did the informant mean to say that 
Mes. Duran sent Oswald personally over to the Soviet ἀφ 

- $a. ‘contact. one. of tha officials there? a oe ae . 

9. Reference is again made to paragraph 126. Could 
you clarify the many references to the "address" referred to 
80 ) frequently in this paragraph? 

10. Throughout your entire letter the term "Soviet 
Consulate” seens to be used interchangeably with the term 

. “Soviet Embassy," Likewise with "Guban Consulate” and 
 “Guban Embassy." We assume from this that the Soviet 

Consulate and the imevies ΒΠΘΕΒΕΥ must be the same in Mexico 
 Gity, or at least i ae letul Gate ἃ that the same 
gust hold true for ΜΠ AAR cuban Consulate. — . 
W221 you confirm to ἀξ xara Mls he are correct or, 

. aM they are not, cp tuation? . ie 

᾿ 11. In Oswald' . Ῥῃ Let ‘Embassy in . 
᾿ .-, Washington written after he returned to the United States 

'" ° | from his trip to Mexicd, he refers to the Cuban Consul | ον 
(presumably, Azque) as pee been. "replaced." Do you ain 

2 =a ee erent ee oe wae 

ee ee : Re Tem τα en 

a, {3 [2. IDE 
‘ : τᾶς CAA. fa

g nba 

Fo, Mes. ae ΓΝ δια, aot
 

| ΠΝ = | . | ; “τ 7 | 

twain Sd τ|5.} SECRET 

PACE. ας λέδα 158 
CORT, NO 

ag en nc men 

ih Le ἀρὰ ρθουν ets, ἀρὰ ona succor crassa amass 
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; + ‘REPRODUCTION 
a το ᾿ 8 hn A ROB ἢ] Εἰ}. 

ἘΣ ates ΠΤ) pele Ke oo ἣν a py 3 

"Chet v2 [24/757 ae war ~ ee 
Bate s EC πε 2, Se cae) 5 

weg ἘΡΟΣ νος το τς I Be κα Late 
ee 8 Κ᾿ » ws ΕΣ ΧΟΝ re Ae FS ΘΝ δ ete ee ry te ae Teg SA) et 

aor whether πον ‘mia was ‘fired, transferred, er otherwise — 
ae moved in such a m ay Ε + have been misled 

into thinking he he 
Consular official } 
the Consul, transfe ᾿ d 

12. If Azque or won “ Consular official 
was in fact replaced, do you have any information on how 

AP Pooaltiaa mente. mie Learned, coe δα: Δεαχηϑά. 4 80 aa a 
= arenes 

was any other Cuban 
believed had been 

πεν cone poet es EPRODUETIOM me Ceo | 
ne PROBED : 

noe Ἢ ᾿ : “ 
he 

ς 
| 

' 
τὶ | 

@ ᾿ . . 
Ε 

. ο: Ἂ: ahs . 
͵ Ἶ 

at “% ve nee ee a a peas . ws ὌΝ Puy ates as we re ΠΥ τι 
ne thw par ahi eee: es ’ oa ee oct ιν ‘| . 

᾿ δε γος ᾿ἘΠΕΗΝΙ pro σανκδιαῆε ϑοεϊαπαιδοδηίδα ᾿Ξ 
won “ὦ as "ἊΣ Pe γι .᾽ δῷς SER: Ὁ PS See τς 

ne - ‘yer ἘΠ᾿ nea See. : 

AEALUED ΓΝ oo! Ε 4 ΠΝ ae Lh, 12-)8/25 127 : 

 putharlty.so= eer eo . 0, NLS Sea “Ὁ, a EE petite 
wy fA PyG_ mrs, tae aie sees S223 Co pecan | 

ἌΝ = : 

πα ον ee 
om 

ΟΝ 
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τ " τον, SLASSIFIED MESSAGE DATE: 27 NOVEMBER 1963 
iR: ΟΟΜΜΟ SECRET 1 snes C P-859 8593) 

CHRONO (DUMMY) CLASSIFICATION Silvia DURAN P ὶ 
πὴ : . Luisa CALDERON P 

EFER RED 

“OPERATION: 
IMMEDIATE 

IMMEDIATE DIR : Py 7 ONT ὁ oon os ΟΝ... _ INFO. U Bh Heb) era ΠΕΣΕΙ͂Ν 

ROUTIN Ε 

3 BE 

eee) ores KAPOK 3 oJ Lis CO 

ἐν ᾿ ἐμὲ σας { 
ATTN SALBOND . | τ Pe OP Ae pe 

Me : δ met a REF; DIR 85245 

_ SENDING PHOTOSTATIC COPY OF TEN PAGE STATEMENT BY . | 

_ SILVIA DURAN OBTAINED E ao ECHEVARRIA BY HAND OF ROGER Ἰς | 

| JONGMAN IN ENVELOPE ADDRESSED TO GALBOND TRUE NAME. | 

2. KINGMAN ARRIVING AT DULLES AIRPORT AT 0800 HOURS 
τ 

ει 28 NOVEMBER, HE WILL BE MET BY HIS WIFE, HOPES SHE WILL 
: ? 

TELL HIM WHAT TO DO WITH ENVELOPE, . ὦ * 

3. | SORRY NO TIME TO TRANSLATE STATEMENT, 

ao 4, ALSO ae TEP PIE: LUISA CALDERON (CUBAN 

πων non ENVOY, ἀπποῤευ σφ Pid cee ae oes 

CONSULAR , sweroven) 7 

7} % END OF MSG) Be 

COORDINATING OFFICERS ᾿ : 

ἢ SEGRET 3 ° W.C.G, 

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER ; CLASSIFICATION RELEASING OFFICER 

-" Sve 

esmN=T iia ae 

Hy OL tot aera aaa dt OFS oo 
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πο 8 ema ig ἢ EMBAJADA DE CUBA: 25-C9-14.~ ‘ : 

ca RT 
Mo2h. UL 2h .-: 

; fi ᾿ 

002, Entrada. — FET ly TU HEN aamno y NILDA informa --- 

que estd abajo, ΝΗ τς it yue lo Llame y NICO dice 

que si. “ ἢ lempicenn: a hablar en ---- 

el niimero 017). NILDA: ane le disa a KICO “awe parece que 

ROLANDO salidéd un momento a la. calle, pero gue regresa en se 

guida. | -NELA des:ués de dar el recado a NICO, dice yue~ 

era para indicarle que tenia los paquetes de.... y que su-— 

pieraxmque se los iba a llevar GUILLERMO.  —~ NILDA: que es. 

presounte si ya sande envueltos : NELA asi V6 hace y con~ 

~ testa que sf, - NILDA: yue estd& bueno.—. 029.-- < 

029. Salsde al 45291-21.-1632.4 SECO xelicita fablay con <~ 

| el Sr.CARNONA. : HY le inifoxrmar que ya le tiene su. juego— 

de juntas, pero no tienen los anillos. iy Luego Dn. ἐλ δεν | 

con NICO (empiezan a hablar en el niin. 073) para indicarle = 

86 ve cor preparadas Jas juntas, que anililos no tiene γ- 

el miners de’ arriba de la nota no encuentra qne pieza es - 

porque no viene en el catdlogo. NICO: gue nmandar&é pregun 

tar alld para que le digan que cosa es eSo;que pasard a re—- 

coger las juntas; pregunta si hay posibilidad de conseguir 

juego de Bs Dannie dice que si, que los puede con- ~ 

i 
PROVED ὁ 

689. | Untrada 1638.- VIGTOR HERNANDEZ pregunta a GUILLERMO = 

seguir en pelea 

toma nota y acept 

RUS qué hay de nuevo y @ste dice que nada, pero hoy sate - 

para La Habana y vuelve dentro de 5 dias, por lo que ya: == 

habrad noticias para ane HERNANDEZ acepti Υ pide salude— 

REPRODUCTION “““."-- 

PROHIBITED 
δι PAGE ae OQ 

συ να sate mg 4 a Ἢ ‘ ate ment ge omnis Sateen ne A ame Ache ee tected Magna 
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eso estd muy ae High IBS 

Entrada 1730.- HP pregunta e LU! 

ma noticia y LUYSA en son de burila, 

teré casi antes que KENNEDY" « HF sonrie y conenta que - 

ς΄ 3 CELLOS VENSALrEN que habia sido 
ie ἵν, εν ra ? ” 

? 
! }] 

ΕΗ νι } 

uno. de los ἈΠ ΜΙΝ Lass εἰ nad 
{ 

ot que estaban en contra— 

PDpar 

al 
de la integracié ΘΗ Ἰὰς 

| 

{ idente de uno de los σοι ἢ 

ΠΡΌ. woe que aprehendieron aun 

ot | | . 
tipo que es nada Pe pd ey ude 

A AA neh et cE I SRST SATE IID μπεταυ του Ὁ BAY Ht er SRI τις αν τσ ταν w * Oey ee παφτοσεσαι eee 

del trato limpio con Yuba. LUISA: que. de ‘eso también ya 

se enters. HF: que todavia no confirman nada, pero pa— 

-rec€seceesn Que 61 que lo haya hecho, estaba loco, indepen-—~ 

dientemente ‘de que muy ‘bien podta desvidrsele eso a KENNEDY 

"dipamos en las condiciones TA pernaeiuenles Yy las condiciones 

ΕΝ : οἷ, ae J 
internas de Estados Unicos, wheSeacn™ ᾿ INISA: y externa 

mds, principalmente. . HF: por eso te digo en lo Inter- 

Macional .... se podia ver bastante afectada y no wueden ne 

sufrixr un gran cambio, con un cambio de Presidente 6 con vna 

cosa de ese tipo; sobre todo GNC. oe LUISA lo interrum 

pe y pregunta si era gringo el que lo maté y HF indica que-—- 

si, pero dijo que habia estado en Rusia, que queria naciona 

lisarse XLUSO, pero que Rusia no le habia querido dar la na- 

cionalizaciém.... LUISA se sorprende y digs“"oye, -- 

cémo alld saben cosas, carajo Σ cofio ! ™. HF: que si; 

que sabe ruso muy bien y que adenas éste tipo habia ido con 

las fuerzas de Dist a la assy 6 queria ir, algo asi, ---- 

quien sabe REP ROBY Bae Nia  RUXSA:que + 

grave. HF: bastante; PIG I que mas ha sabido por ahi- - 

sy LUISA dice que PROMI TREE eso, que hace rato se en 

teraron y ya estdn. ++. HF:que estd muy mal eso% que -- 

estaba comiendo ‘con unos amigos y comentando la Revista Ῥὸ-- 

liticg y la cual ya salid, cuando uno Iltegé y les dié la -- 

noticia; que él se sorprendidéd y creyé que los estaba vaci-- 
> 

lando. LUISA: que ya estuvo mirando la revista, pues -- 

precisament: la llevé el compafiero.s...e - HEF sue sau --— 

| Ee ee ee Ὁ νωθνοςς 
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a Αδηῃ 
νῷ ἡ Ἢ [ % 

— ad amigo coments SHO lo habia mate ado wn! mee que de repeé 

΄ se habia dado cuenta que los pstades Unig METEB 
ἌΝ , 

tado Texas y por venganza mato al Veesidente; aie todo fud— 

broma, pero no le ereian hasta que Les digo gue prendierda- 
ΕἾ “ & 

el radio; a ΠῚ 1ο h: jeieron y ahi se enter: arom; que lo ---Ὁ 
of 

Sa 

ny ag x Ae Η DR et 

fo ah iltimo que acl Bag IY MaGR ΚΙ 
. [Ae fe [ὦ ΠΝ a iii { 

tipo es un tal Mais vi De of Siti EM 

5. gue ese- 

confesado PaO 54) ‘iam que ye. saben que habi, 

ruso y que pertenece 11} ae ro-Cuba; que ya saben que ~ 

el tipo queria nacionalizarse γ' pero el tipo no ha confesado,. 

HF le ἀά la razén, agreg ndo que podria ser. que ieneat de 

‘encontrar digamos una solucién.de ese tipo, porguessesee " 

. —— LUISA“ después de pedirle que se espere un monmentico, pide - 

que le* diga. HF: nostros pensamos que Si acaso hubiera 

sido ὁ si acaso parecta .... piblica 6 que habia sido vno -.. 

de los sesregacionistas 6 en contra de la intefracién los re 

que habian asesinado a KEN WEDY, entonces habia digamos, po-~ 

abkii dad. de que suxrgiera una ESUEGEG de lucha civil 6 gue— 1] 

rra civil en Estados Unidos; digamos que se agudisaran mdas— 

las contradicciones, la sitaacién critica nes la que pasa -- 

el pais, entonces estabamos conentande aqui, que encontraran 

una resolucién de ese tipo no?, ya mas intexnacional; 6. -- 

lo van a neon tre. ὁ fuéd cierto, quien sabe; pues vames a — 

ver que pasa. ες ZXISA sonrie y pregunta | qué pasard, - 

HF: quien sabe. LUISA: figtirate, uno, dos, tres ny ya, oe 
- 

~ 

oom ya son tres (=o REP ἢ HF: yo creo que — 

va a ser 61 tem ΠΝ. fiesta esa de SILVIA. 

IUTSAT que la susp "eh i no podfan ir, 8 -— 

HE pregunta por q NOB ΡΝ A des-ués- digan -- 

queestamos celebrando la muerte de KEN “DY, entonces hablamos 

con SILVIA y ésta acepté suspenderla y ee ee 

na que viene, pero gue no coincida con cl entierro (se rie)”, 

HF: que hay que tener en cugn te CSO. _ LUISAsque serd - 

des;ués del duelo, del luto y codas esas porquerias. ΝΞ 

ΝΕ ΝΠ co se νὰ ἃ quedar ahora y LVISA coment: 

SSRIS cae PREIS E: Ore ears κα Arte ac eeepetlem ne vente oe cene henna tenement ὅθι 
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φῆ ον Lae Ee a 
ams Οὐ δῇ 

δον ας ete, 4G ᾿ : weer Στ! wn 

o C2 οὖ ODE ey oe ly 
we gic ahowrii δ στιὰ mudarse ésta noche Hi isa da “WAY 

“ . ‘ 
vii 

tora. HE pregunta si ahf ya By 

ΜΝ e la ΠῚ 

que si, Rere no sabe como esté la cosa ὁ si se tendran que- 

quedar en la embajada, sin embargo creé que hoy no sera -- 
a 

posible, por rey, ‘ae vier ι para el aeropuexto y no -- 
ele Dat HO ene li Ni 

tiene coche en\, Harso. po iblemente mayiana, 

en 1a mafiana en a ayia Pd TEN ΠΕ de. estudios, sec c mudard. 
pe : 

HF: que areal aL alll [ΠΣ LUISA:yue La procure 

2 

en la embajada 6 en la casa, ya que si no, se quedan en la-—— 

emba jade, se ira para su casa, en donde es stard como a las - 

10, ᾿ HF acepta.—- 173.- 

173. “Entrada 1810.- DURAN pregunta por URBIETA y LUISA des- 
, Pe 

pués de decirle que no estd, indica que le paso su recado y 

URBLIETA le dijo que no recordaba cual era su asunto y no -~ 

sabia su teléfono. ' DURAN: yue no tiene su ἐξα pues 

unicamente tiene su direccién. | LUISA pregunta οὐκ es- 

“su asunto y DURAN. dice que es sobre el Mineral de RUTILO ---- 

- de parte del Ing. MONROY. | LUISAs«que lLilame Ganedee oa 

DURAN acepta.- 184.- 

184. 2ntradau.- HP pregunta por CO NCEPCION y LISA ἀρξόχται - 

que anda "TENTION IEP: que 16 hablard nds —— 

tarde. DDG esta OD UUYIN : 4 

: P nO BUED 
188, Entradas sin contestaci ~ 202. a _ = 

; 

- Mer 

Ε΄. eet 

Tenens nat amen ate PN AE TUES NET NETGEAR ΔΡΥ͂Σ πο τὸν AO aka iis hae sss SE are ταῦτ ποτοκιρννκσρρε, ρῶν 
Η πο eal aR oak NO ae IR eek het alla SF REPOS Ey 
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gon, 

Sy ὡ» 

a a , Sawn 
we δ eee Ν᾽ 

ἘΝ geen HNC TUDD os saan «RP osks LUISA if she has he ει δίπδα, ina joking tone says, 

Ξ [Γ ποδλοα and coments that is "Yes, of course, t Imew nlwosi)y ian Ui rhs 

very haa; that nt first toes thought hgea one of the roeetlonury ἘΕΈΝΟΝΕ 

τ΄ χῆχο vere against Inbegerath on and ink » bub it seams tat thoy uporshended, a type vho 

| : ts nothing more then the ΞΕ Ἢ of ons of the comiitters of the Pair Play fox = 

Ε Cubs. LUTSA 3 That she iene this also. WF: That nothing has veer confirmed yet, : ne 

eat ee eaaemayctues the ene who ata τς, was crazy, independently of the fact that _ 

this could have been sala sbout KENNEDY "given the internatlonal.¢ ondttions ee 

the Internal conditions of the Untbea States, well...” LUISA: And externally, 

| principally. HV: Gheb's why 1 say, internationally... ot seemed quite affected 

᾿ ena ‘they can't go through ea great change, with a change of President ox soasthing 

of thet sorb; above all, that...LUISA Interrupts end asks 17 28 was a gringo that 

Killed hin and HF says yes, but said thet he had been in Russie, end that ke wanted ὦ 

| 25 becexe mn Russian eltizen, but Russia, bad not wanted to natioalize bie... 

: IWISA is surprised and says "Listen ~ they really know things there!" UP: Yes: 

| tint he lnows Russion very well rsd beslaes this type had gone with Fidel's forces 

' to the Sierra, or wanbed to ΒΞ enc Na knows how it ΠΝ TUTSA: ̓  Ss 

"Pretty serices, HPs REE. ce she has learned and WUISA =” 

_ says just about ὁ thet, that AD BB : ἢ 3:3 ville ego and they 8 BRT ees 7 

Ἵ : Hes Thet 1t's ell very bat, that WO ait tth sone friends and contenting on 

the Revista Politica waich had just come ot Ἂ vhen someone cane snd gave them the . 

news; that he was surprised and thought he wags joking. SUESA: | That she had | 

been looking at the wagazine, that the comrade nad Drought ‘it to her. oHPs That. 

ares πὶ “1 ν᾽ i a 3 oo 85 
et “ ae Ὁ ΕΝ 

Q Γ᾽ 

“2 pen 1.9 of me 
“A ΔΟΡΥ HO. τὸν es 
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ee - π᾿." ae - ero 1 

. his frlend commented that a Mexican hed killed him, that pulésnty he hod rez alized. 

that the United Stetes had tefice D 2S saan i or re evensge ΞΈΡΕΙ the President; ain 

thet it was alla Jake, but ie ps CU allt ΠΝ he told then to turn on 

the radio; that's voab they aig mae FRE oub 1b; trad th the last he bea | Oi worl ἣ 
heard, δι moment ago, was that that type is ons ἀπ, that it is belleved, that 

this is the ome, ‘hut he has nok ἀρ re emythingees TOISAS Bub they ieee 

know thnt he speaks Russian and belongs to the Pro-Cuba Comittee; thet they 

ey mow that be 2 wanted to ΕΣ hinselz, ἘΠ’ he hes not confessed. 

| BF Bays she is right, ” paaing thet it cova be that hey tried to find s one. xetts aoe 

- gay solution from him, beceuse...LUISA after asiing him to walt e minute, asks en Ν 

to ἐδ on. HF: We think that if it had been or «= bad seemed. -epubllte or hed been” 

ona of the aoe tins cba or against integration who hed killed Kennedy, then 

Phare deaa,. Neb a βάν, Shs posstndlity Viet acsork at ξεν τς Woula nese tn Gus 

United States; thet contradictions vould be sharyened, the critical. sttuation the 

τὸ country is goings through, then we were commenting here, that they foun? a ΕΒ 

tion in this type, no? More Internationsl; they will fin’ ἀξ or it ves true,vho 

Imows; let's see what ee RG OCT \ Ὁ will lappen. HPs 

‘Who knows. LUISA: Imagine, Nhs a Tons % makes three (she laughs ). é 

HF: I think that 1¢ will be th TRIE tlh BL RED that party of STLVIA's. 5 
LUISA: They suspended it beceuse they conld not go. HY asks why, smd LUISA Baye 

"so that after + they can say that We are observing the death of KENNEDY, then we 

. spoke with SYLVIA ΒΗ. she agreed to suspend it and leave 3% wntil next week, but it 

τὼ WiLL not coincide with the burda (che laughs)", ae ity that hes to be taken Into 

- gecount. LUISA: That it ADL be after the mourning and all of thet nonsense. 

-- ΒΉΜΉΒΠΕΙ ΠῚ τ᾿ 28 
Pepa ΤΥ ΒΘ ΘΕ του τος παρα ate le SRE PED WIRES τυξος τας τ νος κα τον τον ον, τ ον 3 ‘ δ: τῶν δ: τἀβνς τ ΜᾺ ὅτων φρο Reh eh ee eh ee 
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iced 

EP: Olmy; he asks where 5 REP RON ii ΠΡῚΝ LUISA coments that now 

RN lil aR ; Ν phe plans to move tonight to Ine (Come). HF asks if they 

know everything now, and LUISA ie bil ἐδ — know how tho thing is, or if 

they wilt have to stay in the OUDASSY » ΚΝ belleves that τοὰήν 3 at wid not be 

possible, because everyona bos gone to the alrport and the enbassy has no ead 

: : ἘΘΌΘΥΒΙΣ possibly bed morning. dnstbend: of golne to the study clrele, ghe wh . 

move. WP: Then he will call her tonorroy, LUISA: To > try the exbassy or at,,the 

house, since 4 they WU. nos sbay at the embassy, phe LL go howe where she vi. 2 

ΠῚ 4 

be ot about 10. HP accepts. 

4 

REPRODUCTION 
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Prowiemep :.* 
“4 ey T Larvae. SS omni szienw 

XA AZ ~ 22S 

Vine tute on Len Η. 
Ἴ OSWALD cna ΞΚΙΑ ellsseutnat ed be tere Site aor eke Cio Oot <2) 

ἢ Stete FBI Navy ancl INS 

te the Navy 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. J. Lee Rankin 

SUBJECT: 

ἃ. Rederence is ads ἕω τ πὰ three of your letter, Ὁ 
dated 16 Marek 1964 You requested that the Cornnission be 
furnished a cogy of the dissemination on Lee Harvey OSWALD 
made to en Government agencias by CLA om 16 Cetober 

1963. 

ἃς Am exact copy of this dizsemination (Out Meszaga No. 
74673) by teletype, is attached. It was transeraltted te the De- 
parbment of State, Federal Bureau of investigation and Depa rte 
ment of the Navy. A copy was concurrently made avallabie by 
hand to the Immigration and Naturalization Service. 

3. Please note thet OS WALD'‘'s middie same was errone- 
casly given as REDE ἐδ = stg dod we 58 in. paragraph two 

A 4 aye ere Ee - Baas: of the dissemina 

& Gn 23 Dan ἘΠ ΗΕ ὁ ἃ telatyped message — ν' 
(Cat No. 779738} wag sant to the Depa of the Navy referring to 
Out No 74673, and requesting tha’ the Navy farnish CLA as 
soon as pousible two copies of the meat recent photograph οὐ 

‘OSWALD thet was avaliable, for use in checking the identity of 
the Leo CSWALD In Mexico Ciry. These photographs had not 
been supplied te this Agency by 22 Nevember 1963. Our come 
clusion thet the photograph did net refer to OSWALD was based 

0B press photos generally available on 23 November arias 

a ἀττε 
: ἜΜ Number 6222258 copy GobA O& fpT2 gow: epT2 gos gos 

komap 

> for FOIA Review von JUN 76:5. ει Ε͵ΞΘΩ ἘΤΤΘ Da 2392 ty 

ape ᾿ ἐξ a 
Ses:” τ 2 

ee ὧν ὌΝ ae 
ee OF ae 8 4 54 Maw Bh ete a ᾿ wh 

" ReFRAMUCTI ΕΝ 
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πο ueriOR 

Attachment ἐς 

Out Massage No. 74573, datad.19 Ccteber 1963 and filed at 0600 
hours, te Department of State, Fedeval Surean of Investigation, 

ΝΜ Δ TON, 
ae οκ : October ΠΕ... source ts 

Mexice reported that an American male, who identified himaeif 

aa Lee OSWALD, contacted the Sovlet Embassy in Mexico City 8 =, 

inguiting whether the Embassy had received any news con- 

corning ‘ telegram which had been sent te Washington, The 

Amarstean wan deserived as approntenately 33 years old, wlth 

an athletic bulld, about elx feat ἐπὶ, witha receding hairline. 

2. 3¢ ls belived that OSWALD may be Identical te Les — 

Henry OSWALD, born on 18 Ceteber 1939 in Now Sela. 

Logislane. A former U.S. Marine who defected to the Sovlet 

Galon In Scteber 1929 and later mada arrangement through the | 

United States Embassy in Moscow to return te ihe United 8 * 

Stataa with hia Rusajafich 

and theix ebiid, 

3% The ἜΤΕΝΕ. in .paray 

mated te your representatives in Measles Cley, Aay further : 

(formation received on thia asbject will be furnished you. 

bo th - ἮΝ ot ἣν ἡ a 
Warrant oes 

| PACE Ὁ of 
cory. HOe ἘΔ 
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This information is being rnada avallable to the mnigratica 

esd Natacaliaatioa Service, 
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A@cchment B 

Dut Teletype Messages No. 71973, dated 23 Ceiober 1963 and 

{ied at 1410 hours, to the Department of the Navy. 

ate aT 
παι sr, 

10 Ceteber 1963, regarding pussible presence of subject in 

Mexico City. It le requested that you forward te this offies 

. &$ 400m as peasthie twe coples af the moet recent photograph. 

ει pou hove of subject. We will forward them te ogr representa- 

tive In Mexico, who wlil attempt to determine ἐ ihe Leo 

ΘῈ ὁ Ἐξ ta Mexzice City and subject are the same Individual. 

REPRODUCTION 
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* Regert ae peice Ce. Se ota plctetling ‘we eu Law. He: 

OSWALD" which: LIA alissumluctesl betera, ae ee Cie OeT 6. 

= Sete, FEI, Nevy  avel INS 
MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr TF. (oe Ras: 

“SUBFECT: Ta ee ὩΣ heal 

WALD, ods 

! -ςᾳ4« *° ~ % 

tien 

D3 re TT τὸ δ ἐσ χα eat Ἦν af te | Lareaccs 

MOK να νοίσνννν 
ΠΕ ΊΡΝ Watevates Ue τοῦς bs ca ausanh ε νὸς Giiyece tsdaes a ge 

dated 16 SZarek 1564. You requesied thal thea Commmisaion be τ 
| #ursished a coay of the dissemination om Las Hazwey OSWALD... .. 
We tte ron ers ee ee Cetsires 
1963. | | ay 2 

ὃς ἜΤΟΣ ΣΎΕΣ Gg nee ees ye - 
74873) by telatype, Is attached, ἴδ was tranamitiad tothe 59... |” 

-« parbment of State, Tederal Burean of lavestigation sad Desarte ΠΟ “5.5 
. meng of tha Navy. έν 
ἘΘΘῚ ΕΝ eigen oe Naas reer δ: ἐς 

‘Se Pisieahahe teetica wide sastasieuana apne Ε 
ously glvea as “Henry” in the subject line and In paragraphiwe. - 
ee ee aes Sams error εξ ln tha message —__ 

ὙὝ azwagzanks four, below.) The maiden 
Fal bs Mates κα ΌΒΎΒΟΝ!: A™*, 

4, On 23 Cctnker {ths eorraes datz}, a ἀεικέα veganee’- WA 

{Cut No. 77978} wag ell ETE fates of the Navy referriagto ” - 
Out No. 74673, anata UIA Tet avy farnleh ΟἿΑ as Ὁ 
goon 22 possible two ceelas δὲ the moat recent shotcgzaskh of 
OSWALD thas was avaliable, for use in checking the idanthy of 

the Lee OSWALD in Mexico City. These photographs kad not 
. Deen supplied to thls Agezcy by 22 November 1953. Cus cone 

ciusian thst the photograpa did not refer to OSVALD was based 
ἡ press photos generally avalisbia on 23 November 3953. _ 

Document i GoD
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τς This memorandum and ths attachments ¢ convey ita 
sniztica originatins with vary senuzliive scartes and meiinds, 
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Fe | -: ~~ 

Α΄ Ὁ Copy of Ont Message 748573 | to 
ae Ser Οἱ ΟΥν 5εουσοθν ΤΙΣ ane, 
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Attschment A 

ous Massage Bb. 78572, datad 15 Crinkar 2563 and ἐπεὶ πὶ 33830 

hours, to Deaartment af itate, Pedaral Eurean of Inpeatigaiicn, | 

: — Ἢ me 
τ = | 1. = Bee di Dull BLED 7 ΕΝ β 

Auxles reparted that an / a a a. mals whe idontifted bimaself 

| as Lee cswaLD, coataated the Sovisk Embassy tn Baslze chy 

| fayaising whether the Erbasoy ted received ας any sews ἔσει - ay 

| coming a telegsam which bad beam sent te Washington. the . κι. 

"πῶ", αὐ ύρεοα. WAS Gosesibed as nppamectenstely 33 years ala, ete 

ἘΠ ΠΝ, an αὐδβοῦια bulla, about ox feat BU, whha reeadiag bake . | 

αι 2.22 ls heliaved tha OSWALD may be ἐδεριίκοῖ to Lee ee 

‘Sealy OSWALD, bora on 13 Octaber 1939 i in New Ovinses, τς ΕἼ Ἢ ; 

| Louiolaon. Αἰ former U.S, Mazine who detected to Bi Soviet : s 7 

= ‘Calon ia October ene asd lazay ameda arrongement theough t ae 

in Moogow to return to the Unined 

States wich his B τ ἀξρηβθυρΣηθῃ---- ας 5 Passer, ; 2 : : 

a ‘PRoWBED 
The information is paregzapa See is ce dlatemi~ he 

᾿ τοῖσδ᾽ States Em 

ἘΠ ἐμ mS ates to your reprasentatives i im Menzigso Clty. Aaze favthor ie 

Ξε "Information received on thie 8. Daejnet wi be farnished you. * 

* REPRNOUCTON ἢ τὸ ἜΝ 
{...} Oat te ee 
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' AtschmestR 

ΠΝ Byres δένδρο HS, 197%, aoted 23 Catsber 1983 « sk 

fied at 156 hours, to. tbe Depastenent of the Navy. ᾿ 

' ΟΣ ts 

re 1o Cétaber 1963, ̓ποκατάϊρῳ possible presence of subject im | ᾿ ̓ 

: Ἢ Monies G17. δα requoeted that you forward to this office. 

as coon ae gesalbie toy toes ad te meet otent photogragh Ὁ 

a you inte of uabject. Wa will forward then boone repiveonian 

ee tive to Masiso, who wi Atterms? ta detaxmine τὸ the Lao ay et See 

ων Ἔσται ἐρλακσίσο εἰς and anbjent ane the ance ἀνίαις Ο Ὁ ears 

Rename 
ΡΒ 

_ ANNO 
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Memorandum for William K. HARVEY, dated 19 
February 1962; Subject: Authorization of 
ZRRIFLE Agent Activities. 

Memorandum for William K. HARVEY, dated 6 
March 1963; Subject: Extension of Authoriza- 
tion of ZRRIFLE Agent Activities. 

Note attached to above memorandum. 

Memorandum for Chief, Foreign Intelligence, 
dated 27 June 1963; Subject: QJWIN. 

OLLS-369, 30 September 1963; Subject: Adminis- 
trative/Finance - QJWIN. 

Nine pages of notes in draft regarding ZRRIFLE 

aus sore, 24 MOUTON er 200 
PROBITED 
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ue iSCOSS THIS WITH HIS. WIFE. 
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AE ΜΕ COULD "BE OF ANY "ASSISTANCE. - ν᾿ DISCUSS! ae 
| SueoesTeD, “NOW THAT. HE HAS RECE: VED ALL THE 

IN COLOGNE. GJWIN SaAio HE: 
HES ONLY HESITATION IS iN COMME T= 

ONG LEASE. ON A. ‘SHOPs — ἮΝ 

LAE “4962. (see PARAGRAPH. 6,  OLLA-1426 cr 13 Dem 
4S GNLY ASSIGNMENT HAS ae το ESTABLISH COVER, 

-CONF-ARMED BY DIR+1254! oF 28 Mav 1962 ANO 
CUSSIONS ἘΝ HEAD GUART ERS: ar Jucy bsoe. 27 
φῦ ὦ TER, HE 15.511 NCT IN PLACE, ALTHOUGH 

1968, WHETHER δε... 

“‘QUWIN'S PERSCNAL Η STORY 
NE ITY AND THE HABHT .OF HEDGING HiS BETS iS 
OF HES CHARACTER: THIS DOES NOT IMPLY & SECURITY" 

6. EG UNDICATE..GHAT HE HAS DISCUSSED HIS-~- 
; NYONE. EXCEPT, PERHAPS, nS WIFE. 

HAS: STRONG DOUBTS. 

USEO THE © 

δε NTI FED. 

THE 

NG. “DI SMANTELED ths 

ἢ -FORWARDES UNDER 

“KNOWN: O°: gen ‘BY TRUE : ‘NAME. 
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N 
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27 JUN i963 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Foreign Intelligence 

SUBJECT: QJWIN 

1. Confirming our conversation of 26 June 1963, I make 
the following recommendations concerning the further handling 
and possible disposition of QJWIN: 

a. I believe the original purpose for which 
QJWIN was continued and sent to his present under- 
cover assignmen Dats 8 ient validity 
to justify the PRATIE : f yond the 
termination of his present contrac or this purpose 

ne QUWIN, ROE VED competent, usable 
agent who is capable of operating in certain circles | 
in Europe where we have very few assets. Whether this 
is of sufficient worth to continue his services depends 
on the determination of how he can be used either by Ὁ 
the German Station,or by the Austrian Station or by 
any other KUBARK Rp as a long term unofficial 
cover agent. He is not being used at the present time. 
He is being paid but he is on ice as far as any 
operational assignments are concerned. 

ec. It is recommended that the present Chief of 
Statio and RABNEY be consulted by 
Headquarters for their best recommendations as to 
the continued use of QJWIN. After these recommendations 
are received, I suggest that the German and Austrian 
stations be consulted for their possible interest in 
using him. If after these discussions a sensible 
framework for the operational use of QJWIN can be 
established, I would recommend we continue hin. If 
not, I would recommend that he be terminated at the 
time his present contract expires. 

2. As far as the ZRRIFLE aspects of this operation 
which have been covered under the QJWIN authorization for 
security reasons and with which Fletcher M. KNIGHT is fully 
familiar as I orally advised you on 26 June 1963, except for 
one precautionary "life line", aspects of this case have ¢ 
been terminated and δ, 7]. 
accountings, be con \ RET 4ΠΠ{ὺ} 88 
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OFFICIAL ROUTING SLIP 
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ΒΡ 
Cs pedo 
ῤῤ΄ CL LL 
| | action - |__| DIRECT REPLY | | PREPARE REPLY 
|__| APPROVAL | DISPATCH |_| RECOMMENDATION 

[coMMENT | rie RETURN 

ities, you are hereby 
cipal agent QJWIN and 
8 as may be required. 
force through 

at time. 

ee | 
|__| CONCURRENCE Ϊ ΙΝΡΟΝΜΆΤΙΝ | [SIGNATURE ὁ 
aa er ee | μΥὟἝ 

him, QUWIN's salary 
the expenses of 
tivity will be in 
them, and these 

covert operational 
this activity, 

eategory and by certi- 
blished for QJWIN, 
,800 through 
pecessary, they will 

Mr. Harveys . 

Sam Hines gave me the attached approval 
for ZRRIFLE. Since we retain no files on 
the project, I am sending this to you with 
the suggestion that this be incorporated in 
your project folder. 

Helen Vigness 

[ 

iment of reference | 
the previous st eee 

red in lieu of project | 
vel, per diem, opera- 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. William K. Harvey 

SUBJECT: ee ie of Authorization of ZRRIFLE 
Agent Ξ 

REFERENCE: eae pp) ll ΠΝ, 1962, 

ΠΕ. you are hereby “1. For the sarpaselblk th 
. authorized to retain the services of principal agent QJWIN and 
such other principal agents and sub-agents as may be required. 
This authorization will continue to be in force through 
31 December 1963 subject to renewal at that time. 

2. As established by contract with him, QJWIN's salary 
will be $7,200 per annum. Accounting for the expenses of 
QJWIN and other agents involved in this activity will be in 
the form of receipts for funds received by them, and these 
receipts will be retained in the ZRRIFLE covert operational 
file. Because of the sensitive nature of this activity, 
accounting for funds will be by general category and by certi- 
fication. In addition to the salary established for QJWIN, 
you are authorized the expenditure of $13,800 through 
31 December 1963. If further funds are necessary, they will 
be provided. ἣν 

3. This memorandum approves an amendment of reference , | 
memorandum increasing funds authorized for the previous pez 
from $14,700 to $16,200. 

4. This memorandum is to be considered in lieu of project | 
and constitutes authorization for all travel, per diem, opera— 
tional, and other expenses. 

on an EYES ONLY oe REPROD DUCTION | 

ΡΝ ctor ee Cr Las) 

5. It is requested that this activity be handled strictly 

i 
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re 19 February 1962 

MEMORANDUM FOR: ΠΝ 
ΠΣ Rane 

SUBJECT: or gat ton of ZRRIFLE Agent Activities 

1. For the ἕν PROWL ED see. you are here~ 
by authorized to retain the services of Principal Agent QJWIN 
and such other principal agents and sub-agents as may be 
‘required. This authorization will continue to be in force 
through 31 December 1962, subject to renewal at that time. 

2. As established by contract with him, QJWIN's salary 
will be $7,200 per annum. Accounting for the expenses of 
QJWIN and other agents involved in this activity will be in 
the form of receipts for funds received by them, and these | 
receipts will be retained in the ZRRIFLE covert operational 
file. Because of the sensitive nature of this activity, 
accounting for funds will be by general category and by your 
certification. In addition to the salary established for. 
QJWIN, you are authorized the expenditure of $7,500 through 
31 December 1962, If further funds are necessary, they will 
be provided. 

3. This memorandum is to be considered in lieu of pro- 
ject and constitutes authorization for all travel, per dien, 
operational and other expenses . 

4. It is requested that this activity be handled 
strictly on an EYES ONLY basis. 

Richard Helms 

ector (Plans) 
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1964; Subject: Documents Available in OSWALD's 
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REPRODUCTION 
MEMORANDUM FOR: 

SUBIECT: -- 4 Possession 

Regarding tae Barvey OSWALD A 3 
Prior to Novermber 22, 1963 as Jranynx' feol 

a Wines Te : 

1, This refers to your letter of February wb, 2964 
addressed to the Director of Central Intelligence which has 
been passed to me for reply, 

2, Paragraph three of your letter requested the Agency 
to supply the Commission with a report on information in the 
Agency's possession regarding Lee Harvey CSOWALD prior to 
November 22, 1963, The request was predicated upon the 
footnote on page two of ΟἿΑ 5 report to the Corarnission dated 
a January 1964, entitled: ‘Information Developed by CIA on 
he Activity of Lee Harvey CSWALD in | Mexico Sity, 28 Sep- 
eee 3 October 1963", ὁ 

3. There is peaches an exact reproduction of the ! 
. Agency's official dossier on Lee Harvey OSWALD beginning 

with the opening sheet dated 9 December 1960, Thea entire 
dossier carries the security classification of Secret and 
consists of thirty documents arranged in chronological order, 
On the basis of clearances from the Federal Dureau of 
Investigation, the Department of State, the Department of 

Navy, and the bnmigration — peters eeon ἡ μὴβ δ ήνορν. who 

were queried by us aver ct : 
able to make availabl¢le 

Oxy A . for FOR Revie on τὰ JUN 1076 -ἰ ᾿Ξ ae τ οὖ, : ᾿ | 
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a Seven documents received from the Federal : 

. Bureay of Investigation, . 

of State. 

: Two _MEPRODUGTI Nan 

—— PROGIB 

Ὁ. Ten BEINN received from the Department 

of aves 

ἃ, One document {a name wl ]TED Fequest) irora the 
immigration and Naturalization Service. 

δ. Fow newspaper clippings, 

£, Five internal CIA notes, 

g CIA report dated 31 January 19654 to the Commission 
which covers all substantive developments aifecting CIA 
in the matter of Lee Harvey CSWALD from 9 October to 
22 November 1963, The report indicated the disseminations 
of information developed by GIA that were made to other . 
Federal agencies during that period. This itern, as was 
pointed ont at the time, is particularly sensitive and pears 
appropriate sensitivity indicators. 

4, You will note that almost all of the documents carry 
markings required for GIA's internal records processing, A 
few of the papers contained the names of our employees or - 
identifications of specific ΟΣ ΒΑ ΣΒΕΙΟΘΕΣ components, We have 

taken the liberty of (igsie : se items as they do not bear 
on the substance of δὲ ale 

PROBE ..... a 
Attachment 

Original & 2 » Addvewise ' 1 « C/CL/SIG ᾿ , 

ΠῚ ΌΌΡ Subject ,715 C/CI/R&A ᾿ ἜΤ 
1. DDP Girone, > COPY Le C/WH/3 . 

1«C/CL Τ. 201289248 » 

a CI:RGRoccardc/ 7468/4 ahs 1964 (Inventory of documents auueataas’: 

in file attached for all but 3d@regsee) * en 201 ee a as oY 
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Inventory of Documents Contained in OSWALD Dossier Forwarded ; 

to the Commission 

a3 
ῳ 

i Ζ 1, State Telegram ‘A 
Tid IGN. (Confidential) a

 

3 4 wW¥2, Newspaper Article from the Wash 

* v3, CI/LSN Internal woe ROFTB ig 
check request) acd ΝΕ reply ὁ ἘΝ d 

t, November as 1959 

1959 (oral FBI name 

ovember 1959 (Confidential) 

x -H4, Foreign Service Despatch 234, November 2, 1959 (Confidential) i 

» v4, State Telegram 1358, November 9, 1959 (Confidential) vo 

vr #64 State Telegram 1448, November 9, 1959 (C onfid ential) co 

+” Ht, Newspaper Clipping from Washington Post, November 16, 1959 

. 8, Newspaper. Clipping from Evening Star » November 26, 1959 

i+ w9¥e DBF 49478, 25 25 May 1960 (Confidential) ἐν 

¥ V0.. Internal GIA Biographic Profile dated Bes May 1960 (Confidential) 
ata a, (ἢ 

“i, Letter or the Department of State (Cumming) to DDP (Bineel} 
; , dated ae 25, 1960 (DD/P 0-5679 « Secret) . 

v2, DDP Hescsons to State, dat 21 November 1960 (DD/P 02-6003 . “ 
‘Secret) 

. PRODUCTION ΤῊ ver v13. Internal GIA i file, 9 December 1960 . 

(Secret). ο. Sea eta 

) WW SUTED aa s January 26, 6, 1961 oe 

+ «A5, State Instruction Au273, April 13, 1961 (ou0) 4 
x6, Foreign Service Despatch 806, May 26, 1961 (OU) 
“ AX Foreign Service Despatch 29, July 11, 1961 (o9o) 

| «%/14. State Memorand 

~ 18, DFB g2ie1, July 13, 1961 (Confidential) 6 ie 

ATT te: XAA π᾿ ae . δ COPY | eet oe oe ene ὩΣ ᾿ Jor 2312 Ἐ3 
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*/19, Internal CIA Memo for the Record, 28 September 1961 (Secret) ᾿ 

¥ /20, Foreign Service Despatch 317, Cetober 12, 1961 (oUO) VV 

“ νάϊ, I&NS Name Check Request, December 5, 1961 

+ "22. Navy προς ΩΣ {ΘΒ ΠΆΞΗΒΙΕ. 

“ν /23. DNA 1634; 26 ΑΥΒΉΡ 598 

See (BITE Post, June 9, 1962, 

v y 625, DBA 20883, September 7, 1962 (Confidential) 

vy» ~26, DBA 51407, 10 September 1963 

ἦν 727, DBA 52355, 24 September 1963 | 

_» #28, DBA 55715 (number unclear), Noversber 7, 1963 

ν 29. DBA 55777, November 8, 1963. 

ν᾿ Ao. CIA Summary Report on Activities of OSWALD in Mexico City, 
dated 31 paar 1964 
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20 February 1964 

MEMORANDUM ov ro GPRODUET iON 

SUBJECT: Fy ῃ ΠΕ} in OSWALD's 201 File 

ες 1. A machine listing of docurients officially seconded as being 

in OSWALD's 201 file was requested and is attached. The actual 
machine work of this type was begun in 1963, but a few items of previous 

. dates were also recorded. 

' 2. A comparison: of the documents physically available in the 
201 file and those recorded as being in the 201 file has shown that 37 
documents which should be in the 201. file are not avaltable init. This 
total is made up of: 

2 dispatches 

7 memoranda from the FBI 

1 CSCI 
2 State REDE documents 

25 veer 

3. Machine inquiries. REPRO DUCTION... se documents have 

not. been made.- ᾿ PROEIBITED 1 une 52-BI0 
for FOIA Review on JUN 1976 

ard 86. 
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᾿ Chief of Station, Paris 
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For the record we forward herewith a mesorandum by/Thowas B. CASASIN Α 
in which he gives his recollections of SR interest in Subject following CO sceaszo5 Subject's ee ee States from the USSR, “i442 J 

> 

ROBERT G, LAMPRELL 

Encl. 

Distribution _ Bae , 
£27 SR w/encl — OG Ce CON/S . 
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25 November 1963 τ 

SUBJECT: Mr. Lee -RERROZIC TON : ; . 

οἰ, Walter P. HALTIG/ 

1. It makes little OE BTTEDeoncco » had at one time an 
OI interest in Oswald. As soon as I had heard OswalB’s name, I recalled 
that as Chief of the 6 Branch I had discussed -=- sometime in Summer 1960 ~~ 
with the then Chief and Deputy Chief of the 6 Research Section the layéng 
on of interview(s) through KUJUMP or other suitable channels. At the 
moment I don’t recall if this was discussed while Oswald and his family .... |. 
were en route to our country of if it was after their arrival. 

΄ 

: 2. I remember that Oswald's unusual behavior in the USSR had struck > 
me from the moment I had read the first ODACID dispatch on him, and I 
told my subordinates something amounting to "Don’t push too hard to get 
the information we need, because this individual looks odd." } We were 
-particularly interested in the OI Oswald might provide on thg¢ Minsk 
factory in which he had been employed, on certain Sections of the city 
itself, and of course we sought the usual BI that might help develop 
target personality dossiers. ° 

3. I was phasing into my LPOVER cover assignment, and out of KUDOVE, at 
the time. Thus, I would have left our country shortly after Oswald's artival, 
I do not know what action developed thereafter, . 

.  REPRODUCTIQN, ..., 
usin PROHIBITED 
4. As an afterthought, I Ph 1 also that at the time I was becoming 
increasingly interested in watching develop a pattern that we had discovered 
in the course of our bio and research work in 6: the number of Soviet ase 
women marrying foreigners, being permitted to leave the USSR, then eventually ~~ 
divorcing their spouses and settling down abroad without returning “home, 

‘The AEOCEAN 3 case. was among the first of these, and we eventually turned - 
up something like two dozen similar cases, We established links between 
some of these women and the KGB. KUDESK became interested _in the developing 
trend we had come across. It was partly out of curiosity to learn if 
Oswald's wife would actually accompany him to our country, partly out of 
interest in Oswald's own exper d in the U SSR, that we showed operational 
intelligence interest in the/flarvey 5τόσγ: 

eo PBC. 
é 

Lanse ΓΝ: ἜΝ ae " τὸς ἘΝ ΡΣ Ν * ΜΠ. mw i tletwied τς sZt 
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1. Agency Support to Intelligence Community and 
arren Commission - Tab E. 

2. Memorandum for J. Lee RANKIN, dated 9 March 
1964, regarding file received from Central 
Intelligence Agency on 6 March 1964 
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Volume V of the SSC Final Repart conveys an impression of 

limited effort by CIA in the course of the Warren Commission 

inquiry. As is noted in other annexes to the present report, 

CIA did seek and collect information in support of the efforts 

of the Warren Commission. Additionally, it conducted studies and 

submitted special analyses and reports. 

| The following pages list reports and seek papers submitted 

to the FBI (which had primary responsibility for the investigation) 

and to the Warren Commission. It is felt that this compilation 

is appropriate to consideration of the extent of the CIA effort, 

to the extent that it reveals something of the results of that 

effort. 

The lists fall into the foliowing sections: 

Ε.] Dissemination to the Intelligence Community 

E.2 Dissemination of Information to the Warren Commission 

E.3 Disseminations to the FBI on Rumors and Allegations 

E.4 Memoranda to Warren Commission 

SERED Ew . 
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AGENCY SUPPORT TO THE FBI AND THE WARREN COMMISSION 

Information received from the Agency's field stations was dis- 
seminated to appropriate agencies and departments as soon as 
possible after receipt. The following list of some 100 cabled 
disseminations, CSCI's, and memoranda were forwarded to the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, et al. The listing covers the period from 
10 Octaber 1963 through September 1964. 

AGENCY DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION TO THE INTELLIGENCE 
COMMUNITY (FORMAL AND INFORMAL DISSEMINATIONS 

I II ΠῚ 

*10 October 1963 - ΙΝ 74673 (WH/3/Mexico) 

"On 1 October 1963, a reliable and sensitive source 
a in Mexico City reported that an American male, who 

identified himself as Lee OSWALD, contacted the 
Soviet Embassy in Mexico City ..." 
Recipients: FBI, I&NS, Navy, State. [Warren Com- 

᾿ mission] 

24 October 1963 DIR 77978 (WH/3/Mexico) 

‘Request for two copies of most recent photograph of 
Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
Recipients: Navy. [Warren Commission] 

= 23 November 1963 DIR 384915 (WH/3) 

Information relating to telephone call on 28 Sep- 
tember 1963 to Soviet Embassy in Mexico City. ἢ 
Rectpient: FBI 

I - Document Date 
TI = Document Number. 
at} ~ Originating Office 

*  . An asterisk indicates that the. aeetnene was also made available 
to the Warren Commission. 
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24 November 1963 TES 3) 365.829 : 

Subject: Cuban Srécauitions. following Assassination of 
President Kennedy. 
Recipients: State/INR, State/DIR, DIA, Army/ACSI, Navy, 
Air, JCS, SECDEF, NSA, NIC, AID, USIA, OCI, ONE, OCR, 
ORR, 00, EXO. 

25 November 1963 DIR 84950 (WH/3/Mexico) 

Subject: Silvia T. DURAN, Mexican Employee of the 
Cuban Embassy [sic - Consulate] in Mexico City; 
Contact with Lee Harvey OSWALD. ᾿ 
Recipient: FBI. 

25 November 1963 DIR 84951 (CI/SIG) 

Agency requests information relating to OSWALD's 
Activities in Mexico City. 
Recipient: FBI 

26 November 1963 cSCI- (WE/BC) 

Subject: Reported Anonymous Telephone Message. 
Recipient: FBI. 

26 November 1963 CSC1-3/778,826 (WH/3) 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD, Suspected Assassin of 
President Kennedy. Encloses transcripts of tele- 
phone calls made on 27 and 28 September and 1 and 
3 October 1963. 
Recipient: FBI. 

26 November 1968 CSCI-3/778 ,829 (WH/3) 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD, Suspected Assassin of 
President Kennedy. (Encloses transcripts of tele- 
phone calls made by OSWALD or concerning OSWALD 
between 27 September and 3 October 1963). 
NB: This dissemination may be identical with 
CSCI-3/778,826. The above CSCI number appears to 
be the correct one, according to a copy of the 

document in CI/SIG file No. 568. 
Recipient: FBI. 

ia] 
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26 November 1963 DIR 85069 (WH/3) 

Subject: Travel of Pro-Communist Costa Rican Congress- 
man to. Texas on 26 November 1963. 
Recipient: FBI 

#26 November 1963 DIR 85089 (C/WH/3) 

Gilberto ALVARADO, a professed Castroite Nicaraguan, 
stated to U.S. Embassy in Mexico City on 26 November 
1963 that “on 18 September 1963 he saw Lee Harvey 
OSWALD receive six thousand five hundred dollars in 
a meeting inside the Cuban Embassy ,in Mexico City". 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission] 

26 November 1963 DIR 85176 (WH/3) 

Subject: Marina Nikolaeva OSWALD (information volun- 
teered on Marina OSWALD by Moroccan student Mohamed 
REGGAB studying in West Germany) 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. 

26 November 1963 DIR 85177 (WH/3/Mexico) 

Subject: Telephone communication between Cuban President 
DORTICOS and Joaquin HERNANDEZ Armas, Cuban Ambassadro to 
Mexico. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service re- 
ceived copy. 

26 November 1963 . Unnumbered ᾿ (CI/SIG) 

Subject: HUNTER Report No. 10815. 
Recipient: FBI. 

26 November 1963 | Unnumbered (CI/SIG) 

Subject: HUNTER Report No. 10816. 
Recipient: FBI. : 

‘es 
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27 November 1963 . ' CSCI-3/778,881 (WH/3/Mexico) 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD, Soviet Activities. in 
Mexico City, 18 - 24 November 1963. 
Recipient: FBI. 

*27 November 1963 DIR 85182 (WH/3/Mexico) 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. On 23 November, Richard 
Thomas GIBSON, an American living in Switzerland, who 
was acquainted with OSWALD, made statements regarding 
latter to a close friend in Bern. , 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission] 

27 November 1963 DIR 85195 ~ (C/WH/3) 

United States Ambassador to Mexico requests passage 
of message to Secretary of State RUSK, Mr. McCONE, 
and Mr. HOOVER. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. 

27 November 1963 DIR 85196 (C/WH/3) 

According to information from Nicaraguan Security 
Service, Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte was a Nicaraguan 
intelligence source from 1962 to August 1963. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. 

*27 November 1963 DIR 85199 (WH/3/Mexico) 

Information solicited from Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. , 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. {Warren Commission] 

27 November 1963 DIR 85222 (WH/3/Mexico) 

Subject: Silvia T. DURAN, Mexican Employee of the 
Cuban Embassy [sic - Consulate] in Mexico City, 
contact of Lee ΠΆΓΟΣ OSWALD. 

. Recipient: FBI. 

ant 
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27 November 1963 DIR 85246 (WH/3) 

Dr. Jose GUILLERMO Aguirre Of Mexico reports information 
regarding Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 

_received copy. (Also relayed to 5. PAPICH of the FBI 
by CI Staff on 27 November 1963.) 

27 November 1963 DIR 85471 (C/WH/3) 

Subject: Rearrest of Silvia DURAN. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. 

27 November 1963 DIR 85573 ᾿ (WH/3/Mexico) 

Information from U.S. Ambassador MANN for Secretary 
of State RUSK regarding Ambassador HERNANDEZ, Cuban 
Ambassador to Mexico, and Gilberto ALVARADO. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. 

27 November 1963 Unnumbered (CI/SIG) 

Information on Ernesto RODRIGUEZ ἸΕΙΕΝΕΒ by tele- 
phone to S. PAPICH. 
Recipient: FBI. 

27 November 1963 Unnumbered (CI/SIG) 

Information regarding photographic coverage of 
Cuban and Soviet Embassies in Mexico City passed 
to S. PAPICH of the FBI. 
Recipient: FBI. 

27 November 1963 Unnumbered | (CI/SIG) 

Telephone contact with S. PAPICH with regard to 
OSWALD's presence in New Orleans in septenber 1963. 
Recipient: FBI. 

28 November 1963 ᾿ DIR 85657 οὐ (C/WH/3) 4 

On 26 November 1963 a British journalist named John. 
_ WILSON-HUDSON gave information to the American Em- 
bassy in London indicating that an "American gangster- 
type named RUBY" visited Cuba around 1959. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. 

ΝΣ 
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*28 November 1963 DIR 85662 (C/WH/3) 

Further interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren 
Commission] 

*28 ‘November 1963 DIR 85665 (C/WH/3) 

The Hague Station reports that on 23 November 1963, 
a local Castroite named Maria SNETHLAGE talked to 
Third Secretary Ricardo SANTOS of the Cuban Embassy. 
SNETHLAGE claimed she knew the Mr. LEE [sic] who 
murdered President Kennedy. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission] 

29 November 1963 CSCI-3/778 ,893 (WH/3/Mexico) 

Subject: Interrogation of Silvia Tirado de DURAN 
and Horacio DURAN Navarro. 
Recipient: FBI. 

*29 November 1963 DIR 85666 

Acting upon FBI request, the Agency requests ALVARADO 
be turned over to Mexican authorities for additional 
interrogation and investigation. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Com- 
mission] 

29 November 1963 DIR 85668 . (WH/3/Mexico) 

Highlights from interrogation of Horacio DURAN Navarro 
and his wife, Silvia Tirado de DURAN. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House- 

*29 November 1963 DIR 85670 (C/WH/3) 
Sensitive sources ... have reported that when the 
23 November arrest of Silvia DURAN became known to 
the personnel of the Cuban Embassy there was a 
great deal of discussion. 

_ Recipients: FBI, State, White House. ‘(Warren 
- Commission] ὁ 2 Ὁ 
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29 November 1963 ‘DIR 85676 (WH/3/Mexico) 

Subject: Travel of Soviet diplomatic couriers. 
Recipient: FBI. 

*29 November 1963 DIR 85691 (C/WH/3) 

Series of anonymous telephone calls to the office of 
the Naval Attache in Canberra, Australia, by a man 
claiming to have knowledge about a Soviet plot to 
assassinate Kennedy. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. ᾿ 

29 November 1963 DIR 85714 (C/WH/3) 

Release of Silvia DURAN for second time on 
28 November. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. . 

κ29 November 1963 DIR 85715 (WH/3/Mex ico) 

Subject: Travel of Lee Harvey OSWALD (October 1959 
to May 1962). 
Recipients:. FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. 

29 November 1963 DIR 85744 (C/WH/3) 

Interrogation of Gilbert ALVARADO Ugrate. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White. House; Secret Service 
received copy. 

*29 November 1963 ΙΒ 858 ΑΛ (ΝΗ 3/Mex ico’) 

Translation of interrogation of Silvia DURAN and 
Horacio DURAN Navarro. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service - 
received copy. (Warren Commission] 

ἐν 003536 -_ 
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29 November 1963 

30 November 1963 

*30 November 1963 

3 December 1963 

*4 December 1963 
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DIR 85770 (C/WH/3) | 

Series of incidents which have produced a report alleging 
advance information on assassination. | 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service re- 
ceived copy. [Warren Commission] 

Unnumbered Memorandum (CI/SIG) 

Telephone contact with S. PAPICH concerning rumor that 
Oswald had made a bank deposit. 

Unnumbered Memorandum (CI/SIG) 

Telephone contact with 5. PAPICH relaying the Director's 
suggestion that FBI check all bank accounts and safe 
deposit records in New Orleans, Fort Worth, and Dallas. 

CSCI-3/778/894 

Subject: Article in 29 November 1963 issue of Washington 
Post suggesting two men involved in assassination. 
Recipient: FBI. 

DIR 86063 (C/WH/3) 

Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte admits his story a fabrication. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission] 

DIR 86496 (C/WH/3) 

Information relating to OSWALD's presence: in Mexico. 
Recipient: FBI. 

ἣν DIR 86702 (C/WH/3) 

Travel information regarding OSWALD and his wife, 
June 1962. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service’ 
received copy. [Warren Commission] 

003531 
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5 December 1963 DIR 87189 (C/WH/3) 

Known Soviet intelligence officer in New Delhi 
demanding full probe into assassination. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. 

*§ December 1963 DIR 87520 (C/WH/3) 

Correction of DIR 87502. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission] 

*7 December 1963 DIR 87667 | (C/WH/3/) 

Reinterrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO concluded. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission) 

9 December 1963 DIR 87731 _ (WH/3/Mexico) 

Richard BEYMER, American movie actor, in touch with 
Cuban Embassy, Mexico ὉΠ: 
Recipient: FBI. 

*9 December 1963 DIR 87796 (WH/3) 

Letter mailed in Stockholm on 25 November 1963 
alleging assassination arranged by Communist 
Chinese.. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. fWarren Commission] 

9 December 1963 Unnumbered Memorandum  (CI/SIG) 

Telephone contact with S. PAPICH regarding identity 
of a source who claims plot to assassinate Kennedy 
prepared and executed jointly by the Communist 
Chinese and Cubans through intermediaries. (See 
JMWAVE 8658 IN 75902). 
Recipient: FBI. 

11 December 1963 TDCSDB 3/658,408 © 

Subject: Comments of Soviet official regarding . 
(a) Moscow views on international situation ἢ 
following death of President Kennedy, and (b) 
resumption of disarmament talks. 

Recipients: General distribution. 

9 
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12 December 1963 CSCI-3/779, 048 (C/WH/3) 

Subject: WILSON, Carlos John (also: WILSON-HUDSON, 
John; WILSON, John Hudson.) 
Recipient: FBI. 

*12 December 1963 DIR 88643 

Subject: Letter Relative to Assassination of Presi- 
dent Kennedy Sent to United States Embassy in Costa 
Rica. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Com- 
mision] 

12 December 1963 DIR 88682 (C/WH/3) 

Cuban Ambassador to France received instructions not 
to comment upon the assassination. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. 

12 December 1963 DIR 88747 (C/WH/3) 

Subject: Second Interrogation of Silvia DURAN. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. 

*13 December 1963 CSCI-3/779,136 (C/WH/3) 

Subject: Mexican Interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission] 

16 December 1963 . CSCI-3/779,135 (C/WH/3) 

3 Subject: Peter DERYABIN's Comments on Kennedy 
Assassination. . . 

. Recipient: FBI. . . 

*18 December 1963 _ DIR 89970 (C/WH/3) 

Further information on Richard Thomas GIBSON. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
‘received copy.. (Warren Commission] 

” REPRODUCTION 003534 
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DIR 89980 

Subject: Actions of Silvia DURAN after her first 
interrogation. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. 

19 December 1963 

[Warren Commission] 

CSCI-3/779,225 | 

Subject: Nomenclature of Weapon Possibly Owned by | 
Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
Recipient: FBI. 

19 December 1963 

Subject: a. 

CSDB-3/658 ,870 (WH/Reports ) 

Disagreements between Fidel CASTRO and 
Rauo ROA y Garcia. 

b. Probable Future Plan of Action for 
. Carlos RAFAEL Rodriguez. 

Recipients: State (Miami) and others (not identified. 

27 December 1963. CSCI-3/779,297 

Subject: Assassination of President Kennedy (arranged 
by the Cuban Government and the Communist eliieeers 
Recipient: FBI. 

3 January 1964 inumbered Memorandum (CI/SIG) 

' Telephone contact with 5. PAPICH on 3 January 1964 
regarding newspaper article appearing in ΕἾ Caribe 
on 27 November 1963 and possible connection with 
ALVARADO's interview in the U.S. Embassy on 26 November. 
sim tae FBI. 

*10 January 1964. τς 0501-3,}779,482 (WH/3/Mexico). 

Subject: second Mexican Interrogation of Silvia DURAN. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission] 

REPRODUCTION 
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14 January 1964 CSCI-3/779,510 (CI/S1G) 

Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. ᾿ 
(Regarding liaison with FBI and latter's handling of © 
information from CIA.) 
Recipient: FBI. 

27 January 1964 ‘CSCI-3/779,729 (CI/SI6) 

Subject: Possible Relatives of Marina Nikolayevna 
OSWALD. 

30 January 1964 CSC1I-3/779,814 ° (CI/SIG) 

Subject: Jack L. RUBY, Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
Recipient: FBI. 

Recipient: FBI. 

4 February 1964 CSCI-3/779,817 (SR/CI/R) 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Information on names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers relating to the 
Soviet Union.) 
Recipient: FBI. 

18 February 1964 ῤ᾽ δὉὃ" 4-0860 

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. Subject: Assassination of John F. 
Kennedy. . 
Recipient: FBI. [Copy to Warren Commission] . 

18 February 1964 DOP 4-0861. | | | 

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. Subject: Assassination of 
President John F. Kennedy. _ 
Recipient: FBI. [Copy to Warren Commission] : : 

18 February 1954. ς7᾽΄ὉὨΡ 4-0862 
Memorandum for the Chief, United States Secret | 

᾿ Service. Subject: Assassination of President 

Se 
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John F. Kennedy. (Verification of entry in "Historic 
Diary" relating to OSWALD's attempted suicide.) 
Recipient: Secret Service.~-[Copy to Warren Commission] | 

18 February 1964 .  DDP 4-0864 

Memorandum for Mr. Thomas L. Hughes, The Director of 
Intelligence and Research, Department of State. 
Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy - 
Verification of Entry in "Historic Diary”. 
Recipient: State. [Copy to Warren Commission] 

20 February 1964 _ CSCI-3/779,988 (SR/CI/R) 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Information regarding 
SETYAEVA and RAHM. )} 
Recipient: FBI. 

22 February 1964 DIR 03101 (C/WH/3) 

Subject: Further Information Provided by Moroccan 
Student Mohamed REGGAB. 
Recipient: White House (attention Secret Service). 

11 March 1964 -  €SCI-3/780,344 

Subject: Summary of Findings in Regard to Allegations 
by Mohamed REGGAB Relative to Marina OSWALD. 
Recipient: FBI. 

20 March 1964 ᾿ CSCI-3/780,612 (SR/CI/R) 

Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
. (Photograph of an individual closely resembling 

OSWALD). 
Recipient: FBI. 

16 April 1964 CSCI-3/780, 996 ~ (SR/CI/R) 

_ Subject: Yuriy Ivanovich NOSENKO. 
Recipient: FBI. 

20 April 1964. - CSDB-3/660, 704 
Subject: Plans by British and French to Publish 

_ BUCHANAN Articles on Assassination. 
Recipient: FBI. (?) 

009538 
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22 April 1964 CSCI-3/780,881 (SR/CI/R) Ξ 

Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Information regarding Lydia DYMITRUK.) 
Recipient: FBI. 

30 April 1964 Unnumbered Memorandum (CI/SIG) 

Telephone Contact with S. PAPICH on 29 November 
advising PAPICH to contact SOLIE of the Office ; 
of Security for information. | 

8 May 1964 DDP 4-2351 | 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Marina OSWALD's Notebook. 
Recipient: Copy of attachment forwarded to FBI. 

11 May 1964 CSCI-3/781,172 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Traces on Soviet names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers from an address book 
belonging to Marina OSWALD.) 
Recipient: FBI. 

13 May 1964 CSCI-3/781,282 (SR/CI/R) 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Identification 
of photographs sent to CIA by FBI.) 
Recipient: FBI. 

15 May 1964 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Role of Cuban Intelligence Service in 

ἜΣ Processing Visa Applicants; Reaction of that Service 
ΟΡ the Assassination of President Kennedy. 

14 
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13 May 1964 CSCI-3/781 ,351 | 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD*S Access to Classified 
Information about the U-2. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission - DOP 4-2444] 

19 May 1964 CSCI-3/781 , 386 

Subject: Paul DIMITRIK (aka Pavel DIMITRUK). 
Recipient: Navy. 

5 June 1964 CSCI-3/781 ,543 (CI/R&A) 

PROMIBITED 

tion Program to Check Out Cubans Mentioned in Letter 
of 27 November 1963 from Mario del ROASRIA Milina. 

10 June 1964 CSCI-3/781 ,841 (CI/R&A) 

: | 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Use of Machine Colla- 

Subject: Information Concerning Jack Ruby. 
Recipient: FBI. 

29 June 1964 CSCI-3/782, 058 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Investigation of Allegation that OSWALD was 
in Tangier, Morocco. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission] 

2 July 1964 DDP 4-3401 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
Recipient: Copy to FBI. 

6 July 1964 | ες  DDP 4-3470 . 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Statements Reportedly Made by George and 
Jeanne de MOHRENSCHILDT Concerning Lee Harvey OSWALD 
and the Assassination of John F. Kennedy. 
eas Copy to FBI. 

15 
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Subject: No Indication of: Subject's Defection Having 
- Been Used for Propaganda by the Soviet Union. 
Recipient: FBI. 

3 September 1964 DDP 4~4600 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: OSWALD Documents Supplied by the Cuban 
Government. 
Recipient: Copy to FBI. 

1 October 1964 DDP 4-5110 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Joachim JOESTEN. 
Recipient: Copy to FBI. 

6 October 1964 CSCI-316/01446-64 — | 

Subject: VIADUCT Interview on 9 September 1964; His 

27 August 1964 CSCI-316/00856-64 

Comments on Seven enetogranis Forwarded by the FBI. 
Recipient: FBI. 

ξ | 

23 October 1964 - cScI-316/01709-64 

Subject: Raymond F. FRIESECKE. 
Recipient: FBI. . 

2 November 1964 ᾿ς €SCI-316/01779-64 

Subject: Testimony in the Warren Commission Report in 
the Assassination of President Kennedy. 

. Recipient: FBI. 

23 December 1964 Ἔ0501-316)02545-64 

Subject: Allegation of Unidentified Scientist of 
Cuban Involvement in Assassination. 

i Recipient: FBI. 
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2 March 1965 CSCI-316/00925-65 

Subject: Marvin KANTOR, Possible Connection with Investi- 
gation of Lee Harvy and Marina OSWALD. 
Recipient: FBI. 

8 April 1965 CSCI-316/01398-65 

Subject: Correspondence to the Soviet Embassy in Mexico 
City. 
Recipient: FBI. [Copy to Secret Service] 

30 June 1965 CSCI-316/02654-65 

Subject: Silvia DURAN. 
Recipient: FBI. . 

2 September 1966 CSCI-316/04482-66 

Subject: Rima ZMITROOK, Lee Harvey OSWALD's Intourist 
Guide in Moscow. 
Recipient: FBI.. 

9 May 1967 CSCI-316/021 53-67 

Subject: BEAUBOVEFF apparently to be used as a pawn by 
Jim GARRISON to show that OSWALD was a CIA agent and 
was to be used to assassinate Fidel CASTRO. GARRISON 
alleges he has letters signed by CIA representatives or 
by Senator Robert KENNEDY authorizing certain Americans 

τς to work with Cubans for the assassination of CASTRO. 
This memroandum is intended to record that such letters 

never existed and therefore could not be in GARRISON's 
possession. 
Recipient: FBI. 

14 June 1967. | CSCI-316/02669-67 

| Subject: Allegations of Unidentified Woman Regarding 
Mario GARCIAS et.al. 
Recipient: FBI 

. Wile 
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24 July 1967 — CSCI-3167/03243-67 » 

Subject: Allegation of Oscar COUNTRERAS, Mexican newsman, 
that OSWALD visited UNAM Campus shortly after the Cuban 
Embassy refused him a visa to visit Cuba. CONTRERAS‘ 
statement of dubious credibility; information passed to 
Mexican authorities. 
Recipient:, FBI. 

7 May 1968 - SC1-316/01678-68 

Subject: Promotional Literature Concerning the Alleged 
Assassination Conspiracy of JFK Written and Mailed by 
Joachim JOESTEN in Support of District Attorney Jim 
GARRISON's Allegations. 
Recipient: FBI. 

16 September 1969 CSCI-316/03323-69 

Subject: Charles William THOMAS. 
Recipient: FBI. 

DISSEMINATION OF REPORTS TO CI STAFF 

Since CI Staff held the Agency's official file on OSWALD, 
all cable traffic (theoretically) including disseminations by 
cable was sent to the Staff for filing in the official file. Ad- 
ditionally, cables disseminations were released by CI/Liaison. 
Copies were, therefore, available to the Staff. 

Since ΟἹ Staff released all long-form CSCI's, coordinated 
on short-form CSCI's, and maintained the CSCI log, the CI etary 
received copies of all CSCI's. 

DISSEMINATION OF MATERIAL TO THE WARREN COMMISSION 

13 December 1963 _ [Commission Document Ne. 100] 

Memorandum 
Subject: Analysis of World Reaction to President 
Kennedy's Assassination. oe 
ΤΊΡΕΙ ΕΣ by A. W. DULLES. ). 

| 
i 
i 

| 
| 
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21 January 1964 (Commission Document No. 300] 

Note from Richard HELMS, DOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Attachments: a. Recent Soviet Statements on 

Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
b. FBIS=28 on OSWALD case. 

21 January 1964 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Draft Questions for Submission to the 
Government of the Soviet Union.’ 

| 

22 January 1964 [Commission Document No. 691] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Suggested Questions for Marina OSWALD. 

25 January 1964 [Commission Document No. 3217] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Chronology of Lee Harvey OSWALD's Stay in 

the Soviet Union. 
Alphabetical List of Persons in the Soviet 

Union Who Were Known to or Mentioned by “ 
Lee Harvey OSWALD or His Wife. 

31 January 1964 [Commission Document No. 347] | 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. } 
Subject: Information Developed by CIA on the Activity 
-of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City, 28 September - 3 — 
October 1963. 

* § February 1964 

‘Note from Thomas H. KARAMESSINES to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Fourteen attachments including recent Soviet State- . 
ments on Lee Harvey OSWALD (as of 5 February 1964). 

5 February 1964 - {Commission Document No. 361] 

Memorandum from Thomas H. KARAMESSINES, ADDP, to 
J. Lee RANKIN forwarding three copies of Appendix B, 
a summary biography of Mrs. OSWALD and her relatives. © 

19 
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8 February 1964 [Commission Docjment No. 1182] 

Letter from Thomas H. KARAMESSINES, ADDP, to J. Lee 
RANKIN regarding Soviet weapon mentioned in one of 
Lee Harvey OSWALD's documents. 
[Information passed to FBI. 1 

18 February 1964 

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of Investi- 
gation, attention Mr. 5. J. PAPICH. Subject: Assassi- 
nation of President John F. Kennedy. (Request for 
information which might be helpful in interpreting 
available materials relating to OSWALD's activities 
abroad. ) 
{Copy to Warren Commission. ] 

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0860 

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of Investi- 
gation, attention Mr. 5. J. PAPICH. Subject: Assassi- 
nation of John F. Kennedy. (Request for information ᾿ : 
relating to OSWALD's attempted suicide.) 
(Copy to Warren Commission. ] 

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of Investi- 
gation, attention Mr. 5. J. PAPICH. Subject: Assassi- 
nation of President John F. Kennedy. (Request for copies 
of 47 photographs found among the effects of Lee Harvey’ 
OSWALD. ) - 
[Copy to Warren Commission. ] 

18 February 1964 . DDP 4-0862 

Memorandum for the Chief, United States Secret Service; 
signed by Richard HELMS, DDP. Subject: Assassination . 
of President John F. Kennedy. (Verification of entry 
in “Historic Diary" ralating to OSWALD's attempted . 
suicide.) 
[Copies ‘to Warren Commission and the FBI. de 
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18 February 1964 DOP 4-0864 

Memorandum for Mr. Thomas L..HUGHES, The Director of 
Intelligence and Research, Department of State. 
Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Verification of Entry in "Historic Diary".) 
[Copies to Warren Commission and the FBI.] 

19 February 1964 [Commission Document No. 384] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
(TS No. 187908.) Subject: Information Developed by 
CIA on the Activity of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico 
City, September 28 to October 3, 1963. 

19 February 1964 DDP 4-4581 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Cuban Consulate and Embassy in Mexico City. 

| 
| 
Ι 

*2] February 1964 : DDP 4-0940 {Commission Document No. 426] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Translations of Interrogations Reports of 
Silvia DURAN. 
Attachments: OUT Telegram No. 35758, 29 November 1963. 

Translation of Interrogation of Silvia 
DIRAN and Horacio DURAN Navarro. 

CSCI-3/779,482 of 10 January 1964. Trans- 
Jation of Official Mexican Polic Report 
on the Second Interrogation of Silvia 
DURAN. 

5 March 1964 DDP 4~-1171 [Commission Document No. 448] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Summary of Findings in Regard to Allegations 
by Mohammed REGGAB Relative to Marina OSWALD. 

*6 March 1964 DOP 4-1224 [Commission Document No. 692] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information in CIA's Possession Regarding 

_Lee Harvey OSWALD Prior to November 22, 1963. : 

2] 
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18 March 1964 DDP 4-1423 {Commission Document No. 528] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Article Alleging that OSWALD was Interviewed 
by CIA in Moscow. 

24 March 1964 DDP 4-1555 [Commission Document No. 674] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information Disseminated to the Secret 
Service but not yet made available to the President's | 
Commission. | 

#24 March 1964 DDP 4-1554 [Commission Document No. 631] | 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: CIA Dissemination of Information on Lee 
Harvey OSWALD, Dated 10 October 1963. 
Attachments: OUT Message No. 74673, dated 10 October 

1963 

| 

| 

OUT Message No. 77978, dated 23 October 
963. 

25 March 1964 DDP 4~-1576 

Note from Richard HELMS to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Attachment: Five copies of "Rumors about Lee Harvey 
OSWALD", dated 23 March 1964. 

27 March 1964 . DOP 4-1606 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to Thomas L. HUGHES, 
. Director of Intelligence and Research, Department of 

State. Subject: Verification of Entry in "Historic 
Diary". 
[Copies to Warren Commission and the FBI.] 

«31 March 1964 - DDP 4-1655 [Commission Document No. 698] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DOP, to J. Lee RANKIN... 
Subject: Reports on Activities and Travel of Lee 
Harvey OSWALD and Marina Nikolevna OSWALD. 
Attachments: OUT =o No. 86702, 4 December 1963, 

003545 
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to the White House, the Department of State, and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to the 
Secret Service. 

OUT Message No. 97520, dated 6 December 
1963, to the White House, the Department of State, 
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to 
the Secret Service. 

QUT Message No. 85715, dated 29 November 
1963, to the White House, the Department of State, and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to the 
Secret Service. 

1963, to the White House, the Department of State, and 
the Federal Bureau of TIN Goe rset with copy to the 
Secret Service. 

OUT Message No. 85182, dated 22 November 

OUT Message No. 85665, dated 28 November | 
1963, to the White House, the Department of State, and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to the 
Secret Service. | 

| 
*3 April 1964 DDP 4-1699 [Commission Document No. 710] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Richard Thomas GIBSON. 
Attachment: OUT Message No. 89970, dated 18 December 
1963, to White House, Department of State, and. the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, with a copy to the 
Secret Service. 

“ 6 April 1964 DDP 4-1739 (Commission Document No. 708] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Reply to Questions Contained in Your Memo- 
randum dated 12 March 1964. ("Certain Questions Posed 
by the State Department Files") . 

7 April 1964 . DDP 4-1787 [Commission Document No. 726] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Actions of Silvia DURAN After Her First 
_Interrogation. -_ 
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7 April 1964 DDP 4-1786 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Mohammed REGGAB. 

20 April 1964 DDP 4-1997 (Commission Document No. 817] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: BND Report Pertaining to Allegations Con- 
cerning Anton ERDINGER. 

21 April 1964 

Letter from Raymond G. ROCCA to Mr. Samuel A. STERN. 
Attachment: CSDB 3/660,704 (Plans of British and 
French Publishing Firms to Publish the Thomas 
BUCHANAN Articles on Assassination of President 
Kennedy. ) 

24 April 1964 DDP 4-2099 {Commission Document No. 844] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lydia DIMYTRUK; Acquaintance of Marina OSWALD. 

29 April 1964 DOP 4-2160. [Commission Document No. 871] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
SUBJECT: Photograph of Lee Harvey OSWALD. 

4 May 1964 DDP 4-2256 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DOP, to.J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Additional Information on Lee Harvey OSWALD. | 

6 May 1964 ᾿ DDP 4-2296 {Commission Document No. 902] | 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. => 
Subject: Criteria for Dissemination of Information to 
the Secret Service; Recommendations of the Central 
Intelligence Agency Relative to Presidential Protection. 

: 8 May 1964 | DDP 4-2351 [Commission Document No. 911] 

sata ranain from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Marina OSWALD's Notebook. 
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15 May 1964 [Commission Document No. 

19 May 1964 DDP 4-2533 [Commission Document No. 
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931] 

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD's Access to Classified Info 
tion about the U-2. 
[CSCI-3/781,351 - copy to Warren Commission] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Role of the Cuban Intelligence Service in 
Processing Visa Applicants; Reaction of that Service 
to the Assassination of President Kennedy. 
[Copy to FBI] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Hours of Work at Cuban and Soviet Consulates; 
Procedures and Regulations for Issuance of Cuban Visas; 
Mexican Control of U.S. Citizens’ Travel to and from 
Cuba. 

1964 DDP 4-2534 [Commission Document No. 

Memorandum from Rixhard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Allegations of Pfc. Eugene B. DINKIN, U.S. 
Army, Relative to Assassination Plot Against Presi- 
dent Kennedy. 
Attachment: OUT Message No. 85770, dated 29 November 
1963, to the White House, State Department, and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, with a copy to the 
Secret Service. 

1964 ᾿ : DDP 4-2624 [Commission Document No. 

. Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Anonymous Telephone Calls to United States 
Embassy in Canberra, Australia, Relative to Planned 

. Assassination of President Kennedy. 
Attachment: QUT Message No. 85691, dated 29 November 
1963, to the White House, Department of State, and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with a copy to 
the Secret Service. : 
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27 May 1964 DDP 4-2688 {Commission Document No. 985] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Letter Accusing the Chinese Communists of 
Plotting the Assassination of President Kennedy. 
Attachment: OUT Message No. 87796, dated 9 December 
1963, to the White House, Department of State, and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigations. with a copy to 
the Secret Service. 

27 May 1964 DDP 4-2692 [Commission Document No. 990] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Discussion between Chairman KHRUSHCHEV and 
Mr. Drew PEARSON Regarding Lee Harvey OSWALD. 

1 June 1964 DDP 4-274] [Commission Document No. 1000] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. . 

' Attachments: OUT Message No. 85089, dated 26 November 
1963, relative to Gilberto ALVARADO. 

QUT Message No. 85199, dated 27 November 
1963; subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. 

QUT Message No. 85662, dated 28 November 
1963, relative to Gilberto ALVARADO. 

OUT Message No. 86063, dated 30 November 
1963, relative to Gilberto ALVARADO. 

QUT Message No. 85666, dated 28 November 
1963, relative to Gilberto ALVARADO. 

OUT Message No. 87667, dated 7 December 
1963; subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. 

eds Memorandum, dated 12 December 1963; 
4 subject: Mexican Interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO. 

3 June 1964 | DDP 4-2764 [Commission Document No. 1001] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Documents on Lee Harvey OSWALD Furnished by 
the Soviet Government. 

3 June 1964 DOP 4-2770 . [Commission Document. No. 1012] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject. George and Jeanne de MOHRENSCHILDT. 

26 
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4 June 1964 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information Developed on the Activity of Lee 
Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City. 

5 June 1964 DDP 4-2844 [Commission Document No. 1041] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Allegations Regarding Intelligence Training 
School in Minsk, USSR. 

10 June 1964 DOP 4-2922 [Commission Document No. 1054] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Information Concerning Jack RUBY (aka Jack 
RUBENSTEIN) and His Associates. 

*12 June 1964 DDP 4-2988 _ [Commission Document No. 1089] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Letter Relative to Assassination of President 
Kennedy Sent to United States Embassy in Costa Rica. 
Attachment: OUT Message No. 88643, dated 12 December 
1963, to the White House, Department of State, and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

19 June 1964 DDP 4-3169 [Commission Document No. 1131] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Soviet Brainwashing Techniques. - 

26 June 1964 DOP 4-3366 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
- Subject: Soviet Brainwashing Techniques 

29 June 1964 | DDP 4-3347 {Commission Document No. 1188] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee. RANKIN. 
Subject: Investigation of Allegation that. OSWALD was 

_ in Tangier, Morocco. 
(Copy to the FBI.] 

COPY NOe 
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1 July 1964 DOP 4-3389 {Commission Document No. 1207] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD's Arrival Time in Helsinki 
on 10 October 1959. 

2 July 1964 DDP 4-340] {Commission Document No. 1216] | 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD (Remarks by Soviet Consul 
Pavel Antonovich YATSKOV). 
[Copy to the FBI.] 

6 July 1964 DDP 4-3470 {Commission Document No. 1222] 

eqs ranean: from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Statements Reportedly Made by George and 
Jeanne de MOHRENSCHILDT Concerning Lee Harvey OSWALD 
and the Assassination of President Kennedy. 
[Copy to the FBI.] 

22 July 1964 DDP 4-3712 [Commission Document No. 1273] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS , DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Apparent Inconsistencies in Material Fur- 
ata the Commission by CIA and the Department of 
tate. 

23 July 1964 DDP 4-3769 [Commission Document No. 1287] — 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee bi 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
Attachment: Affidavit respecting origin and circum- 

ἜΣ stances of a photograph of an unknown individual 
furnished by this Agency to the FBI on 22 November 
1963. . 

23 July 1964 = ~—sODDP. 4-370 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
Attachments: Trans|es ion (original documents included. i. 
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31 July 1964 DDP 4-3916 [Commission Document No. 1358] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Length of Time Required for Obtaining Soviet 
Tourist Visas in Helsinki and Stockholm, 1964. 

7 August 1964 DOP 4-4037 (Commission Document No. 1356] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Soviet Hunting Societies. 

28 August 1964 DDP 4-4479 (Commission Document No. 1443] 

Memorandum from Thomas H. KARAMESSINES, ADDP, to J. 
_ Lee RANKIN. 
“Subject: Konstantin Petrovich SERGIEVSKY. 

31 August 1964 DDP 4-458) 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Cuban Consulate and Embassy in Mexico City. 

3 September 1964 DOP 4-4600 . [Document No. 50, List 2] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: OSWALD Documents “Supplies by the Cuban Government. 
[Copy to the FBI] © 

14 September 1964 DOP 4-4775 [Commission Document No. 1483] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Length of Time Required for Obtaining Soviet 
Tourist Visas in Wester Europe in 1964. 

1] September 19.841. 6 ΌΩΡ 4-4793 

“Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Publication of Documents Furnished to the 
Commission by the Central Intelligence Agency. 

᾿ September 1964. DOP 4-4794 {Commission Document No. 1479] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS , DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Certain Questions Posed by the State Depart- 
ment Files. (Revised) (Attachment to CD No. 1479) 
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11 September 1964 DOP 4-4795 (Commission Document No. 1479] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Soviet Hunting Societies. (Revised) 
(Attachment to CD No. 1479.) 

1] September 1964 DDP 4-4796 [Commission Document No. 1479] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, pop, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Length of Time Required for Obtaining Soviet 
Tourist Visas in Helsinki and Stockholm, 1964. 

15 September 1964 DDP 4-480] ‘(Commission Document No. 1493] | 

. Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. | 
Subject: Information Concerning Jack RUBY (aka Jack 
RUBENSTEIN) and.His Associates. 

17 September 1964 DOP 4~4823 | 
| 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Hours of Work at Cuban and Soviet Consulates; 
Procedure and Regulations for Issuance of Cuban Visas; | 
Mexican Control of U.S. Citizens' Travel to and from 
Cuba. 

17 September 1964 - DDP 4-4838 

Memorandum from Richard. HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: State Department Files. 

17 September 1964 _ DDP 4-4893 

: . Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN... 
- Subject: Valeriy Vladimirovich KOSTIKOV. 

17 September 1964 ΌΌΡ 4-4841 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, ODP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Regarding Agency approval 
for the publication of memorandum, dated 2 July 1964, — 
concerning Lee Harvey OSWALD. Not authorized. ) 
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18 September 1964 DDP 4-4847 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: COmmunications from the Department of State. 

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4848 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Departure from the USSR of Soviet Citizens 
Married to Foreigners. . ! 

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4850 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Passport and Visa Office. ; | 

| 

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4873 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Intourist Hotels in Moscow. 

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4882 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. | 
Subject: _ Technical Examination of Photographs of Lee 

_ Harvey OSWALD's Application for a Cuban Visa. 

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4886 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Resettlement of U.S. Defectors in the USSR. 

22 September 1964 DOP 4-492] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Silvia Tirado Bazan de DURAN. 

17 September 1964 DOP 4-4922 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DOP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Eusebio AZQUE [sic - AZCUE] - Former Cuban | 
Consul, Mexico City. 
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. 18 September 1964 DDP 4-4952 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWLAD. (Information regarding 
OSWALD's stay in Helsinki.) 

18 September 1964 DDP 4-4953 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Identification of Persons Appearing in FBI 
Photograph No. D 33-46 (Commission Exhibit No. 2625). 

1 October 1964 DDP 4-5110 . [Commission Document No. 1532] 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Joachim JOESTEN. 
[Copies to FBI, I&NS, State] 

13 October 1964 DDP 4-5275 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Publication of Documents Furnished to the 
Commission by the Central Intelligence Agency. 

16 October 1964 | DDP 4-5334/1 

Memorandum for The President's Committee on the Warren 
Commission Report. 
Subject: CIA's Role in the Support of Presidential | 
Foreign Travel. 

20 October 1964 DDP 4-5341 [Commission Document No. 1545} 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. | 
Subject: Information Developed on the Activity of Lee 
Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City. 

29 October 1964 DDP 4-5558 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DOP, to J. Lee RANKIN, 
Subject: Transmittal of OCR Publication: "Foreign 
Press Reaction to the Warren Repos and coro 
Report, dated 22 October 1964. 
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AGENCY DISSEMINATIONS TO THE FBI ET AL REGARDING RUMORS AND 
ALLEGATIONS REGARDING PRESIDENT KENNEDY ASSASSINATION. 

10 October 1963 DIR 74673 

Lee Harvey OSWALD, Contact with Soviet esuteey. Maxico i> 
City, 1 October 1963. : 
Recipients: FBI, IaNS, State, White House. 7 | 

"23 November 1963 - DIR 84915 

Information relating to telephone call on 28 Septenber 
1963 to Soviet Embassy in Mexico City. 
Recipient: FBI. . ee 

25 November 1963 ὀΟΌΙᾺ 84950 3 
‘Subject: Silvia T. DURAN, Mexican Employee of the 
Cuban Embassy [sic - Consulate] in Mexico City; 
Contact with Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
Recipient: FBI. 

25 November 1963 DIR 84951 

CIA requests information relating to OSWALD's ac- 
tivities in Mexico City (from FBI interrogation 
of OSWALD). 
Recipient: FBI. 

26 November 1963 

Subject: Reported Anonymous Telephone Message. 
Recipient: FBI. 

26 November 1963 CSCI-3/778 ,826 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD, Suspected ἀξε κεν τῳ οὔ 
. President Kennedy. Encloses transcripts of tele-— . 

phone calls made on 27 and 28 September and 1 and 
3 October 1963. 
Recipient: FBI. 
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26 November 1963 ὁ ὁ CSCI-3/778,829 

Subject: Same as above. 
(Comment: This dissemination may be identical with 
CSCI-3/778,826. The above CSCI number appears to 
be the correct one, according to a copy of the docu- 
ment in CI/SIG file no. 568.) 
Recipient: FBI. 

26 November 1963 DIR 85069 

Subject: Travel of Pro-Communist Costa Rican Congress- 
man to Texas on 26 November 1963. 
Representatives of this Agency in Costa Rica suspect 
that Julio SUNOL Leal, pro-Communist, pro-Castro deputy 
to the Costa Rican National Assembly, will try to 
gather data in Texas to use in pro-conmunist-pro-Castro 
propaganda in connection with the assassination of 
President Kennedy. 
Recipient: FBI. 

26 November 1963 DIR 85089 

Gilberto ALVARADO, a professed Castroite Nicaraguan, 
Stated to U.S. Embassy in Mexico City on 26 November 
1963 [sic - 25 November 1963] that “on 18 September 
1963 he saw Lee Harvey OSWALD receive six thousand 
five hundred dollars in a meeting inside the Cuban 
Embassy in Mexico City." 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Sarviick 
received a copy. [Warren Commission] 

, 26 November 1963 DIR 85176 

Subject: Marina Nikolaevna OSWALD Lineounatton νϑ 3. 
teered on Marina OSWALD by Moroccan student Mo hamed 
REGGAB studying in West Germany). 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received. COPY: 

; eee November 1963. ᾿ DIR. 85177 

τ ΓΝ 

Subject: Telephone Communication between Duban Presi- 
dent DORTICOS and Joaquin HERNANDEZ Armas Cuban Am- — 
bassador to Mexico. 

“Recipients: FBI, ‘State, White House; Secret Service 
sveeervee copy. 7 
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26 November 1963 Unnumbered 

Subject: HUNTER Report No. 10815. 
Recipient: FBI. 

26 November 1963 Unnumbered 

Subject: HUNTER Report No. 10816. 
Recipient: FBI. 

26 November 1963 Unnumbered 

Subject: Passage of IN 68291 from Mexico City to the 
White House. (QSWALD's reported presence in Mexico 
City on 18 September 1963. ) 

' Recipient: FBI. 

27 November 1963 CSCI ~3/778,881 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD, Soviet Activities in 
Mexico City, 18 - 24 November 1963. 
Recipient: FBI. 

27 November 1963 DIR 85182 — 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. On 23 November, Richard 
Thomas GIBSON, an American living in Switzerland, who 
was acquainted with OSWALD, made statements regarding 
latter to a close friend in Bern. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission] 

tr ocean momma ---Ὁ-ὄ.ὄ-ἜὨἀὁ͵--- RENE * = Eee reese ee et gap .. 
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27 November 1963 . DIR” 85196 

According to information from Nicaraguan Security 
Service, Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte was a Nicaraguan 
intelligence source from 1962 to August 1963. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. ; 

27 November 1963 DIR 85199 

Information solicited from Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. | 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission] 
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27 November 1963 DIR 85222 

Subject: Silvia T. DURAN, Mexican Employee of the Cuban 
Embassy [sic - Consulate] in Mexico City, contact with 
Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
Recipient: FBI. 

26 November 1963 DIR 85246 

Dr. Jose GUILLERMO Aguirre of Mexico reports ngoumareton | 
regarding Lee Harvey OSWALD. | 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service re- 
ceived copy. (Also relayed to S. PAPICH of the FBI by 
CI Staff on 27 November 1963.) | 

27 November 1963 DIR 85471 | | 

Subject: Rearrest of Silvia DURAN. | 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. | 

27 November 1963 ᾿ς DIR 85573 | | 

‘Information from U.S. Ambassador MANN for Secretary of 
State RUSK regarding Ambassador HERNANDEZ, Cuban Am- 
bassador to Mexico, and Gilberto ALVARADO. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. 

27 November 1963 Unnumbered , 

Information on Arnesto RODRIGUEZ relayed by telephone 
to S. PAPICH. : 
Recipient: FBI. 

- 27 November 1963 _ Unnumbered 

| ᾿ Information regarding photographic coverage of Cuban 
and Soviet Embassies in Mexico City passed to 5. PAPICH 
of the FBI. 

| Recipient: FBI. . 

28 November 1963 DIR 85657 

‘on 26 November a British journalist named John WILSON- 
HUDSON gave information to the American Embassy in 
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London indicating that an “American gangster type named 
RUBY" visited Cuba around 1959. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. 

28 November 1963 DIR 85662 

Further interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission] 

28 November 1963 DIR 85665 

The Hague Station reports that on 23 November 1963, | 
a local Castroite named Maria SNETHLAGE talked to 
Third Secretary Ricardo SANTOS of the Cuban Embassy. 
SNETHLAGE claimed she knew the Mr. Lee [sic] who 

- murdered President Kennedy. | 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission] : 

| 
29 November 1963 '  CSCI-3/778 ,893 

Subject: Interrogation of Silvia Tirado de DURAN and 
Horacio DURAN Navarro. 
Recipient: FBI. 

29 November 1963 DIR 85666 

Acting upon an FBI request, the Agency requests ALVARADO ; ἱ 
be turned over to Mexican authorities for additional 
interrogation. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. (Warren Commission] 

29 November 1963 DIR. 85668 

Highlights from the interrogation of Horacio DURAN Navarro 
and his wife, Silvia Tirado de DURAN. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. 

29 November 1963. DIR 85670 

Sensitive sources . .. have reported that when the 
23 November arrest of Silvia DURAN became known to 
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the personnel of the Cuban _Embassy there was a great deal 
of discussion. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission] 

29 November 1963 DIR 85691 

Series of anonymous telephone calls to the office of the 
Naval Attache in Canberra, Australia, by a man claiming 
to have knowledge about a Soviet plot to assassinate 
President Kennedy. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service re- 
ceived copy. 

29 November 1963 DIR 85714 

Release of Silvia DURAN for second time on 28 November. | 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. . | 

29 November 1963 . DIR 85744 

Interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. : | 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. 

29 November 1963 DIR 85758 | | 

Translation of interrogation of Silvia DURAN and 
Horacio DURAN Navarro. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission] 

- 29 November 1963 DIR 85770 

Series of incidents which have produced a report 
alleging advance information on assassination. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. (Warren Commission 

29 November 1963 .  Unnumbered memorandum 

Telephone contact with 5. PAPICH concerning rumor 
‘that OSWALD had made a bank deposit. 
Recipient: FBI. 
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30 November 1963 | CSCI~3/778,894 

Subject: Article in 29 November 1963 issue of Washington 
Post suggesting two men involved in assassination. 
Recipient: FBI. 

30 November 1963: DIR 86063 

Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte Admits his story a fabrication. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission] 

3 December 1963 DIR 86496 

Information relating to OSWALD’ 5 presence in Mexico. 
Recipient: FBI 

7 December 1963 DIR 87667 

Re-interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO concluded. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission] 

9 December 1963 DIR 87731 

Richard BEYMER, American movie actor, in touch with 
Cuban Embassy, Mexico City. — 
Recipient: FBI. 

9 December 1963 DIR 87796 

Letter mailed in Stockholm on 25 November 1963 alleging 
assassination arranged by Communist Chinese. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission] 

9 December 1963 Unnumbered Memorandum 

Telephone contact with S. PAPICH regarding identity of 
ἃ source who claims plot to assassinate Kennedy prepared 
and executed jointly by the Communist Chinese and Cubans 
through intermediaries. (See JMWAVE 8658, IN 75902.) 
Recipient: FBI. 

12 December 1963 CSCI-3/779, 048 

Subject: WILSON, Carlos John (also: WILSON-HUDSON, 
John; WILSON, John Hudson.) ἡ 
Recipient: . FBI. - 
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12 December 1963 DIR 88643 

Subject: Letter Relative to-Assassination of President 
Kennedy Sent to United States Embassy in Costa Rica. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. [Warren Commission] 

12 December 1963 DIR 88682 

Cuban Ambassador to France received instructions not. 
to comment upon the assassination. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House. 

12 December 1963 DIR 88747 

Subject: Second Interrogation of Silvia DURAN. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House.. 

13 December 1963. CSCI-3/779 , 136 

Subject: Mexican Interrogation of Gilberto ALVARADO. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission] 

16 December 1963 CSCI-3/779,135 

Subject: Peter DERYABIN's Comments on Kennedy Assassination. 
Recipient: FBI. . 

18 December 1963 DIR 89970 

Further Information on Richard Thomas GIBSON. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. [Warren Commission] 

. 18 December 1963 © ——DIR 89980 

Subject: Actions of Silvia DURAN after her first | 
interrogation. 
Recipients: FBI, State, White House; Secret Service 
received copy. fWarren Commission] 

27 December 1963 | CSCI-3/779,297 

Subject: Assassination of President Kennedy (arranged 
by the Cuban Government and the Communist eninese 
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3 January 1964 Unnumbered Memorandum 

Telephone contact with 5. RAPICH on 3 January 1964 
regarding newspaper article appearing in ΕἸ Caribe 
on 27 November 1963 and possible connection with 
ALVARADO's interview in the U.S. Embassy on 26 No- | 
vember. 
Recipient: FBI. | 

10 January 1964 ὁ CSC1-3/779 ,482 

Subject: Second Mexican Interrogation of Silvia . 
DURAN. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission] 

27 January 1964 CSCI-3/779,729 | 

Subject: Possible Relatives of Marina Nikolayevna 
OSWALD. | 
Recipient: FBI. | 

30 January 1964 CSCI-3/778,814 3 

Subject: Jack L. RUBY, Lee Harvey OSWALD. | 
Recipient: FBI. . i 

4 February 1964 CSCI-3/779,817 i 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Information on names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers relating to the 
Soviet Union.) 
Recipient: FBI. 

, 18 February 1964 DDP 4-0860 

: Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of 
~ Investigation. 

Subject: Assassination of John F. Kennedy. 
("In connection with our efforts to assist the 
President's Commission on the Assassination of 
President Kennedy by providing information which 
might be helpful in interpreting available ma- 
terials relating to OSWALD's activities abroad, 

ἐν 
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we have considered the entry with regard to attempted 
suicide. We consider this entry as being of consider- 
able importance and one which might be subject to 
verification.") 
Recipient: FBI. -[Copy to Warren Commission] 

18 February 1964 DDP 4-086] 

Memorandum for the Director, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. 
Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(". . . 47 photographs which were among the effects of 
Lee Harvey OSWALD, ... . It appears that most of 
the photographs were taken in the USSR and depict 
Soviet tes of OSWALD or scenes in the Soviet 
Union." 
Recipient: FBI. [Copy to Warren Commission] 

18 February 1964 . DDP 4-0862 

Memorandum for the Chief, United States Secret Service. 
Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Verification of entry in "Historic Diary" relating to 
OSWALD's attempted suicide. ) 
Recipient: Secret Service. [Copy to Warren Commission] 

18 February 1964 DDP 4-0864 

Memorandum for Mr. Thomas L. Hughes, The Director of 
Intelligence and Research, Department of State. 

. Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy - 
- Verification of Entry in "Historic Diary”. ᾿ 
Recipient: State. [Copy to Warren Commission] 

20 February 1964 CSCI-3/779 ,988 | 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Information regarding 
- Annette SETYAEVNA and Lillie May RAHM. ) 

Recipient: FBI. 

22 February 1964 DIR 03101 

Subject: Further Information Provided by Moroccan 
Student Mohamed REGGAB. 

' Recipient: White House ast cencian Secret’ Service. ) 
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11 March 1964 CSCI-3/780 ,344 

Subject: Summary of Findings in Regard to Allegations 
by Mohamed REGGAB Relative to Marina OSWALD. 
Recipient: FBI. 

20 March 1964 CSCI-3/780,612 

Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Photograph of an individual closely résembling 
OSWALD. ) 
Recipient: FBI. 

16 April 1964 CSCI-3/780 ,881 

Subject: Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 
(Information regarding Lydia DYMITRUK.) 
Recipient: FBI. 

8 May 1964 | DOP 4-2351 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Marina OSWALD's Notebook. 
Recipient: Copy of attachment forwarded to FBI. 
{Warren Commission] 

TT May 1964 CSCI-3/781,172 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. (Traces on Soviet names, 
addresses, and telephone numbers from an address book 
belonging to Marina OSWALD. ) 
Recipient: FBI. 

° 13 May 1964 . CSCI-3/781 ,282 

“Subject: Lee aay OSWALD. (Identification of 
photographs sent to CIA by ri) 
Recipient: FBI. 

15 May 1964 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Role of Cuban Intelligence Service in Processing 
Visa Applicants; Reaction of the Service to the Assassi- 
nation of President Kennedy. 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission] 
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5 June 1964 CSCI-3/781 ,543 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD». (Use of Machine Colla- 
tion Program to Check Out Cubans Mentioned in Letter 
of 27 November 1963 from Mario del ROSARIA Milina. ) 
Recipient: FBI. 

10 dune 1964 CSCI-3/781 ,841 

. Subject: Information Concerning Jack RUBY. 
Recipient: FBI. 

29 June 1964 CSCI-3/782 ,085 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: Investigation of Allegation that OSWALD was 
in Tangier, Morocco. 
Recipient: FBI. (Warren Commission] 

2 July 1964 DDP 4-3401 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
(Remarks made by Soviet Consul Pavel Antonovich YATSKOV.) 
Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission] 

27 August 1964 CSCI-316/00856-64 

Subject: No Indication of Subject's Defection Having 
Been Used for Propaganda by the Cuban Government. 
Recipient: Fer. {Warren Commission] 

3 September 1964 DDP 4-4600 

Memorandum from Richard HELMS, DDP, to J. Lee RANKIN. 
Subject: OSWALD Documents Supplied by the Cuban 
Government. . mae 

_ Recipient: FBI. [Warren Commission] 

6 October 1964 εις CSCI-316/01446-64 

Subject: VIADUCT Interview on 9 September 1964; His 
Comments on Seven Photographs Forwarded by the FBI. 
Recipient: - FBI. 
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23 December 1964 = CSC1-316/02545-64 

Subject: Allegation of Unidentified Scientist of 
Cuban Involvement in Assassination. 

| Recipient: FBI. 

2 March 196 CSCI-316/00925-65 

Subject: Marvin KANTOR, Possible Connection with 
Investigation of Lee Harvey and Marina OSWALD. 
Recipient: FBI. 

30 June 1965 CSCI-316/02654-65 

Subject: Silvia DURAN. 
Recipient: FBI. 

2 September 1966 CSCI-316/04482-66 

Subject: Rima ZMITROOK, Lee Harvey OSWALD's Tn 
+ tourist Guide in Moscow. 

Recipient: FBI. 

14 June 1967 ο΄ CSCI-316/03243-67 

ον Subject: Allegation of Oscar COUNTRERAS, Mexican 
Newsman, That OSWALD Visited UNAM Campus Shortly 
After the Cuban Embassy Refused Him a Visa to 
Visit Cuba. CONTRERAS' Statement of Dubious 
Credibility; Information Passed to Mexican au- 
thorities. 

MEMORANOUM SUBMITTED BY CIA TO THE WARREN 
COMMISSION ON RUMORS AND ALLEGATIONS RE- 
LATING ΤῸ THE PRESTDENT'S ASSASSINATION ᾿ 

. 31 January 1964 

Subject: Information Developed by CIA on the 
Activity of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico ow 

ς 28 september - 3 October 1963. 
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5 March 1964 

Subject: Summary of Findings in Regard to Allegations 
by Mohammed REGGAB Relative to Marina OSWALD. 

18 March 1964 

Subject: Article Alleging that OSWALD was interviewed 
by CIA in Moscow. 

, 31 March 1964 DDP 4-1655 

Subject: Reports on Activities and Travel of Lee Harvey 
OSWALD and Marina Nikolevna OSWALD. 
Enclosures include the following: 

Teletype Message No. 87515, 29 November 1963 - 
paragraph g - Marina SNETHLAGE. 

Teletype Message No. 85182, 22 November 1963 - 
Remarks made by Richard Thomas GIBSON. 

Teletype Message No. 85665, 28 November 1963 - 
Remarks Made by Maria SNETHLAGE and Third 
Secretary Ricardo SANTOS of the Cuban Em- 
bassy in The Hague. 

3 April 1964 DDP 4-1699 

| Subject: Richard Thomas GIBSON. 

-7 April 1964 DOP 4-1784 

Subject: Mohammed REGGAB. 

4 May 1964 DOP 4-2256 

φυδήδοϊ:, Additional Information on Lee Harvey OSWALD. 
"A survey of Agency files indicates that all... 
information known to the Agency on OSWALD's association 
(with communists or criminals, either in United States 

or abroad) has been made available to the Commission." 

8 May 1964 DOP 4-2351 © 

Subject: Marina OSWALD's Notebook... 
(Compilation of traces on what appear to be Soviet 

. Mames, addresses, and telephone numbers from an ad-— 
a ἐν τς dress book identified by Marina OSWALD as belonging 

_« : to her.) . 
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15 May 1964 

Subject:. Role of the Cuban Intelligence Service in 
Processing Visa Applicants > Reaction of that Service 
to the Assassination of President Kennedy. 

19 May 1964 DDP 4-2534 

Subject: Allegations of PFC Eugene B. DINKIN, U.S. 
Army, Relative to Assassination Plot Against Presi- 
dent Kennedy. 

22 May 1964 DDP 4-2624 

Subject: Anonymous Telephone Calls to United States 
Embassy in Canberra, Australia; Relative to Planned 
Assassination of President Kennedy. 

27 May 1964 DDP 4-2688 

Subject: Letter Accusing the Chinese Communists of 
Plotting the Assassination of President Kennedy. 
(Comment: Letter received at U.S. Embassy, Stockholm. ) 

1 June 1964 DOP 4-2741 

Subject: Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. 
Enclosures: Out Teletype No. 85089, 26 November 1963. 

Out Teletype No. 85199, 27 November 1963. 
Qut Teletype No. 85662, 28 November 1963. 
Qut Teletype No. 85666, 28 November 1963. 
Out Teletype No. 86063, 30 November 1963. ; 
Out Teletype No. 87667, 7 December 1963. 
Memorandum, 12 December 1963, Interroga- 

. tion of Gilberto ALVARADO. — 

3 June 1964 ὌΝ DDP 4-2769 

Subject: Documents on Lee Harvey OSWALD Furnished by 
the Soviet Government. 

4 June 1964 DpP 

Subject: Information Developed on the Activity of | 
Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City. 
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10 June 1964 

Subject: Information Concerning Jack RUBY (aka Jack 
RUBENSTEIN) and His Associates. 

12 June 1964 

Subject: Letter Relative to Assassination of 
President. Kennedy sent to United States Embassy 
in Costa Rica. 

29 June 1964 DDP 4-3347 

Subject: Investigation of Allegation that OSWALD 
was in Tangier, Morocco. 

2 July 1964 . DDP 4~3401 

Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. 

28 August 1964 ᾿ DDP 4-4479 

Subject: Konstantin Petrovich SERGIEVSKY. 

15 September 1964. DDP 4-4808 

Subject: Information Concerning Jack RUBY (aka Jack 
RUBENSTEIN) and His Associates. 

17 September 1964 DOP 4-4839 

Subject: Valeriy Vladimirovich KOSTIKOV. 

" 17 September 1964 DOP 4~4922 

Subject: Eusebio AZQUE - Former Cuban Consul, Mexico City. 

18 September 1964 ες DDP 4-4953 

Subject: Identification of Persons Appearing in FBI 
Photograph No. D 33-46 (Commission Exhibit No. 2625). 
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